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The Torvic Matchbox Collection - Part 2 

1001. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y1 1936 Jaguar SS100 Group to include 3 x white/cream body with large side lights 
and base sump, black seats and folded hood, chrome 24 spoke wheels - all three are within pre-production mock up white card 
window boxes and with 3 x later issues - yellow oversprayed dark green body and chassis in type J maroon window 
boxes - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (6) 

 £40 - £60 

1002. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y8 1914 Sunbeam Motorcycle with Milford Sidecar - bare metal model with trial plastic 
components - normally chrome plated fitted with emerald green plastic sidecar seat and with lime green plastic motorcycle 
seat - model is loosely assembled for display purposes only, un-riveted unboxed. 

 £50 - £70 

1003. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y8 1914 Sunbeam Motorcycle and Milford Sidecar - colour trial model - dark metallic 
blue with dark red plastic sidecar seat and lighter red plastic motorcycle seat - model has been loosely assembled for display 
purposes only - not factory finished - a few small chips to sidecar body - Excellent unboxed. 

 £60 - £80 

1004. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y8 1914 Sunbeam Motor Cycle and Milford Sidecar - colour trial model - dark metallic 
blue with emerald green plastic sidecar seat and with lime green plastic motorcycle seat - model has been loosely assembled 
for display purposes only - not factory finished - a few small chips to sidecar body - Excellent unboxed. 

 £60 - £80 

1005. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y8 1914 Sunbeam Motorcycle & Milford Sidecar - colour trial model - mid blue body 
with cast shut front forks and with sidecar axle brace, dark red plastic sidecar seat, lighter red plastic motorcycle seat, bare 
metal 26-spoke wheels - model has been loosely assembled for display purposes only, not factory finished - generally Excellent 
unboxed. 

 £60 - £80 

1006. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y8 1914 Sunbeam Motorcycle & Milford Sidecar - colour trial model - mid blue body 
with cast shut front forks and with sidecar axle brace, emerald green plastic sidecar seat, lime green plastic motorcycle seat, 
bare metal 26-spoke wheels - model has been loosely assembled for display purposes only, not factory finished - generally 
Excellent unboxed. 

 £60 - £80 
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1007. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y8 1914 Sunbeam Motorcycle & Milford Sidecar - colour trial model - mid blue body 
with cast shut front forks and with sidecar axle brace, dark red plastic sidecar seat, pale yellow plastic motorcycle seat, bare 
metal 26-spoke wheels - model has been loosely assembled for display purposes only, not factory finished - generally Excellent 
unboxed. 

 £60 - £80 

1008. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y8 1914 Sunbeam Motorcycle & Milford Sidecar colour trial model - green body with 
cast shut front forks and with sidecar axle brace, dark red plastic sidecar seat with lighter red plastic motorcycle seat, bare 
metal 26-spoke wheels - loosely assembled for display purposes only not factory finished - generally Excellent unboxed. 

 £60 - £80 

1009. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y8 1914 Sunbeam Motorcycle & Milford Sidecar - red body with cast shut front forks 
and sidecar with axle brace, emerald green plastic sidecar set and lime green plastic motorcycle seat, bare metal 26-spoke 
wheels - loosely assembled for display purposes only, not factory finished - Excellent. 

 £60 - £80 

1010. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y8 1914 Sunbeam Motorcycle & Milford Sidecar - red body with cast shut front forks 
and sidecar with axle brace, dark red plastic sidecar set and light red motorcycle seat, bare metal 26-spoke wheels - loosely 
assembled for display purposes only, not factory finished - Excellent. 

 £60 - £80 

1011. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y8 1914 Sunbeam Motorcycle & Milford Sidecar - red body with cast shut front forks 
and sidecar with axle brace, emerald green plastic sidecar set and mid blue plastic motorcycle seat, bare metal 26-spoke 
wheels - loosely assembled for display purposes only, not factory finished - Excellent. 

 £60 - £80 

1012. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y8 1914 Sunbeam Motor Cycle and Milford Sidecar - red body with cast shut front 
forks and sidecar with axle brace, emerald green plastic sidecar seat and bright yellow plastic motorcycle seat, bare metal 26 
spoke wheels - loosely assembled for display purposes only, not factory finished - a Good D2 card box (scuff and price label to 
one end) - Excellent unboxed. 

 £60 - £80 

1013. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y8 1914 Sunbeam Motorcycle & Milford Sidecar - chrome plated body with cast shut 
front forks, with sidecar axle brace, dark red plastic sidecar seat, black plastic motorcycle seat - generally Near Mint in a Good 
D2 card box. 

 £70 - £90 

1014. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y10 1957 Maserati 250F - colour trial model - deep red body and chassis (darker than 
production issues) without racing decals, black seat, grey plastic parts, chrome 24-spoke wheels, 1st type baseplate without 
copyright date - generally Mint in a Excellent type J maroon window box. 

 £30 - £40 

1015. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y11 1938 Lagonda Drophead Coupe - metallic gold body, black grille and seats, 
metallic purple chassis, front and rear bumpers with model number cast but without raised tabs and held into position by 
different sized rivets, brass 24-spoke wheels - couple of very minor marks to bonnet, small mark to nearside rear wing 
otherwise clean and bright - Excellent Plus in a Good box. 

 £400 - £600 
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1016. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y11 1932 Bugatti type 51 colour trial model - pale French racing blue body and 
chassis (paler blue than later type 35 issue), without racing decals, lighter brown seat, grey plastic steering wheel and parts, 
chrome radiator shell, England cast baseplate and fitted with chrome 8-spoke wheels (aluminium wheels are standard for this 
issue) - generally Near Mint in a type J maroon window box. 

 £40 - £50 

1017. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y12 Ford Model T Van "Colman's Mustard" pre-production colour trial - off white body 
with type 1 red rear doors, matt black roof, black seats, gold plated parts, gloss black chassis with Y12 base and red 12-spoke 
wheels - (small casting faults to bonnet) - otherwise Near Mint in a Near Mint type I straw window box. 

 £150 - £200 

1018. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y12 Ford Model T Van - pre-production colour trial model - lemon yellow body, chassis 
and roof, black seats, chrome parts, chrome 24-spoke wheels and with incomplete Y number and copyright year, a few light 
marks to roof - Excellent Plus in an Excellent mock-up trial white card window box. 

 £30 - £40 

1019. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y12 1912 Ford Model T Van "Sunlight Seife" - colour trial model - yellow body with red 
type 2 rear doors, white roof, black seats, chrome plated parts, dark green chassis without Y12 cast and yellow 12-spoke 
wheels (casting flaw to roof) - otherwise Near Mint in a Near Mint type I straw window box. 

 £60 - £80 

1020. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y12 1912 Ford Model T Van - colour trial model "Sunlight Seife" - yellow body with red 
type 2 rear doors, grey roof, black seats, chrome plated parts, glossy black chassis without Y12 cast and red 12-spoke wheels 
with whitewall tyres - generally Near Mint in a Near Mint type I straw window box. 

 £50 - £70 

1021. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y12 1912 Ford Model T Van - colour trial model "Sunlight Seife" - yellow body with red 
type 2 rear doors, grey roof, black seats, chrome plated parts, glossy black chassis without Y12 cast and with gold 12-spoke 
wheels - generally Near Mint in a Near Mint type I straw window box. 

 £50 - £70 

1022. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y12 a 1912 Ford Model T Van "Sunlight Seife" wheel variation group (1) yellow body 
with red Type 2 rear doors, matt black roof, black seats, gold plated parts, glossy black chassis without Y12 cast and with red 
12 spoke wheels, (2) similar but with yellow 12 spoke wheels and (3) similar but with gold 12 spoke wheels - Near Mint to Mint 
in Excellent Type I straw window boxes.  (3) 

 £60 - £80 

1023. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y12 Ford Model T Van a group of colour trial models - all are orange-red body with 
yellow type 2 rear doors, matt black roof, gloss black chassis, gold parts, black seats, gold 12-spoke wheels without tampo print 
to either side - Excellent to Near Mint unboxed. (6) 

 £60 - £80 

1024. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y12 Ford Model T Van a group of colour trial models - all are yellow body with red 
stripe type 2 rear doors, matt black roof, gloss black chassis, gold parts, black seats, gold 12-spoke wheels without tampo print 
to either side - Excellent to Near Mint unboxed. (12) 

 £50 - £70 

1025. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y12 1912 Ford Model T Van - colour trial model "Hoover" - metallic blue body with cast 
type 3 rear door, white roof, tan seat, gold plated parts, glossy black chassis and gold 12 spoke wheels - tampo printing in gold 
Near Mint in an Excellent mock up trial white card window box.  £100-£120 

 £100 - £120 
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1026. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y12 1912 Ford Model T Van "Hoover" - Code 2 promotional trial model - blue body 
with type 3 cast rear doors, white roof, tan seats, gold parts, gloss black chassis, gold 12-spoke wheels - tampo print in light 
gold - generally Near Mint in an Excellent mock-up white card window box. 

 £100 - £120 

1027. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y13 1918 Crossley - colour trial model - cream type C body, glossy black type D 
chassis with type D baseplate, dark red seats, black textured cab tilt, brass parts, gold 12-spoke wheels and with rusty brown 
rear canopy and grille - Near Mint unboxed. 

 £30 - £40 

1028. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y15 1930 Packard Victoria - sandy cream body, dark brown chassis, light tan seats, 
black grille, rusty brown textured hood, black rear luggage trunk, silver parts, red 24-spoke wheels - rare issue - Near Mint in a 
Good box. 

 £30 - £40 

1029. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y16 1928 Mercedes SS Coupe - pre-production colour trial - green body, orange 
chassis with rear differential cast, with model number cast but incomplete copyright date, black seats, grille and hood, smooth 
black rear luggage trunk, bare metal parts, brass 24-spoke wheels - overall Excellent Plus in a mock-up white card window box. 

 £100 - £120 

1030. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y17 Hispano Suiza - pre-production colour trial model - lemon yellow body without 
hood positioning lugs, metallic emerald green chassis with model number and copyright date cast, yellow plastic seat with hood 
locating lugs, yellow grille, chrome parts and chrome 24-spoke wheels - hairline crack to middle of plastic roof and a couple of 
small marks to nearside body but overall Excellent Plus in a mock up white card window box. 

 £70 - £90 

1031. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y18 1937 Cord 812 Sedan - pre-production colour trial model - white body and chassis 
with model number cast but incomplete copyright date, red seats and roof, chrome parts and chrome 24-spoke wheels, factory 
finish marks to tops of front wings, few small marks to bonnet, some small marks to rear of body - Excellent in a Good mock-up 
white card window box. 

 £70 - £90 

1032. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y18 1937 Cord 812 Sedan - darker red body and chassis, off white seats and hood, 
chrome parts and chrome solid wheels - generally Near Mint in a hard to find Type J maroon window box. 

 £30 - £50 

1033. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y18 1918 Atkinson Model D Steam Wagon "Blue Circle Cement" - pre-production 
colour trial model - white body without tampo print, black chassis and parts, yellow 8 spoke wheels with black solid tyres - has 
the No.6 in black marker pen to load bed - axle brace has detached on front offside - still an interesting model unboxed. 

 £30 - £50 

1034. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y18 1918 Atkinson Steam Model D Wagon "Bass & Co" pre-production colour trial 
model - blue body, without tampo printing, white chassis (has been painted on one side only - see photos), chrome and red 
plastic parts, red 8 spoke wheels with 7 brown barrel loads - generally Near Mint unboxed. 

 £30 - £50 

1035. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y19 1905 Fowler B6 Showmans Engine - pre-production trial model - comprising of 
bare metal cast components, unplated black plastics and white spoked wheels with grey solid tyres - model is factory 
riveted - generally Excellent unboxed. 

 £30 - £40 
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1036. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y20 1937 Mercedes Benz 540K - colour trial model - metallic blue body, light grey side 
panels, brown seat, chrome parts including underframe, chrome 24-spoke wheels - generally Near Mint in a Good mock-up 
white card window box. 
. 

 £40 - £50 

1037. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y20 1937 Mercedes-Benz 540K - unrecorded or colour trial model - white body with 
red body stripe, black chassis, chrome underframe and parts, red seats and red 24-spoke wheels generally Mint in an Excellent 
Type J window maroon window box. 

 £40 - £50 

1038. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear - pre-production colour trial model Y21 1930 Ford Model A Woody Wagon - red bonnet 
and chassis without model number cast and incomplete copyright date, bright yellow seats, dark brown woodwork effect 
panelling, without lighter tampo for two-tone effect, similar colour roof without black colouring, chrome 24-spoke 
wheels - Excellent Plus unboxed. 

 £30 - £40 

1039. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear pre-production colour trial models, both are yellow bonnet, dark brown chassis, red 
seats, chrome parts and chrome 24-spoke wheels - one model has lighter brown woodwork effect on all of rear body including 
roof, the second model has black roof and with darker brown outlining to rear body on rear only - both models are loose not 
factory spun otherwise generally Excellent unboxed. 

 £30 - £50 

1040. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y22 1930 Ford Model A Van "Oxo" - pre-production colour trial model - red body with 
thin rear casting and numberplate, dark brown seats, chrome plated parts, chrome 24-spoke wheels and glossy black chassis 
with two rivets to base - Excellent Plus in a Good Plus mock-up white card window box. 

 £30 - £40 

1041. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y22 Ford Model A Van "Oxo" - pre-production colour trial model - metallic green body 
with tampo print to both sides, metallic green van roof, type A cab roof, thick rear casting, glossy black chassis with single base 
rivet, fawn seats, chrome parts and chrome 24-spoke wheels - Near Mint with an Excellent type I straw window box. 

 £50 - £70 

1042. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y22 1930 Ford A Vans - colour trial group - all are blue body including roof, type A cab 
roof, thick rear casting, glossy black chassis with Y21 cast and two baseplate rivets, fawn seats, chrome parts, chrome 
24-spoke wheels, all without decals or tampo printing - Excellent to Near Mint unboxed. (6) 

 £60 - £80 

1043. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y21 1894 Aveling and Porter Steam Roller - emerald green body, light grey canopy 
without inscription on underside, black fire box, gold parts and with pale grey solid tyres - rare issue - generally Mint in a Near 
Mint red and gold limited edition hinged box. 

 £40 - £60 

1044. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y23 1922 AEC S Type Omnibus colour trial group - (1) London General red body, 
glossy black chassis, tampo print "general" in gold to near side only, red 12-spoke wheels, tan seats and no labels to upper 
deck, front or rear; (2) similar but without any tampo printing also light tan seats; (3) similar but with dark brown seats - all three 
are in mock up white card window boxes and all generally Near Mint to Mint in Good to Good Plus boxes. 

 £30 - £40 
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1045. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y23 1922 AEC Omnibus colour trial group - (1) London General red body, glossy black 
chassis, brown upper body, 12-spoke wheels and with light brown seats, no tampo or labels to any part of model; (2) similar but 
with bright red seats; (3) similar but with light red upper deck and stairs - generally Near Mint unboxed.  (3) 

 £40 - £60 

1046. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y23 1922 AEC S Type Omnibus colour trail pair (1) London General red body, glossy 
black chassis, lime green upper deck, dark brown seats, chrome radiator shell with black grille, red 12-spoke wheels ""general" 
tampo print to lower body (2) similar but with light tan seats and with gold radiator shell - generally Near Mint unboxed.  (2) 

 £50 - £70 

1047. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y23 1922 AEC Omnibus pre-production colour trial model - London General red body 
with gold "general" tampo print to both sides, chrome radiator shell with black grille, red 12-spoke wheels, glossy black pearly 
chassis (without tool box cast) and with bright yellow upper body, stairs and seats - model is not factory spun - Excellent 
unboxed. 

 £30 - £40 

1048. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y23 1922 AEC Omnibus - pre-production trial parts with R&D labels (1) first body 
casting, no webs on canopy support, no holes for grilles insert - metallic blue; (2) first base casting, small tuck in, no tool 
box - silver grey; (3) second base casting, wider tuck in and tool box - glossy black; (4) upper body pre-production thin rails, 
small rib around canopy - red; (5) thicker rails, deeper rib around front canopy - brown (small break on upper rail); (6) upper 
seats pre-production, same plastic used on production when correct colour ran out; (7) first production seat colour; (8) third 
production seat colour - all generally Excellent unboxed interesting items. 

 £50 - £70 

1049. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y24 1928 Bugatti Type 44 - colour trial model - red body with yellow doors, silver 
chassis, black luggage trunk, brown seats, silver radiator shell with black grille and chrome 12-spoke wheels - Excellent Plus in 
a Good Plus mock-up white card window box. 

 £60 - £80 

1050. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y25 1910 Renault Type AG Van - pre-production colour trial model - red body, bright 
yellow chassis, bonnet and windscreen, type A early plastic white roof with single support central struts, dull red seats and gold 
12-spoke wheels (some discolour to header board) - otherwise Excellent unboxed. 

 £50 - £70 

1051. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y25 Renault AG Ambulance - pre-production trial model - bare metal modified body, 
dark green bonnet and chassis, dark red seats, brown plastic roof, brass parts, gold 12-spoke wheels - Excellent unboxed. 

 £40 - £60 

1052. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y27 1922 Foden Steam Wagon - colour trial model "Tate & Lyle's" - red-brown body, 
bright yellow chassis with tow hook, 1984 copyright to base, dark cream cab roof, tan canopy and red daisy wheels - Near Mint 
unboxed. 

 £50 - £60 

1053. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y28 1906 Unic Taxi - pre-production colour trial model - lighter red body without hood 
pins, brown seats, red 12-spoke wheels, brass metal windscreen (not plastic), glossy black chassis, Matchbox Intl Ltd England 
and with light beige plastic roof (roof is un-riveted) - generally Excellent unboxed. 

 £40 - £60 
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1054. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y30 1920 AC Mack Truck - pre-production colour trial model - yellow cab, bonnet and 
rear body, dark brown steps, blue 1984 England chassis and yellow-cream plastic canopy - not fitted with seats or 
headlights - yellow paint is thin in places, some dark marks to near side - Excellent unboxed. 

 £30 - £40 

1055. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y31 1931 Morris Courier "Kemps Biscuits" colour trial model - bright red body, black 
chassis, off white roof, black seats, dark red solid wheels, chrome car parts, type 1 full horizontal cast lines without any tampo 
print - Near Mint unboxed. 

 £30 - £40 

1056. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Trade Pack for 36 models, mixed contents containing 16 x Y8 1945 MGTC - various 
colours; 4 x Y4 Duesenberg mainly brown and cream issues; others models include Y1 Jaguar in green, Y11 Lagonda in dark 
cream with black chassis plus others - all generally Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint type I straw window boxes.  (36) 

 £40 - £60 

1057. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Trade Pack for 36 models, mixed contents including 13 x Y16 1928 Mercedes-Benz 
SS mostly blue body with fawn side panels; 8 x Y15 Packard Victoria mostly black with red side panels, 5 x Y6 Rolls Royce Fire 
Engine; 4 x Y2 Prince Henry Vauxhall plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint type I straw window boxes.  (36) 

 £40 - £60 

1058. Matchbox Macau Trade Box containing various models of Yesteryear including 9 x Y18 Cord - mostly plum red, 6 x 
Y19 Auburn Speedster mainly sand/cream, 6 x Y24 Bugatti T44 - black with yellow side panels plus others - Near Mint to Mint 
in Excellent to Near Mint type I straw window boxes.  (30) 

 £30 - £50 

1059. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Matchbox Trade Pack (MB1 6 x 24 pcs display ASST) containing 60 x Matchbox 
Models of Yesteryear, Y12 1912 Ford Model T Van "Hoover" - orange, glossy black chassis, matt black roof, black seats, 
chrome parts - all generally Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. 

 £40 - £60 

1060. Matchbox Trade Pack (MB1 6 x 24-pcs display ASST) containing Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y12 Ford Model T 
Van - various liveries including Harrods, Cerebos Table Salt, Smiths Crisps, Birds Custard, Silver Jubilee plus others - Near 
Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (45) 

 £40 - £60 

1061. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Trade Pack for 36 models, mixed contents including Y3 1912 Ford Model T 
Tanker - Zerolene, also BP, Y5 Vans including Nestles and Chivers - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (36) 

 £40 - £60 

1062. Matchbox Trade Pack (MB1 6 x 24 pcs display ASST) containing 10 x Y16 Mercedes Benz SS - red, silver chassis, red 
24-spoke wheels, 10 x Y4 Duesenberg Model J - brown/cream with brown hoods, 10 x Y20 Mercedes Benz 540K - white with 
red 24-spoke wheels, 10 x Y14 1931 Stutz Bearcat - blue with Battleship grey chassis and 10 x Y8 1945 MGTC - cream, brown 
chassis, various hood colours - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (50) 

 £50 - £70 
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1063. Matchbox Trade Pack (MB1 6 x24 pcs display ASST containing 9 x 3-model limited edition Gift Set containing Y23 
AEC Bus - Maples, Y25 Renault AG Van - Duckhams and Y11 Lagonda Drophead Coupe - red and 3 x "30 Years of Models of 
Yesteryear" containing Y6 Rolls Royce Fire Engine, Y25 Renault AG Van - Eagle Pencil and Y29 Walker Electric 
Van - Harrods - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (12) 

 £30 - £50 

1064. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a mixed group of models within type J maroon window boxes, mostly commercial 
types to include Y18 Atkinson D-type Steam Lorry - Bass & Co, Y7 Model A Ford Wreck Truck - Shell, Y27 Foden Steam 
Lorry - Spillars, Y26 Crossley Beer Lorry - Romford Brewery plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  
(42) 

 £40 - £60 

1065. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of limited edition models to include 3 x Y12 1829 Stephenson’s Rocket, Y21 
1894 Aveling & Porter Steam Roller, 3 x Y9 1920 Leyland 3-ton Subsidiary Lorry and 3 x Y19 1905 Fowler Showmans 
Engine - all generally Mint in Near Mint boxes with outer protective card sleeves.  (12) 

 £50 - £70 

1066. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear 3 x YY60 Connoisseur Limited Edition Gi9ft Sets containing 6 models in wooden 
presentation box with inner packing, certificate, plastic cover and key - generally Near Mint to Mint - superb condition with Fair 
to Good outer trade cartons. 

 £50 - £70 

1067. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of late editions in plastic display cases to include Y64 1938 Lincoln 
Zephyr - cream, brown interior, pale cream hood, Y18 Cord - yellow with brown hood and seats, 3 x Y17 1938 Hispano 
Suiza - two-tone green, 2 x Y36 Rolls Royce Phantom - dark red and a similar model in blue plus others - Near Mint to Mint in 
Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (24) 

 £30 - £50 

1068. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of later models in plastic display window boxes to include Y63 1939 Bedford 
KD Truck - George Farrow, Y27b 1932 Foden Steam Wagon - McMullen & Sons Brewery, Y61 1933 Cadillac Fire Engine, Y36b 
1930 Model A Ford Truck - Ambrosia, Y44 1910 Renault Bus - yellow with black chassis and roof and a similar model but with 
red plastic roof - scarce model plus others - Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Excellent Plus boxes (one is faded and Fair).  
(24) 

 £30 - £50 

1069. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a mixed group to include "A Taste of France" Series YTF1 1947 Citroen type H 
Van - "Evian" through to YTF6 "Pommery", 2 models from the "Power of the Press" and 4 models from the Fire Engine Series 
including YFE13 1947 Citroen type H Van - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (16) 

 £40 - £60 

1070. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear "Great Beers of the World" a mixed group to include YGB01 1930 Model A Ford Van 
"XXXX", YGB16 1932 Ford AA "Corona", YGB23 1920 AC Mack "Tsingtao" plus others - Near Mint to Mint in generally 
Excellent to Near Mint boxes (one box has some fading). (11) 

 £30 - £50 

1071. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y13 1918 Crossley RAF Tender - RAF blue body and chassis with 2 rear cleats, type 
B springs and baseplate, off-white seats, black cab tilt, rear canopy and grille, brass parts and chrome 12-spoke 
wheels - generally Near Mint in a Excellent type H woodgrain box. 

 £60 - £80 
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1072. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y13 1918 Crossley RAF Tender - RAF blue body and chassis with 2 rear cleats, type 
B springs and baseplate, black seats, charcoal grey cab tilt and rear canopy, black grille, brass parts and chrome 24-spoke 
wheels - Near Mint in a Excellent type H woodgrain box. 

 £60 - £80 

1073. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y7 1930 Ford Model A Breakdown Truck - pre-production colour trial - orange resin 
plastic body, blue-grey cab roof, black winch, light brown seats, orange solid wheels, orange bumpers, chrome grille - model 
has been loosely assembled for display purposes only, not factory finished - Excellent Plus unboxed. 

 £40 - £50 

1074. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y18 1937 Cord 812 Sedan - pre-production colour trial model - gloss black body, 
bonnet and front wings, bright red base, white seats and hood, chrome parts, chrome solid wheels with riveted axles - model 
has been loosely assembled for display purposes only not factory finished - Excellent Plus unboxed. 

 £60 - £80 

1075. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y11 1932 Bugatti Type 51 - pre-production colour trial model - diecast green body with 
racing number 4 decals, black plastic chassis, dull beige plastic seat, black steering wheels, translucent plastic exhaust, bright 
red 8-spoke wheels with black tyres - model has been assembled for display purposes only not factory finished - Excellent 
unboxed. 

 £60 - £80 

1076. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y13 1918 Crossley RAF Tender - RAF blue body and chassis, tan cab tilt, rear canopy 
and grille, milky white seats, chrome 24-spoke wheels, 2 cleats to rear body, type A baseplate with full Lesney Products & Co 
Ltd lettering and type A front springs without strengthening webs - a few light marks to baseplate otherwise Near Mint in a Good 
type H woodgrain window box. 

 £70 - £90 

1077. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y12 1909 Thomas Flyabout - glossy blue body, tan smooth hood, dark red grille, brass 
12-spoke wheels, body pins, type A baseplate and fitted with rare colour trial bright red seats - some tarnishing to brass parts 
overall Excellent Plus in a Good Plus type E box. 

 £160 - £200 

1078. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y4 1909 Opel Coupe - white body and chassis with body pins, type A baseplate, bright 
red seats and grille, brass parts, brass 12-spoke wheels and fitted with rare colour trial white smooth hood - a few very light 
marks to hood, a couple of pin prick chips to chassis but overall clean bright model - Excellent Plus in a Good Plus type E1 box. 

 £100 - £140 

1079. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear "The Yesteryear Book 1956-2002" - this book was the last issue in A5 size ring 
binder - does have some small pen tick marks to some boxes - a few light stains in places but still Excellent overall and a much 
sought after reference book. 

 £60 - £80 

1080. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y6 1916 AEC "Y" type Lorry "Osram Lamps" - duck egg blue body and chassis, gold 
trim, duck egg blue driver and seat and steering wheel, grenodised wheels with crimped axles - extremely rare issue - a few 
very minor nibbles to decal edges but possibly one of the best examples of this hard to find model - Excellent in a Good Plus 
type A card box. 

 £1500 - £2000 
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1081. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y11 1938 Lagonda Drophead Coupe Pre-production colour trial model - hot pink body, 
lemon yellow chassis, black grille and seats, unplated bare metal windscreen and radiator shell, unplated front and rear 
bumpers without raised tabs and without model number cast held into position with 2 different size rivets rather than equal size 
on production issues, base has incomplete copyright date, brass 24-spoke wheels - does have a few small marks to bonnet 
otherwise Excellent unboxed. 

 £150 - £200 

1082. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y3 1912 Ford Model T Tanker - early colour trial model - red body and tank, white 
smooth roof with blank header, gold parts, black seat, red 12-spoke wheels, black chassis with Y12 cast to base, body has infill 
plate (see photo) - Excellent with a Near Mint standard straw box. 

 £30 - £40 

1083. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y12 1912 Ford Model T Van - colour trial model - metallic gold body without tampo 
rear doors, glossy metallic green chassis and roof, black seats, gold parts and gold 12-spoke wheels - generally Near Mint in a 
Near Mint standard straw window box. 

 £40 - £60 

1084. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y25 1910 Renault type AG Van "Nestles Milk" - colour trial model - green body, dark 
green bonnet and chassis, type B white plastic roof, blank header board, white seats, brass parts, gold 12-spoke wheels - slight 
discolour to front of roof - otherwise Excellent in a Near Mint standard straw window box. 

 £40 - £60 

1085. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 2 issues (1) Y21 Ford Model TT Van "Classic Toys", (2) YPP02 Morris Courier 
Van "Ford MICA Australian Convention 1999", (3) Y22 Ford Model A Van "17th MICA UK Convention" - 2000, (4) Y1939 
Leyland Titan Bus "Swan Fount Pens"; (5) Y26 1918 Crossley - "De Bortoli" (sun fading to box) - Near Mint to Mint in Fair to 
Excellent boxes.  (5) 

 £40 - £60 

1086. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 2 issues (1) Ford AA Truck (YGB16 tampo to base) "Models of Yesteryear The 
Yesteryear Book 3rd issue 1956-2000" - metallic gold, (2) YGB07 1910 Renault AG Van - MICA North America 1985-2005, (3) 
555 Dinky Toys (Atlas Editions) Ford Thunderbird Convertible - blue with red interior, (4) 006 1950 Fordson 10cwt 
Van - European Convention - 5th MICA - grey, (5) 016 MGB 10th MICA European Convention - Near Mint to Mint in Good to 
Near Mint boxes.  (5) 

 £40 - £60 

1087. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a large group of Convention type models and similar to include YY065/SC 1928 Austin 
7 Van "12th MICA UK Convention - Aldershot", similar but 15th MICA European Convention Amsterdam, MB17 Micra 
Commemorative Bus, MB38 6th MICA Convention, 1st MICA European Convention plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to 
Excellent packaging.   (20) 

 £40 - £60 

1088. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group to include YY012/SA 1912 Ford Model T Truck - Junior Collectors 
Club" - yellow with green chassis and roof, YY052/B Mack Truck - Collectors Guild, YY018E/SA Atkinson Steam 
Wagon - Conybeare (2nd issue), DYB05 MGB plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint packaging.  (6) 

 £40 - £60 

1089. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a mixed group to include 3 x Great Beers of the World Series including YGB03 
Atkinson Steam Wagon "Swan", YET03-1931 Dibbler Trolleybus, YCH04 Morris Light Van - "RSPCA", Code 3 Y5 Talbot 
Van - Chesapeake plus a Matchbox Collectables 50th Anniversary Commemorative set and 2 other models - Near Mint to Mint 
in Excellent to Near Mint packaging.  (10) 

 £40 - £60 
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1090. Matchbox Lesney Giftware - Matchbox Superfast MB17 Londoner Bus - red "Swinging London Carnaby Street" labels 
mounted on black ceramic dish - Near Mint in a Excellent orange and white window box (does have pen marks to one end). 

 £30 - £40 

1091. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a large group of Lesney Giftware Series to include Y13 Crossley Coal Truck - gold 
plating effect mounted on faux onyx single pen stand, also Y2 Prince Henry Vauxhall on double pen stand, Y7 Rolls Royce 
mounted on double pipe stand, Y5 Bentley chrome plated, red seat, racing number 5 mounted on hinged wooden trinket box, 
also a few stainless steel dish or plate mounted models - Fair to Excellent unboxed.  (13) 

 £30 - £50 

1092. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear large group of Lesney Giftware Series models including 3 x Y5 Bentleys - one is 
chrome plated, red seats, racing number 5 mounted on black ceramic dish, a similar with dark green seats, also another on lift 
off lid ceramic box, a similar box but with a Y10 Mercedes 36 220 mounted on lid, 2 x Y7 Mercer Raceabout on black ceramic 
dish, a Silver Jubilee issue on green ceramic dish plus others - Fair to Excellent unboxed.  (16) 

 £30 - £50 

1093. Matchbox Superfast Convoy Series boxed group to include CY16 Scania Box Truck - Gibbs Signal Toothpaste, CY13 
Fire Engine - red with white ladder, CY22 DAF Power Launch, CY18 Scania Double Container - Rowntree's Breakaway plus 
others - Excellent to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes.  (10) 

 £60 - £80 

1094. Matchbox Superfast Convoy Series a boxed group to include CY25 DAF Box Truck - Toblerone, CY29 Kenworth 
Tipper Truck - Eurobran - green cab, yellow tipper, CY25 DAF Box Truck - Pioneer and similar but Team Pepsi Suzuki, CY18 
Scania Double Container Truck - Walls Ice-Cream plus others - generally Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes.  (10) 

 £60 - £80 

1095. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of Lesney factory studio photographs including colour trial models and 
unreleased packaging - Y11 Lagonda - gold body and chassis with cream side panels, Y14 Stutz Bearcat - orange body with 
glossy black chassis, Y19 Auburn Speedster - black/cream, Y17 Hispano Suiza in none released bubble pack style packaging 
(similar to later issue Dinky), Y15 Packard Victoria - red and white plus others including Standard Production releases.  (25) 

 £30 - £40 

1096. Matchbox Superfast group of Lesney factory studio photographs including pre-production and colour trial models - TP 
Series Peterbilt Articulated Truck and Box Trailer "Country Farm Dairy Products", 7 VW Golf - dark blue with boat trailer, 12 
Citroen CX Estate - metallic gold in resin, 55 Mercury Park Lane Police Car in yellow with ivory interior, 55 Ford Cortina - flat 
blue with amber windows, 74 Cougar Villager - as Ambulance mock-up plus many others, does include some standard 
production issue.  (40+) 

 £30 - £40 

1097. Lesney factory studio photographs showing unreleased pre-production and colour trial models - Super Kings range 
including resin Rolls Royce Silver Ghost in two-tone blue, resin Berliet Tractor Unit with "Kwikasair International" Trailer, resin 
ERF Simon Snorkel Fire Engine, Matchbox Adventure 2000 Series K206 Shuttle Launcher - avocado green with side launching 
missiles, main launcher is different to production issues, a "London Evening News" Van in resin - yellow with roof advertising 
board, other items include Sky Busters, Sea Kings and plastic kit issues.  (70+) 

 £30 - £40 
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1098. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a large mixed group to include Y1 1936 Jaguar SS100 - milky white, large side lights, 
black seats, 24-spoke chrome wheels in a woodgrain box, 2 x Y9 Simplex - made in England - yellow, black hood in diorama 
box, another similar model in a straw box - red with yellow plastics, Y22 Ford Model A Van - Canada Post in correct issue box, 
Y5 Talbot Van - Beaulieu Motor Museum - Code 3 model, a large number of models in maroon window boxes including 2 x Y25 
1910 Renault Ambulance, Y25 Renault type AG Van x 3 - James Neale & Sons including harder to find dark blue chassis, Y30 
Model AC Mack Truck - Acorn Storage with harder to find grey mudguards plus many others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to 
Near Mint boxes.  (44) 

 £40 - £60 

1099. Matchbox Super Kings unboxed group to include Bedford TW Cement Mixer, 3 x Matchbox Major Pack M6 Racing 
Transporters, 4 x Foden Breakdown Tractor - BP, Scammell "Laing Crane", K21 Transcontinental Truck & Trailer "Polara", 
similar but "Sunkist" (missing cab unit) plus others - Fair to Good unboxed.  (23) 

 £30 - £50 

1100. Matchbox Superfast large unboxed group to include Mod Tractor, Fandango, Flying Bug, Ford Group 6, Hi Taylor, 
Fandango, Iso Grifo plus many others - Poor to Good unboxed.   (80+) 

 £30 - £50 

1101. Matchbox Regular Wheels group to include Karrier Bantam "Coca Cola" Delivery Truck x 8, 3 x ERF Horse Box, 
various Construction Models, several Matchbox Regular Wheels Cars including Wolseley 1800, some none Matchbox Models 
including Corgi Juniors "The Saint" also 2 x "Charlie's Angels" US Van, some Superfast issues - Poor to Good unboxed.  (80+) 

 £40 - £60 

1102. A mixed group of models including Matchbox Models of Yesteryear, Matchbox Super Kings Bus also Corgi and Dinky 
Routemasters, Super Kings K58 Maserati Bora, K4 Mercedes Benz Binz Ambulance, other none Matchbox items including 
Corgi Police Range Rover and AA Patrol, Pilen Range Rover Police Car, Dinky 194 Bentley S2 plus others - Poor to Good 
unboxed.  (38) 

 £30 - £50 

1103. A large mixed group of models to include Matchbox Super Kings Surtees Formula 1, various Boats on Trailers, 
Superfast Hovercraft, Regular Wheels Combine Harvester, Superfast Golden Eagle 4x4, Airport Coach, several Motorcycles, 
Corgi Lotus Cortina, tinplate Car and a large quantity of Sky Busters Aircraft and Helicopters - Poor to Excellent unboxed.  (qty) 

 £30 - £50 

The Southgate Collection 

1104. Matchbox Early Moko Lesney Toys large scale Coronation Coach with figure of Queen Elizabeth only - metallic gold 
coach, white drawbar, brass traces - generally Excellent Plus nice clean example in a Good Plus solid box (missing inner 
packing pieces). 

 £70 - £90 

1105. Matchbox King Size group K5 BP Racing Car Transporter in pictorial window box; (2) K9 King Size Combine 
Harvester - red, yellow hubs, similar packaging, (3) similar packaging K7 Refuse Truck Shelvoke & Drewry Refuse Truck 
"Cleaning Service" - red body and chassis with silver rear body, (4) K19 Scammell Tipper Truck - red cab and hubs with yellow 
tipper back (mostly missing cellophane window, (5) K2 KW Dart Dump Truck - yellow with red hubs - Excellent to Near Mint in 
Fair to Good Plus boxes.  (5) 

 £60 - £80 
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1106. Matchbox Super Kings K11 DAF Articulated Car Transporter - lemon yellow tractor unit with clear windows, ivory 
interior, metallic red grille and base, orange trailer with lemon yellow upper deck and rear ramp, red plastic upper decks chocks 
4-spoke wheels - generally Mint in a Excellent 1971 copyright window box. 

 £40 - £50 

1107. Matchbox Super Kings K7 Shelvoke & Drewry Refuse Truck - red cab and chassis, clear windows, ivory interior, 
metallic silver container body with red loading hatch, gloss black base, 5-spoke wheels "Cleansing Service" labels - a few tiny 
marks to cab roof but overall Excellent Plus clean bright hard to find model in a Good Plus 1971 copyright window box (small 
split to cellophane window. 

 £60 - £80 

1108. Matchbox Super Kings group (1) Adventure 2000 K2003 Crusader - avocado green with 3 x figures (cellophane 
window is incomplete), (2) K15 The Londoner Bus Silver Jubilee Issue, (3) similar but "The Royal Wedding 1981", (4) & (5) 
Berlin Bus - Excellent to Mint in Fair to Excellent boxes.  (5) 

 £30 - £40 

1109. Matchbox Regular Wheels Accessory Pack A5 Home Stores Shop - some marks to rear otherwise Excellent in a Good 
Plus type C Lesney box (creases to one end). 

 £50 - £60 

1110. Matchbox Regular Wheels boxed group (1) 12a Land Rover - green tan driver, silver trim, (2) 16a Low Loader 
Trailer - tan, metal wheels, crimped axles, (3) 27a Bedford Articulated Low Loader - green tractor unit with silver trim, tan trailer 
(does have some chips to trailer edges), (4) 28a Bedford Compressor Truck with cast open compressor tanks, (5) 48a Meteor 
Sports Boat and Trailer - tan/blue with matt black trailer - Good to Near Mint in Good to Good Plus boxes.  (5) 

 £60 - £80 

1111. Matchbox Regular Wheels Military group (1) 49a US Army Half Track with black plastic rollers, (2) 64a Scammell 
Military Recovery Tractor - black plastic wheels, grey hook, 67a Saladin Armoured Car - black plastic wheels with crimped 
axles, (4) 68 Army Wireless Truck, (5) 71 Army Water Tanker, also with Matchbox Collector pin badge - Excellent Plus to Near 
Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. 

 £60 - £70 

1112. Matchbox Regular Wheels (1) 2c Muir Hill Site Dumper "Laing" - red body including grille, green back with black plastic 
wheels and crimped axles, (2) similar, (3) 21c Commer Milk Float - cow door decals, turquoise green windows and white load, 
(4) 28b Thames Trader Compressor Truck - yellow, silver trim, front and rear - generally Near Mint in Excellent clean boxes.  
(4) 

 £50 - £70 

1113. Matchbox Regular Wheels (1) Euclid Quarry Truck - yellow without door decals or silver trim, black plastic wheels with 
riveted axles; (2) 8a Caterpillar Tractor - yellow body, grille and driver, black plastic rollers with riveted axles and green tracks 
(box is heavily creased, (3) 24b Weatherill Hydraulic Excavator - yellow with black plastic wheels, (4) 72a Fordson Major 
Tractor - blue, orange hubs (tyres usual loose fit) - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Good to Excellent boxes.  (4) 

 £50 - £60 

1114. Matchbox Regular Wheels group (1) 15c London Routemaster Bus "BP Visco Static" labels, (2) 40b Leyland Royal 
Tiger Coach - metallic silver blue, gloss black base, (3) 56a London Trolleybus "Peardrax" labels, gloss black base with black 
plastic wheels, (4) 70a Ford Thames Estate Car - turquoise body with dark yellow roof, silver trim black plastic 
wheels - Excellent to Near Mint in Good Plus to Excellent Plus boxes.  (4) 

 £50 - £60 
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1115. Matchbox Regular Wheels (1) 5c London Routemaster Bus with "Visco Static" labels, black plastic wheels; (2) & (3) 
similar, (4) 66c Greyhound Coach - metallic silver body with square Greyhound labels, dark amber windows, (5) 68b Mercedes 
Coach - orange body with white plastic roof, clear windows, silver trim - Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent Plus boxes.  
(5) 

 £50 - £70 

1116. Matchbox Regular Wheels group (1) 36c Opel Diplomat - metallic gold body with silver trim, clear windows, white 
interior and tow hook, (2) similar, (3) 52b BRM Formula 1 Racing Car - blue body, racing number 5, white driver figure, yellow 
hubs (tyres a little loose), (4) 75b Ferrari Berlinetta - metallic green body, clear windows, ivory interior, bare metal base with 
wire spoked wheels - Excellent Plus to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent boxes. (4) 

 £50 - £70 

1117. Matchbox Regular Wheels (1) 39c Ford Tractor - yellow hood, blue engine and chassis, darker yellow plastic hubs, (2) 
40c Farm Hay Trailer - blue loadbed with yellow plastic staves, (3) & (4) similar - tyres are a generally loose fit but otherwise 
Near Mint to Mint in Excellent Plus to Near Mint crisp boxes. (4) 

 £40 - £60 

1118. Matchbox Regular Wheels (1) 48b Sports Boat and Trailer - red hull, white upper, brass outboard engine with blue 
trailer and plastic wheels, (2) 53b Mercedes 220 SE Coupe - dark red, body, clear windows, ivory interior, gloss black base, 
silver trim and black plastic wheels (box is heavily creased), (3) 65b Jaguar 3.8 litre Saloon - red body, turquoise green 
windows, metallic silver base, grey plastic wheels, silver trim - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes. (3) 

 £50 - £70 

1119. Matchbox Regular Wheels pair (1) 10b Foden Sugar Container Truck - blue, "Tate & Lyle" decals, silver trim, grey 
plastic wheels with crimped axles, (2) 37b Karrier Bantam Coca Cola Delivery Truck - yellow body, gloss black base, silver trim, 
black plastic wheels with riveted axles - Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1120. Matchbox Regular Wheels pair (1) 39b Pontiac Bonneville Convertible - primrose yellow body, turquoise green 
windscreen, ivory interior and steering wheel, gloss black base, black plastic wheels in a very clean crisp Near Mint D2 box, (2) 
57b Chevrolet Impala - two-tone blue, silver front trim, red rear tail lamps, turquoise green windows, gloss black base, grey 
plastic wheels (some marks to roof) - Excellent to Near Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1121. Matchbox Regular Wheels 11b ERF Esso Tanker - red body with silver trim to grille and headlamps, cast shut rear 
rectangular base hole but with front circular hole, black plastic wheels with riveted axles - rear axle is a little bent with some 
slight distortion to wheel otherwise a clean bright model - Excellent Plus in a Good Plus type D2 box (crisp but with light stain 
mark to non-striker side). 

 £50 - £70 

1122. Matchbox Regular Wheels 20b ERF Ever Ready Dropside Truck - dark blue body with silver trim, red outline decals, 
gloss black base, 18-tread grey plastic wheels with riveted axles - generally Near Mint in a Near Mint type D1 box. 

 £50 - £70 

1123. Matchbox Regular Wheels 50a Commer Pick-up Truck - red body without silver rear trim, grey cab roof and loadbed, 
gloss black base, 24-tread black plastic wheels with riveted axles - tiny faint mark to roof otherwise Near Mint clean bright 
example in a Good type D1 box (crisp but with some light staining). 

 £50 - £70 
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1124. Matchbox Regular Wheels 71a Austin Military Water Tanker - military green body with silver trim to headlamps and 
bumper, type B base with cut-outs, 24-tread black plastic wheels with riveted axles - Near Mint, small factory silver paint mark to 
rear in a Good Plus B4 Moko box with lapel badge. 

 £60 - £70 

1125. Matchbox Superfast a pair of Volkswagens (1) 15a Volkswagen Beetle Rally Car - metallic red body with racing 
number 137 door labels, Monte Carlo Rally front bumper decal, ivory interior, bare metal base, 5-spoke narrow wheels, hollow 
without tread pattern cast (nice crisp box), (2) 23a Volkswagen Transporter Camper Van - orange body with sail boat labels, 
white interior, orange plastic opening roof, 5-spoke hollow narrow wheels (box is a little creased on one end flap) - Near Mint to 
Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes.  (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1126. Matchbox Superfast 25a Ford Cortina - metallic dark blue body, ivory interior, bare metal base, hollow small diameter 
5-spoke narrow wheels - a few tiny factory flaws but generally Near Mint a clean bright model in a Good Plus type G box. 

 £60 - £80 

1127. Matchbox Superfast a pair (1) 41a Ford GT40 - metallic bronze body, red interior, turquoise green base, 5-spoke wide 
wheels, (2) 72a Standard Jeep - dark yellow body, red interior, gloss black base, early balloon profile spiro wheels with black 
axle clips - Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

1128. Matchbox Superfast 57b Eccles Trailer Caravan - yellow body with brown stripe, flower labels, orange plastic roof, 
green interior, 5-spoke narrow wheels with black plastic axle clip, some faint marks to roof otherwise Near Mint in an Excellent 
Plus crisp type G box. 

 £40 - £50 

1129. Matchbox Superfast 62b Mercury Cougar Rat Rod Dragster - dark lime green body, red interior, 4-spoke rear and 
5-spoke front wheels and with harder to find silver-grey base, small factory flaw mark to roof otherwise Near Mint in a Good 
Plus type G box. 

 £60 - £80 

1130. Matchbox Superfast 29b Racing Mini - orange-red body, pale yellow interior, clear windows, racing number 29 door 
labels with green outline, bare metal base with 5-spoke wheels - generally Mint in a Near Mint type G box "Not recommended 
for children under 3" rare box. 

 £50 - £70 

1131. Matchbox Superfast group (1) 37a Dodge Cattle Truck - orange cab and chassis, hollow 5-spoke narrow wheels with 
black axle clips complete with cattle on sprue, (2) 58a DAF Girder Truck - metallic lime green body, red plastic grille and base, 
red plastic girder load, narrow hollow 5-spoke wheels, (3) 60a Leyland Site Hut Truck - blue body, light blue windows, chrome 
grille and single rivet base, 5-spoke narrow wheels - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint crisp boxes. (3) 

 £60 - £80 

1132. Matchbox Superfast Commercial group (1) 7a Ford D800 Refuse Truck - orange cab and chassis, grey plastic back, 
silver load hopper, bare metal base, 5-spoke narrow wheels with black axle clips, (2) 42a Iron Fairy Crane - orange-red body, 
metallic lime green jib with yellow plastic hook, dark yellow interior and 4-spoke wide wheels with black axle clips, (3) 44a GMC 
Refrigerator Truck - lemon yellow cab and chassis, red container body, dark green windows, grey grille, 4-spoke wide wheels 
with black axle clips, (4) 48a Dodge Dump Truck - blue cab and chassis, lemon yellow tipper, turquoise green windows, chrome 
grille and base with 4-spoke wide wheels - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent Plus to Near Mint boxes. (4) 

 £70 - £90 
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1133. Matchbox Superfast group (1) 8b Ford Mustang Wild Cat Dragster - orange body with type 2 labels, dark green 
windows, dark yellow interior, gloss black base and 4-spoke rear and 5-spoke front wheels (box is a little creased), (2) 34a 
Formula 1 Racing Car - yellow body, 16 Blue Arrow label, bare metal base, 5-spoke rear and Maltese Cross front wheels, (3) 
36b Hot Rod Draguar - metallic candy pink body, pale amber canopy, ivory interior, 5-spoke wheels, (4) 62b Mercury Cougar 
Rat Rod Dragster - light lime green body, red interior, bare metal base, 4-spoke rear and 5-spoke wheels - Excellent Plus to 
Near Mint in Good to Excellent Plus boxes. (4) 

 £50 - £70 

1134. Matchbox Superfast group (1) 11a Mercedes Scaffold Truck complete with load, solid narrow 5-spoke wheels, (2) 22b 
Freeman Intercity Commuter - metallic magenta with door labels, ivory interior, bare metal base, (3) 34a Formula 1 Racing 
Car - yellow, racing number 16, (4) 68a Porsche 910 - metallic red body with racing number 68 nose label, light amber 
windows, ivory interior, (5) 43a Pony Trailer - lemon yellow body, green base, ponies on sprue, 5-spoke narrow wheels - Near 
Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. (5) 

 £60 - £70 

1135. Matchbox Superfast Ford Capri group (1) 54b Ford Capri - magenta body with gloss finish, ivory interior, clear 
windows, bare metal base with 5-spoke wide wheels, (2) similar but with matt finish to paintwork, (3) 67b Ford Capri Hot 
Rocker - metallic lime green body, clear windows, ivory interior, bare metal base, 5-spoke wheels - Excellent Plus to Near Mint 
in Good to Excellent boxes. (3) 

 £60 - £70 

1136. Matchbox Superfast group (1) 4b Gruesome Twosome - burnt orange body, purple windows, bare metal base, 5-spoke 
wheels, (2) 19b Road Dragster - metallic magenta body with racing number 8 labels, bare metal base, (3) 37b Super 
Cooper - metallic candy pink body with flower roof label (from 13b Baja Buggy) - dark amber windscreen, lemon interior, bare 
metal base, Maltese Cross wheels, (4) 41b Siva Spyder - metallic red body, clear windows, pale yellow interior, black plastic 
hoop, 4-spoke wheels, bare metal base - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent Plus to Near Mint crisp boxes. (4) 

 £60 - £70 

1137. Matchbox Superfast G3 "Wild Ones" Gift Set containing (1) 26b Big Banger Dragster, (2) 42b Tyre Fryer, (3) 43b 
Dragon Wheels VW Beetle Dragster, (4) 48b Pie Eyed Piper Dragster, (5) 70b Dodge Charger Dragster - all Near Mint to Mint in 
an Excellent shrink wrapped window box (creased at one corner) complete with Good original plain card outer transit sleeve. 

 £100 - £140 

1138. Matchbox Superfast group to include 25b Mod Tractor, 26b Big Banger, 38b Stingeroo - purple plastic forks, 49b Chop 
Suey - red plastic forks, 61a Blue Shark, 2 x 64b Sling Shot Dragster and 70b Dodge Charger Dragster - Excellent Plus to Mint 
in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (8) 

 £70 - £90 

1139. Matchbox Superfast a large boxed group to include 1b Mod Rod with spotted cat label, 2b Jeep Hot Rod - red body, 
white base, 11b Flying Bug Volkswagen Beetle Dragster - grey windows, heart shaped label, 13b Baja Buggy - orange interior, 
flower label, 24b Team Matchbox - metallic red, 30b Beach Buggy, plus others - Excellent Plus to Mint in Good Plus to Near 
Mint boxes. (9) 

 £80 - £100 

1140. Matchbox Superfast a large boxed group to include 3b Monteverdi Hai - orange body, racing number 3 label, 9b AMX 
Javelin - metallic lime green body, amber windows, yellow interior, bare metal base, 14b Iso Grifo - mid-blue body, white 
interior, 20a Lamborghini Marzal - dayglo orange body, 32b Maserati Bora - magenta body, racing number 8 label, 60b Lotus 
Super Seven - orange body with flame hood label, plus 2 others - Excellent Plus to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes. 

 £70 - £90 
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1141. Matchbox Superfast a group of Streakers Issues (1) 7b Hairy Hustler, (2) 27b Lamborghini Countach, (3) 33b Datsun 
126X, (4) 41b Siva Spyder, (5) 51b Citroen SM, (6) 53b Tanzara, (7) 66b Mazda RX500 - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near 
Mint boxes. (7) 

 £70 - £90 

1142. Matchbox Superfast a boxed group to include 31b Volkswagen VW Beetle Dragster with eyes label and pale yellow 
interior, 40a Vauxhall Guildsman Streakers issue - red body with racing number 40 tampo, 42b Tyre Fryer, 45b BMW 3.0 
CSL - orange, turquoise green windows, 52a Dodge Charger - metallic lime green body, red base, clear windows with black 
interior, 55c Hell Raiser - white body, red interior, plus 2 others - Excellent to Mint in Fair to Excellent boxes. (8) 

 £70 - £90 

1143. Matchbox Superfast a boxed group (1) 5a Lotus Europa - metallic candy pink, (2) 50a Ford Kennel Truck - metallic 
green body, clear canopy, dogs on sprue, (3) 59b Mercury Park Lane Fire Chief Car - blue roof light, helmet and axe hood 
label, (4) 55b Mercury Commuter Police Car - white, red roof lights, Police hood label, (5) 63a Dodge Crane Truck - yellow, (6) 
56a BMC 1800 Pininfarina - orange body, (7) 75b Alfa Carabo Streakers issue - pink body with lime green and yellow tampo 
print - Excellent to Mint in Fair to Good Plus boxes. (7) 

 £60 - £80 

1144. Matchbox Superfast group (1) 16a Badger Radar Truck - metallic bronze body with pale yellow radar scanner, (2) 20b 
Range Rover Police Patrol - white, orange roof spinner, frosted windows, (3) 35b Fandango - red body, ivory interior with blue 
fan and white base, (4) 39a Rolamatics Clipper - metallic magenta body, amber windows with white exhaust and metallic 
emerald green base, (5) 57c Ford Wildlife Truck - yellow, red windows, clear canopy with brown lion, bare metal base, (6) 73b 
Weasel Armoured Car - military green with turquoise plastic axle clip - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (6) 

 £60 - £70 

1145. Matchbox Superfast group (1) 9c Ford Escort RS2000 - metallic green body with "Seagull" labels, clear windows, tan 
interior and black base, (2) 21c Renault 5 TL - white with racing number 4 dark green and black tampo print, tan interior and 
gloss black base, (3) 31c Caravan - white body with blue "Seagull" side labels and blue plastic door, (4) 68b 
Cosmobile - metallic red body with amber windows, tan base with black plastic axle clip, (5) 74c Mercury Cougar 
Villager - metallic blue body, clear windows, yellow interior, bare metal base - Excellent to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. 
(5) 

 £50 - £70 

1146. Matchbox Superfast group to include 11c Bedford Car Transporter - orange cab and chassis, 22c Blaze Buster Fire 
Engine, 26e Volvo Cable Truck - orange cab and chassis, pale blue windows, silver-grey drums on black plastic frames, 36c 
Volvo Zoo Truck - red body, blue plastic cage with yellow lions, 61b Ford A Series Wreck Truck - red body with white booms, 
71c Dodge Cattle Truck - metallic bronze cab and chassis, dark yellow stakes, black cattle on sprue, plus others - generally 
Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (8) 

 £50 - £70 

1147. Matchbox Superfast a boxed Construction group to include 26c Site Dumper - yellow cab and tipper, 49c Crane 
Truck - yellow including jib, red plastic hook, 50b Articulated Truck - yellow tractor unit with light blue trailer without labels, 58c 
Faun Dump Truck - yellow, 64d Caterpillar D9 Bulldozer - yellow with tan canopy, plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to 
Near Mint boxes. (9) 

 £50 - £70 

1148. Matchbox Superfast a group to include 2c Rescue Hovercraft - metallic dark green body with tan base, 30c Swamp Rat 
Air Boat - military green/tan, 38c Armoured Jeep - military green, "21-11" white star hood label with matt black base, 54c Military 
Personnel Carrier - military green with tan figures, plus others including Helicopters - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint 
boxes. (8) 

 £50 - £60 
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1149. Matchbox Superfast group to include 19d Peterbilt Cement Truck - metallic emerald green body with orange plastic 
barrel, 38d Ford Camper - burnt orange body, cream plastic camper body with green windows and dot-dash wheels, 54d Mobile 
Home - cream body, orange interior, brown plastic door, dark graphite grey base, another similar but white with gloss black 
base, 68c Chevrolet Van - orange with red and blue tampo print, another similar but silver with "Vampire" tampo print, 69c 
Security Truck "Wells Fargo" - red body, white roof, dark blue windows, plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint 
boxes. (9) 

 £60 - £80 

1150. Matchbox Superfast group to include 13c Snorkel Fire Engine - red body, yellow boom, 17b Daimler London Bus 
"Lakers Sky Train" labels, 47d Jaguar SS100 - red body, dark tan seats, chrome parts, 54d Mobile Home - cream body, orange 
interior, dark graphite base, 65b Airport Coach "Qantas" - red body, white plastic roof, amber windows, bare metal base, 72e 
Dodge Commando Delivery Truck "Pepsi" plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (9) 

 £50 - £70 

1151. Matchbox Superfast group to include 8c De Tomaso Pantera - white body, racing number 8 hood labels only, orange 
interior, 5-spoke rear and Maltese Cross front wheels, gloss blue base, 8d Rover 3500 - metallic dark bronze body with black 
plastic sun roof, clear windows, tan interior, 12d Citroen CX Estate - metallic blue body, clear windows, pale yellow interior, 
silver-grey base, 21c Renault 5 TL - metallic blue body, clear windows, tan interior, silver-grey base, 39c Rolls Royce Silver 
Shadow - metallic silver body with red interior, 55d Ford Cortina - metallic green with red interior, clear windows, bare metal 
base, 56c Mercedes 450 SEL - metallic blue body, clear windows, tan interior, plus others - Excellent to Mint in Excellent to 
Near Mint boxes. (10) 

 £70 - £90 

1152. Matchbox Superfast group to include 3c Porsche 911 Turbo - brown body, clear windows, pale yellow interior and gloss 
black base, 6b Mercedes 350 SL - metallic copper body with white roof and pale yellow interior, 6c Mercedes Tourer - metallic 
light blue body with silver strip, clear windscreen with white interior, 45b BMW 3.0 CSL - orange body, dark green windows, 
pale yellow interior, 52c BMW M1 - metallic silver body with red interior, racing number 52 tampo print, 56c Mercedes 450 
SEL - metallic blue body with tan interior and 2 x 59d Porsche 928 - Excellent to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (8) 

 £60 - £80 

1153. Matchbox Superfast large boxed group to include 1c Dodge Challenger - red body, chrome interior (roof is a little 
discoloured), 28b Stoat Armoured Car - metallic gold body, black axle clip and 5-spoke wheels, 65b Airport Coach "British 
Airways" - metallic blue body, white plastic roof, dark amber windows, 66c Ford Transit Dropside - orange, green windows, pale 
yellow interior, bare metal base (box is faded), 68b Cosmobile - metallic red body, tan base with black axle clip, plus 
others - Good to Mint in Fair to Near Mint boxes. (13) 

 £50 - £70 

1154. Matchbox Superfast 1d Dodge Challenger "Revin Rebel" - orange body with blue and white tampo print, blue roof, 
clear windows, black interior, bare metal base - some tarnish to base otherwise Near Mint in a Near Mint rare type L box with 
matching model artwork. 

 £80 - £100 

1155. Matchbox Superfast 4g 57 Chevy - red body with black and white "Cherry Bomb" side tampo print, white tamp printed 
trunk panel but without hood tampo print, clear windows, chrome interior, bare metal base, 5-arch front and 5-crown rear 
wheels - Near Mint in a Near Mint type L box without "New". 

 £30 - £40 

1156. Matchbox Superfast 8c De Tomaso Pantera - white body with racing number 8 hood label only, clear windows, scarce 
red interior with blue base - light mark to roof otherwise Near Mint in a Near Mint 1978 copyright type J box without "New" but 
with English and French text to rectangular panel on one side. 

 £40 - £50 
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1157. Matchbox Superfast pair (1) 14c Leyland Articulated Tanker "ELF" - red tractor unit with red windows, white grille and 
base with No.30 cast, white tank with ELF tampo print, red plastic trailer chassis, 5-arch wheels with black axle clip, (2) 30d 
Leyland Articulated Truck - metallic blue tractor unit with "Leyland" cast, red windows, white grille and base with No.30 cast, 
metallic silver tipper body, 5-arch wheels with black plastic clip - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent Plus to Near Mint boxes. (2) 

 £30 - £50 

1158. Matchbox Superfast 37e Matra Rancho - blue body and base, 5-arch wheels, clear windows, black interior - factory 
error rear opening tailgate has been fitted in reverse - see photo - generally Near Mint in a Near Mint type L box. 

 £30 - £40 

1159. Matchbox Superfast pair (1) 54e NASA Tracking Vehicle - white with blue and red tampo print, clear windows, red 
interior, 5-arch wheels, (2) 66d Tyrone Malone Super Boss - white body, dark green windows, solid blue door tampo print, 
chrome Lesney England base - generally Mint in Near Mint type L boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

1160. Matchbox Superfast 63b Freeway Gas Tanker "BP Super" - white tractor unit with purple windows, rare 5-spoke 
wheels, green plastic chassis with rear hole, 5-spoke wheels with black parallel line design axle clip - minor factory flaws 
otherwise Mint in a Near Mint type L box. 

 £40 - £60 

1161. Matchbox Superfast 63b Freeway Gas Tanker "BP Super" - white tractor unit with purple windows, rare 5-spoke 
wheels, green plastic chassis with rear hole, 5-spoke wheels with black parallel line design axle clip - minor factory flaws 
otherwise Mint in a Near Mint type L box. 

 £40 - £60 

1162. Matchbox Superfast 69b Turbo Fury - metallic red body with racing number 69 nose label, pale amber windows, gloss 
black base, 5-spoke wheels - generally Mint in a Near Mint type J box with matching model artwork. 

 £30 - £40 

1163. Matchbox Superfast 70b Dodge Charger Dragster - pink body with light green snake labels, gloss black base, chrome 
interior, 4-spoke rear and 5-spoke front wheels - generally Near Mint in a rare Good Plus type J box (some light crushing to one 
end otherwise crisp and clean). 

 £50 - £70 

1164. Matchbox Superfast 75b Alfa Carabo Streakers Issue - pink body with lime green and yellow tampo print, clear 
windows, ivory interior, lemon yellow base, 5-spoke wide wheels - factory paint flaws otherwise Near Mint in an Excellent Plus 
crisp type J box with matching artwork. 

 £40 - £50 

1165. Matchbox Superfast Motorcycle group (1) 18b Hondarora Motorcycle - red frame without Honda labels, chrome engine, 
black plastic parts, spoked wire wheels, (2) similar with box variation, (3) 33c Honda Police Motorcycle - white, black seat, dark 
blue rider figure, (4) 50c Harley Davidson Motorcycle - metallic champagne gold, chrome engine, black plastic parts - Near Mint 
to Mint in Near Mint boxes. (4) 

 £40 - £50 
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1166. Matchbox Superfast group (1) 30d Leyland Articulated Truck - metallic blue tractor unit with "Leyland" cast, dark red 
windows, metallic silver trailer, white grille and base, (2) 40b Bedford Horse Box - metallic green cab, green windows, cream 
body with brown side door, (3) 41c Ambulance - white body, blue windows, pale grey interior, "Blue Cross Ambulance" labels, 
silver-grey base, (4) 51e Combine Harvester - red body, matt black base, yellow parts and yellow 4-spoke hubs, (5) 54e NASA 
Tracking Vehicle - white body with roof tampo only, red interior, chrome scanner, red interior and side opening door - Near Mint 
to Mint in generally Near Mint crisp boxes. (5) 

 £40 - £60 

1167. Matchbox Superfast group (1) 25d Audi Quattro - white body with burnt orange and brown racing number 20 tampo 
print, clear windows, black interior, gloss black base, 5-arch wheels, (2) 34f Chevy Pro Stocker - white body with blue and red 
"lightning" racing number 34 tampo print, clear windows, red interior, bare metal base, (3) 74e Fiat Abarth - white body with 
racing number 45 tampo print, clear windows, red interior, black plastic base, 5-arch wheels - Near Mint to Mint in Near Mint 
type L boxes. (3) 

 £50 - £70 

1168. Matchbox Superfast group (1) 74d Cougar Villager - metallic green body, lemon yellow interior, clear windows, bare 
metal base, dot-dash wheels, (2) similar but slightly darker shade of metallic green, (3) metallic blue body (some tarnishing to 
base) - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Excellent Plus to Near Mint type K boxes. (3) 

 £40 - £50 

1169. Matchbox Superfast pair (1) 12c Big Bull Bulldozer - orange body, chrome engine and interior, metallic jade green 
chassis, orange plastic rollers with black rubber tracks, (2) similar a lighter shade of metallic green - Near Mint to Mint in Fair to 
Excellent Plus boxes (one is heavily faded). 

 £30 - £40 

1170. Matchbox Superfast group to include 28d Formula 5000 Racing Car - metallic champagne gold body with racing 
number 8 tampo, 36d Refuse Truck - metallic red with dark yellow container body, 46c Ford Tractor - metallic green with pale 
yellow interior, 60c Holden Pick-up Truck - red body with 500 hood label, yellow motorcycles and interior, 63b Freeway Gas 
Tanker "BP Super" - white tractor unit with purple windows, 65c Airport Coach "Qantas" - dark red body with white plastic roof, 
light amber windows, plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes. (9) 

 £50 - £60 

1171. Matchbox Superfast group (1) Dodge Challenger - orange body with "Revin Rebel" tampo print, blue roof, clear 
windows, black interior, bare metal base, (2) 5c US Mail Truck - dark blue body, white textured roof with small windows and side 
stripe, "No.5 US Mail Truck" base, 5-crown wheels, (3) 5d 4x4 Jeep Off Road - metallic bronze with "Golden Eagle" hood 
tampo, (4) 10c Plymouth Gran Fury Police Car - white body with black wings, blue roof lights, amber windows, bare metal base, 
(5) 53c Jeep CJ6 - metallic green body, yellow interior, tan roof, bare metal base, (6) 63c Ford 4x4 Openback Truck - orange 
body, racing number 24 tampo print, bare metal base - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (6) 

 £50 - £70 

1172. Matchbox Superfast group (1) 4d 57 Chevy - metallic pink body, clear windows, chrome interior, bare metal base, (2) 
16b Pontiac Firebird - metallic champagne gold body, dark brown eagle hood label, clear windows, red interior, (3) 42d Ford 
Thunderbird - red body, clear windscreen, white interior, silver-grey base and 5-arch wheels, (4) 51e Pontiac Firebird - red 
body, clear windows, tan interior and silver-grey base, (5) 53d Ford Custom F150 Flareside Pick-up Truck - blue body with 
racing number 326 tampo print, clear windows, white interior, black plastic base, (6) 62d Chevrolet Corvette - metallic red body 
with white hood tampo print only, clear windows, pale grey interior, bare metal base - Excellent Plus to Mint in Excellent to Near 
Mint boxes. (6) 

 £50 - £60 

1173. Matchbox Superfast group to include 2 x TP27 twin pack issues containing 43c Steam Locomotive and 44c Passenger 
Coach Caboose - both with green body and 2 x Renault 11 Taxi - metallic blue/grey taken from the film " A View to a 
Kill" - James Bond 007 - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint packaging. (4) 

 £30 - £50 
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1174. Matchbox Superfast group (1) MB20 Volvo Container - blue cab, white container, "MB75 The No.1 Volume Selling Toy 
in the UK 1986", (2) MB17 Londoner Bus (1st MICA Convention) 1986, (3) Plymouth Prowler "Toy Fair 97" - black, yellow and 
orange tampo print, yellow interior, (4) 37 FJ Holden "True Blue" Winner of Design a Car Competition - Near Mint to Mint in 
Excellent to Near Mint packaging. (4) 

 £30 - £40 

1175. Matchbox Superfast MB Series group (1) MB25 Audi Quattro - white with red/brown tampo, (2) MB44 Skoda 130 LR 
Rally Car - blue plastic Macau base, 8-dot wheels, racing number 44, without Duckhams tampo print, (3) MB74 Fiat 
Abarth - white with green/red Alitalia tampo, red interior, 5-arch wheels - generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (3) 

 £50 - £70 

1176. Matchbox Superfast a group of MB Series Made in England issues to include MB22 Jaguar XK100 - green, MB65 
Airport Coach "TWA", MB33 Renault 11 - black with Turbo tampo, MB28 Chrysler Daytona - metallic dark red with silver lower 
body, MB21 Rolls Royce Silver Cloud II - silver with pale grey interior, MB57 Carmichael Fire Rescue Truck, plus others - Near 
Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (14) 

 £40 - £60 

1177. Matchbox Superfast MB Series Made in England group to include MB12 Citroen CX Ambulance - white with red tampo 
print, MB8 Rover 3500 Police Car - white, blue windows and roof lights, MB55 Ford Sierra XR4i - two-tone grey with red tampo, 
MB65 Airport Coach "Alitalia", MB56 Mercedes 450 "Polizei" - white with green tampo, Ford Sierra XR4i - white with grey lower 
body and red interior, MB20 Range Rover Police Patrol "Securite - Rally Paris Dakar 83" plus others - Near Mint to Mint in 
Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (12) 

 £50 - £70 

1178. Matchbox Superfast MB Series "American Editions" to include MB7 Volkswagen Golf "Ruff Rabbit" - yellow body, 
MB26 "Cosmic Blues" - white with blue tampo print, MB46 Beetle Streaker - Big Blue, MB53 Tanzara - black/silver with chrome 
interior, MB11 IMSA Ford Mustang - black with green, yellow, white tampo, plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Near Mint boxes. 
(8) 

 £50 - £70 

1179. Matchbox Superfast MB Series Made in Macau issues to include MB49 Peugeot Quasar - white with chrome interior, 
MB69 83 Corvette - silver/red with black interior, 2 x MB73 Ford Model A Car - red body on black chassis, MB45 Ford Skip 
Truck - yellow with grey skip, MB49 Sand Digger "Dune Man", another similar but metallic green, MB14 Jeep Loredo - black 
with white canopy, plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes. (25) 

 £50 - £70 

1180. Matchbox Superfast MB Series a group of Macau issues to include MB37 Ford Escort XR3i Cabriolet - white with grey 
interior, MB72 Ford Super Van - white with blue tampo, MB68 Camaro Iroc-Z - light green, MB50 4x4 Chevy Blazer - Sheriff 
Car, MB60 Ford Transit Ambulance, MB12 Citroen CX Police Car "Marine Division", plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to 
Near Mint boxes. (24) 

 £50 - £70 

1181. Matchbox Superfast a group of Macau issues and Special Editions to include MB63 4x4 Pick-up "Bob Jane T-Marts", 
MB11 Lamborghini Countach - red with yellow interior, MB60 Toyota Supra - white, blue tampo print, red interior, MB30 
Mercedes Benz G Wagon - red with white roof - Rescue Unit, MB65 Airport Coach "Australian", 2 x MB58 Ruff Trek - 2 different 
variations, plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint packaging. (18) 

 £40 - £60 
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1182. Matchbox Superfast MB Series a large group of Macau issues including MB39 BMW 323i - metallic blue with brown 
interior, MB8 Vauxhall Astra GTE/Opel Kadett Police Car, MB16 Land Rover 90 - blue with white roof, MB56 VW Golf - red with 
black tampo print, MB1 Jaguar XJ6 - metallic red with tan interior, MB4 57 Chevrolet - black/red with flames tampo, MB55 Ford 
Sierra XR4i - yellow with black tampo print, plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (28) 

 £50 - £70 

1183. Matchbox Superfast a mixed group to include MB16 Land Rover 90 "Park Ranger" - yellow with white roof, MB1 Jaguar 
XJ6 - Police Car, MB66 Rolls Royce - metallic red, MB55 Ford Sierra XR4i - white with dark blue tampo, red interior, graphite 
base, several Buses and Commercial vehicles - generally Near Mint to Mint a couple have some discolour to roof in Good Plus 
to Near Mint packaging. (31) 

 £40 - £60 

1184. A mixed group of "Popeye" character models on blister cards (1) Matchbox CS13 Popeye's Spinach Wagon, (2) CS14 
Bluto's Road Roller, (3) similar, (4) Corgi Juniors 57 Popeye and Olive Oyl - Motorboat, (5) & (6) similar - Near Mint to Mint in 
Good to Good Plus packaging (do have some old shop stickers).  (6) 

 £30 - £40 

1185. Corgi ex-shop stock 1/36th scale Mini City - 2 x primrose yellow with black interior, 2 x Mini Mayfair - blue with tan 
interior, 2 x Mini City in metallic silver with beige interior and 2 x Mini Mayfair in maroon with black interior - Mint in Near Mint 
blue window boxes. (8) 

 £30 - £50 

1186. Corgi 510 Citroen DS Conversion "Tour De France" Team Manager's Car - red, yellow interior, grey base and plastic 
aerial, Whizzwheels with "Paramount" to sides - Near Mint (ex-shop stock) in an Excellent Plus blue and yellow window box 
with "Whizzwheels" flash and collectors club folded leaflet. 

 £100 - £140 

1187. Corgi 319 Lotus Elan Coupe - blue body, white hood, off white interior, chrome detachable chassis with cast 
hubs - minor mark to roof otherwise Mint in an Excellent Plus blue and yellow carded picture box. 

 £70 - £90 

1188. Corgi pair (1) 154 Ferrari Formula 1 - red, racing number 36, chrome engine and interior, cast hubs, (2) 392 Corgi 
Whizzwheels Bertone "Shake" Buggy - metallic candy pink with green interior and chrome parts (box is a little creased) - Near 
Mint in Good to Excellent Plus window boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1189. Corgi Mini pair (1) 226 Morris Mini Minor - metallic maroon, lemon interior, silver trim, cast hubs - minor factory marks 
otherwise Mint in a Near Mint blue and yellow carded picture box, (2) 308 Morris Mini Cooper S "Rallye Monte Carlo" - yellow 
body, red interior, black base, Whizzwheels, chrome roof rack with 2 x spare Whizzwheels, racing number 177 to 
doors - Excellent Plus unboxed. (2) 

 £60 - £80 

1190. Corgi 497 "The Man from UNCLE" - Thrushbuster - blue body, yellow interior, cast hubs and lamps - Excellent 
Plus - bonnet label is very clean with a Good inner pictorial stand including Waverly ring (no outer card box). 

 £80 - £100 

1191. Corgi 1103 Euclid TC12 Twin Crawler Tractor - green including metal rollers with black rubber tracks, grey plastic 
parts, metal tow hook and with driver figure - some minor marks but overall Excellent Plus in a Fair to Good lift off lid box (base 
of box with splits). 

 £50 - £70 
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1192. Corgi Juniors Whizzwheels pair (1) 2506 twin pack issue A.M.F Ski-Daddler Snowmobile and Trailer, (2) 2507 "Tom & 
Jerry" comprising Tom's Go-Cat and Jerry's Banger - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Excellent Plus packaging. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

1193. Corgi Rockets "Derek Fiske" Stock Car - white on red chassis with silver bonnet - Near Mint on Excellent blister card 
(bubble is partially open at bottom). 

 £50 - £70 

1194. Corgi Rockets blister card group to include Jaguar SS100 - metallic red body with black interior and 4 x 1929 Pit-stop 
Kit - chassis and wheel spares - Excellent to Mint in Fair to Excellent packaging. 

 £20 - £30 

1195. Morestone Enid Blyton's "Noddy" and His Car - small scale version complete with plastic Noddy figure - primrose 
yellow with red chassis - model is virtually unmarked Near Mint, plastic figure has some age related paint loss in an Excellent 
Plus crisp red card picture box. 

 £30 - £40 

1196. Morestone Series "Noddy" - "Big Ears" riding his bicycle - Excellent Plus bright example with only a few minor marks in 
a Fair yellow carded picture box (missing part of end flap). 

 £60 - £70 

1197. Corgi a mixed group to include 9041 1912 Rolls Royce Silver Ghost - silver, red interior, grey chassis with brass parts, 
922 Sikorsky Sky Crane Casualty Helicopter - red, black rotors, 289 Volkswagen Polo 1/36th scale in lime green with white 
interior, Ford Escort Van "John Lewis Partnership" - green with tan interior, 160 Hesketh 308 F1 Racing Car - white, racing 
number 24 and 2 x Corgi Routemaster Buses - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent packaging.   (7) 

 £30 - £40 

1198. Dinky 956 Turntable Fire Escape - red including plastic hubs, silver platform, black side platforms, with windows, 
chrome ladder (also comes with spare ladder part) - a few chips to nearside chassis edge - Good Plus to Excellent in a Good 
blue and white striped lift off lid box. 

 £50 - £70 

1199. Dinky group of Accessories to include 385 Trade Box for 6 Sack Trucks contains one in blue, also with unboxed Lawn 
Mower, 2 x boxed 755 Lamp Standard single arm and 2 x 756 Lamp Standard double arm - Excellent to Near Mint in Fair to 
Good Plus packaging.   (6) 

 £30 - £40 

1200. Dinky 158 Riley Saloon - cream body, silver trim, green ridged hubs with black smooth tyres, large baseplate lettering, 
couple of very minor marks - otherwise Excellent clean bright model in a Fair to Good box complete with but with some creases 
and stains. 

 £40 - £50 

1201. Dinky 602 Armoured Command Car "Gerry Anderson" - original casting was going to be used for TV production of "The 
Investigator" - production never went ahead so model was turned into 2 variations this is the harder to find issue in flat military 
green, grey interior, black plastics and Speedwheels - generally Near Mint in a Good box with some creases. 

 £80 - £100 
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1202. Dinky boxed group (1) 112 Purdey's TR7 - yellow, silver body stripes, black interior from the TV Series "The New 
Avengers"; (2) 255 Police Mini Clubman - light blue, white doors, black interior and black Speedwheels; (3) 178 Mini 
Clubman - metallic bronze with black interior - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes (does have original shop sticker 
to end of boxes).  (3) 

 £60 - £80 

1203. Dinky pair (1) 225 Lotus F1 Racing Car - metallic red, metallic blue engine, yellow spoiler, racing number 7 - with 
unused decal sheet and instructions; (2) 160 Mercedes Benz 250SE - metallic blue, white interior, chrome parts fitted with 
battery operated stop lights, with instruction sheet (inner card stand has flattened at bottom) - generally Near Mint in Good to 
Good Plus packaging.  (2) 

 £80 - £100 

1204. Dinky 969 Extending Mast Vehicle "BBC TV" - green, grey including side flashes and Supertoy hubs with black treaded 
tyres, silver trim, chrome mast with detachable dish (still in original tissue packaging) - some age related storage marks - Good 
Plus to Excellent in a Good blue and white striped lift off lid box (lid has split on one corner, base is solid with inner packing 
piece). 

 £80 - £100 

1205. Dinky bubble pack group (1) 451 Johnson Road Sweeper - orange red cab with ivory interior, silver chassis, metallic 
green rear body with black plastic parts; (2) 227 Beach Buggy - yellow, red interior, grey canopy, red body stripe; (3) 293 Swiss 
PTT Bus - yellow, red body stripe; (4) 168 Ford Escort - metallic blue with ivory interior, (5) 675 Motor Patrol Boat - grey/white 
with orange and black plastic parts, includes 4 x red plastic missiles - Excellent to Near Mint in Fair to Good packaging (bubbles 
have discoloured).  (5) 

 £60 - £80 

1206. Dinky boxed group 1286 Ford Transit Fire Appliance - red "Fire Service" decals, yellow interior and roof clip, cast 
wheels, silver ladder and bells; (2) 283 Single Decker Bus - red, yellow interior "Red Arrow" labels in white and red; (3) 291 
Atlantean City Bus - orange red, ivory interior "Kenning Car Van & Truck Hire" labels - destination Chesterfield; (4) 124 Rolls 
Royce Phantom V - metallic blue, ivory interior, cast hubs and chrome parts - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent packaging.  
(4) 

 £80 - £100 

1207. Dinky Aircraft pair (1) 739 A6M50-Sen - metallic blue, black engine cover with red propeller, Japanese roundels 
(missing decal sheet); (2) 719 Spitfire Mk.2 - green and brown camouflage, black propeller, RAF roundels (cab base is 
creased) - generally Near Mint in Good to Good Plus packaging.  (2) 

 £80 - £100 

1208. Dinky 718 Hawker Hurricane Mk.2C - grey/green camouflage, black plastic parts and RAF roundels - generally Near 
Mint in Excellent Plus packaging. 

 £50 - £60 

1209. Dinky 726 Messerschmitt B.F109E - camouflage tan with green spots, brown plastic parts, blue base - Near Mint in 
Excellent Plus packaging. 

 £50 - £60 

1210. Dinky 728 RAF Dominie - metallic blue with green camouflage markings, dark amber windows, RAF roundels (glue 
showing through roundels) - Excellent Plus in Excellent Plus packaging. 

 £30 - £40 

1211. Dinky 734 P47 Thunderbolt - metallic silver/blue, red plastic parts, US Airforce markings - Excellent Plus in Good Plus 
packaging (clean card base but bubble has discoloured). 

 £60 - £80 
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1212. Dinky Aircraft group (1) 729 Panavia M.R.C.A. (Multi Roll Combat Aircraft) - grey with green camouflage markings, 
black plastic parts, RAF markings; (2) 731 Sepecat Jaguar - metallic blue with green camouflage markings, RAF roundels; (3) 
736 Bundesmarine Seaking Helicopter - grey, black rotors, red plastic parts - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Fair to Good Plus 
packaging (some discolour to bubbles). 

 £60 - £70 

1213. Britains 9401 Her Majesty's State Coach comprising Guild Coach with blue panels, 8 x Windsor grey horses, 4 x riders, 
seated figures, pack of traces - all Excellent Plus in a Good Plus lift off lid box. 

 £70 - £90 

1214. Crescent Toys mixed group of State Coaches (1) Silver Jubilee 1977 in rigid plastic case packaging (still with original 
wrap); (2) Coronation Coach in gilt with 8 x horses and 4 outriders with inner packing and original card lift off lid box; (3) 
Coronation Coach miniature set - silver plate with original lift off lid box - Good to Excellent some loss of plating/tarnishing in 
generally Good to Good Plus packaging.  (3) 

 £20 - £30 

1215. Mixed group of Toys (1) Mak's (Hong Kong) - cream friction drive model car with red interior and picture card box; (2) 
clockwork tinplate (made in Japan) mechanical candy loving canine; (3) clockwork walking Doll figure - Fair to Excellent in Fair 
to Good Plus packaging.  (3) 

 £20 - £30 

1216. Britains large boxed group to include 7206 - Scots Guards, 7245 6 Gordon Highlanders, 7244 Blues & Royals Farrier, 
7203 Royal Marine Drum & Bugle, 7307 US Airforce Colour Party plus others - Excellent to Mint in Good to Near Mint 
packaging.  (13) 

 £60 - £80 

1217. Britains boxed sets (1) 5186 Welsh Guards; (2) 5184 Lifeguards; (3) The Bahamas Police Band - limited edition 
sets - generally Near Mint to Mint in Near Mint packaging, all 3 with protective transit sleeves.  (3) 

 £60 - £80 

1218. Britains Herald Series a group trade packs comprising H105 Gordon Highlander Side Drummer, H303 Khaki Infantry 
Kneeling Firing, H304 Standing Firing, H306 Officer, 307 Khaki Infantry Radio Operator, 309 Falling Wounded also with 2 x 
1736 Gate, Style Stone Walls and 2 x H1718 pack of Hurdles and one loose building - all generally Excellent Plus to Near Mint 
in generally Good to Excellent packaging.  (qty) 

 £60 - £80 

1219. Britains a group to include 7204 (made in Hong Kong) - Guards in brown and orange window box, 4435 Confederate 
A.C. Gun Team with gun (has protective over-card), 2 x Britains Deetail, 435 and 440 American Civil War Figures on blister 
packs and 1 loose mounted figure - Excellent to Near Mint in Good to Excellent packaging. 

 £50 - £70 

1220. Britains mixed group of Artillery to include 9721 18th Century Cannon in open style red and white card packaging, 2 x 
Britains Deetail Figure and Gun combinations in open style packaging, 9726 American Civil War Field Piece and 1 x loose 
figure - Good Plus to Near Mint in Good to Excellent packaging. (5) 

 £40 - £60 

1221. Britains Herald - Racing Cyclist series 2 x 1294 half dozen trade boxes each with 3 x figures - all generally Excellent 
(minor age wear) in Good to Good Plus boxes with tissue packing. (6) 

 £60 - £80 
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1222. Britains Herald Racing Cyclist Series 3 x half dozen trade boxes (1) 1292 Standing with 2 x figures, (2) 1293 Sitting 
with 2 x figures, (3) 1295 Sprinting with 3 x figures - all generally Excellent (some age related wear) in generally Good to Good 
Plus boxes. 

 £60 - £80 

1223. A mixed group of models to include Britains 9699 BMW Racing Combination, Dinky 676 Daimler Armoured Car, 410 
Bedford Royal Mail Van, 202 Fiat Abarth 2000 - red/white, 111 Cinderella's Coach (missing cellophane window), Corgi 703 High 
Speed Fire Engine and 922 Sikorsky Sky Train Casualty Helicopter - Good to Near Mint in Fair to Good packaging. (7) 

 £40 - £60 

1224. Astra 12" Heavy Howitzer - green painted gun body mounted on carriage with working elevating and firing 
mechanisms - stamped ASTRA PRO PAT 12666/37 - does have some damage to front underside of barrel and some rust 
spotting to pins otherwise Good Plus with a Good original lift off buff card box with inner packing piece and some loose wooden 
missiles. 

 £30 - £40 

1225. A mixed group of Diecast & Plastic Models to include Britains 9940 Atlas Copco Compressor, Matchbox The Dinky 
Collection 2 x DY21 1964 Mini Cooper S - cream with black roof, Corgi Classics D730 MGA Hardtop - silver/black, also D734 
Austin Healey 3000 - metallic blue, Brumm R100 Bentley 1.5 litre, Rio 13 1932-37 Fiat 508 plus others - Near Mint to Mint in 
Good to Excellent packaging.  (16) 

 £20 - £30 

1226. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a large mixed group to include Y27 Foden Steam Lorry - Pickfords, Y3 Ford Model T 
Tanker - Red Crown Gasoline, Y37 Mercedes Benz 540K, Y34B 1933 Cadillac 452V16 - white with blue chassis, Y64 1938 
Lincoln Zephyr - cream, 2 x unboxed Y12 Ford Model T Vans - red without tampo, 1931 Diddler Trolleybus, Matchbox Dinky 
Collection Mercedes Coach plus others - Good Plus to Mint in Fair to Excellent packaging.   (37) 

 £30 - £50 

1227. Triang Minic Ships a pair 1/1200th scale Waterline models (1) M707 SS France with inner plastic packaging (masts in 
packet), (2) M704 SS United States - generally Near Mint with Good to Good Plus boxes. (2) 

 £60 - £80 

1228. Triang Minic Ships 1/1200th scale Waterline models (1) M705 RMS Aquitania, (2) M707 SS France, (3) M702 RMS 
Queen Elizabeth, (4) M715 RMS Canberra, (5) M706 SS Nieuw Amsterdam - generally Excellent Plus to Near Mint - masts not 
fitted in bags, in generally Good boxes. (5) 

 £80 - £100 

1229. Triang Minic 1/1200th scale Waterline models group (1) M719 RMS Arlanza, (2) M718 RMS Amazon, (3) M708 RMS 
Saxonia, (4) M708 RMS Saxonia (possibly in wrong box) - Excellent Plus to Near Mint, masts not fitted in bags, in generally 
Good to Good Plus boxes. (4) 

 £50 - £70 

1230. Triang Minic Ships 1/1200th scale Waterline models - M701 RMS Caroni - harder to find green painted model - small 
mark to funnel otherwise Near Mint, mast not fitted in bag, in a generally Good box. 

 £30 - £40 

1231. Triang Minic 1/1200th scale Waterline models group (1) M712 NS Savannah, (2) M732 SS Varicella, (3) M713 Antilles, 
(4) M709 RMS Ivernia, (5) M733 TSS Vikingen - Excellent to Near Mint - one has small brown marks, may improve with 
cleaning in generally Good boxes. (5) 

 £60 - £70 
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1232. Triang Minic 1/1200th scale Waterline Ships (1) M713 NS Savannah, (2) M713 SS Antilles, (3) M714 SS Flandre, (4) 
M709 RMS Ivernia, (5) M711 RMS Carinthia - Good to Near Mint, two with brown marks may improve with cleaning, masts not 
fitted in bags, in generally Good boxes. (5) 

 £50 - £70 

1233. Triang Minic Ships 1/1200th scale Waterline models trade boxes (1) 3 x M786 HMS London, (2) M783 3 x HMS 
Hampshire, (3) 3 x M785 HMS Devonshire, (4) 3 x M784 HMS Kent - Excellent to Near Mint, one model is missing plastic 
helicopter rotors from rear, boxes Fair to Good. (12 with 4 boxes) 

 £50 - £70 

1234. Triang Minic Ships 1/1200th scale Waterline models (1) M741 HMS Vanguard, (2) M753 HMS Albion, (3) M752 HMS 
Centaur - generally Near Mint - mast not fitted in bags, in generally Good boxes. (3) 

 £50 - £70 

1235. Triang Minic Ships 1/1200th scale Waterline models (1) M751 HMS Bulwark (missing masts), (2) M752 HMS Centaur 
(masts in bag), (3) M762 HMS Superb, (4) M761 HMS Swiftsure - Good Plus to Near Mint in Good boxes. (4) 

 £40 - £60 

1236. Triang Minic Ships 1/1200th scale Waterline models trade boxes (1) 12 x mixed group of models including M773 HMS 
Dainty, M774 HMS Decoy, M792 HMS Torquay, (2) trade box including Gun Emplacements and other waterside features, (3) 
M057 Sea 26" x 26" Mat - Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good boxes. (Qty) 

 £50 - £70 

1237. A mixed group of Matchbox Trade Catalogues including 1978, 1979, 1980 ring binder style trade 
catalogue - catalogues displaying full range of Matchbox models including Matchbox Superfast, King Size, plastic Aircraft, 
Fighting Fury's, Mobile Action Command, also includes "Abba" Dolls - Good to Excellent. (9) 

 £30 - £40 

1238. Palitoy 1984 "Building on Success" Trade Catalogue includes Care Bears, Strawberry Shortcake, Playdough, Action 
Man, Action Force, Star Wars, Meccano, Main Line, Airfix, Games and Books etc - small tear to bottom of binder and a few 
marks to outer cover otherwise Excellent. 

 £50 - £70 

1239. Meccano to include "The New World of Meccano and Dinky 1980" Trade Catalogue, includes Dinky Star Chasers, Star 
Trek The Motion Picture models, various Meccano Sets and Junior Meccano, Dinky Toys 72537/02 UK Edition - Good to 
Excellent. (2) 

 £20 - £30 

1240. Topper Toys Trade Catalogues to include "Big Value Big Action" 1968 includes Johnny Speed Giant Size Racing Car, 
Lucy Homemaker, Mighty Joe Tank, Johnny Express, Topper Guns and Rifles including 6025 Johnny 7 O.M.A, also 1969 
catalogue, plus 2 others - generally Excellent. (4) 

 £40 - £50 

1241. A mixed group of early Trade Catalogues and printed Ephemera to include Mobo Toy Catalogue including Rocking 
Horse, Spring Horse, other large scale Ride-on Toys and Prams, also lot includes "Faerie Glen" Doll & Accessory catalogue, 
other items include Real Soft Toys brochure, Suzy Cute by Topper Toys, various others small scale manufacturers of early 
years/baby toys and accessories - Good to Excellent. (Qty) 

 £30 - £40 
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1242. 4 x Trade Catalogues (1) Lone Star Scale Models 1969 includes "Flyers", "Impy", "Tuff-Tots" and "Roadmaster" 
models, (2) Rosebud Mattel Toys 1968 includes "Major Matt Mason", also Barbie Dolls and Kiddles, Skipper etc, (3) Rosebud 
Mattel 1968 mainly dolls, soft toys and pre-school, (4) Pedigree Doll & Toy catalogue 1976 includes "Wombles", various Disney 
characters, Sindy and Sindy Home - Good to Excellent.  (4) 

 £60 - £80 

1243. Group of Trade Catalogues to include Playcraft Busy Bodies full colour landscape style brochure, (2) Fisher Price 1983 
along with trade price list for 1979 and 2 smaller colour printed collector leaflets. 

 £30 - £40 

1244. VIP Raceways group to include various items, catalogues printed ephemera, price lists etc, Good to Excellent. 

 £20 - £30 

1245. Large group of Trade Catalogues and Brochures including FE0 Schwarz 1983-1984 4-Winter Holiday Gift Selection, 
Lone Star 1989 and 1991, Peter Pan Playthings, Merit Toys, Siku 1983, various others by Polistil, Pelham Puppets, Gibson 
Games, Cavalcade Disney Mattel, Waddingtons plus many others - Fair to Excellent.  (qty) 

 £30 - £40 

1246. Small group of Trade Catalogues and printed ephemera to include Merit 1977 Toys and Games - colour trade 
catalogue (some pen marks to outer cover, Reno Series The Mark of Quality - Horten Reno Limited Reno Works Middlesbrough 
1968 (has suffered some damp damage internally), Sutcliffe Toys and price list, Kaybot Novelties, Kaybot Wheeler quality 
wooden toys including Dolls Houses and Furniture - Fair to Good Plus.  (6) 

 £30 - £40 

1247. A group of Corgi Rockets Catalogues from 1970 to include 2 x Golden Tunip including Dutch issue and 14 x Corgi 
Rockets Circuit Assembly leaflets - generally Excellent.  (16) 

 £30 - £40 

1248. A mixed group of Fireworks, trade brochures including Brocks 1989, Wessex Fireworks, Brocks & Wilders Fireworks 
1965, Standard Fireworks Displays 1991 also some other early trade brochures including Barton Toys Caroline's Home, Marx 
Toys, Taylor Toys, Tonka, Trend & Toys Sasha Dolls A Happy Families Rally Magazine plus many others - Fair to Excellent.  
(qty) 

 £50 - £70 

1249. Small quantity of Trade Catalogues including Britains trade catalogue 1985, Morris Vulcan including Skateboards, 
Roller Skates, Pogo Sticks etc, Subbuteo World 79, Britains Star System Toy Catalogue 1985, Lego & Duplo Catalogue 83 and 
3 x Lego Collectors Guide to the World 1970 - Good to Excellent.  (8) 

 £30 - £40 

1250. Collection of Trade Catalogues including 10 x Games & Toys mainly 1960's issues, Toy Trader & Hobby Stockist x 3 
including 61 and 63, Toys Journal including Hot Wheels also Rosebud Mattel advertising, some earlier catalogues including 
1950's Toys and Fancy Goods and a Toy Trader and Exporter - Fair to Excellent.  (23) 

 £30 - £40 

1251. A large quantity of Trade Catalogues and printed ephemera to include Triang Toys International 1976, Toy Trader 
Magazine, British Toys & Hobbies Association, subject matter includes Tonka Pedigree, Brocks Fireworks, Remus Play Kits, 
early electronic toys including Philips plus many others - Fair to Excellent.  (lg qty) 

 £30 - £40 
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1252. Large quantity of Trade Catalogues and Collector Catalogues including Scalextric 19th Edition, Matchbox Motor Racing 
Systems 1979/80, Corgi 1976, various Matchbox ephemera including MICA Magazines 1990's collector catalogues, a good 
quantity of Britains Toy Catalogues including 1987 and 1988 plus Lego Catalogues, Solido, EFE, Corgi and many others - Fair 
to Excellent.  (lg qty) 

 £20 - £30 

Other Vendors 

1253. Dinky 104 "Captain Scarlet" - Spectrum Pursuit Vehicle (SPV) - blue body and base, cast spun hubs, black plastic 
aerials, black rubber tracks, white front bumper with "Captain Scarlet" figure - some marks to base but overall clean and 
bright - Excellent with a Good card inner stand with one missile in bag, outer card box is Fair (tuck-in flap has detached at one 
end) 

 £50 - £70 

1254. Dinky 103 "Captain Scarlet" pair (1) Spectrum Patrol Car - red body, blue tinted windows, white base and plastic aerial, 
silver trim, cast hubs; similar but harder to find metallic bronze body (base is heavily marked but upper body is reasonably 
clean - Fair to Good Plus unboxed.  (2) 

 £50 - £70 

1255. Dinky TV & Film related group (1) 102 "Joe 90" - Joe's Car - metallic aqua blue; (2) 351 "UFO" Shado 
Interceptor - harder to find variation - green, blue tinted windows, chrome interior and red plastic legs; (3) 108 "Joe 90" - Sam's 
Car - chrome plated finish with yellow interior and cast hubs; (4) 105 "Captain Scarlet" - Maximum Security Vehicle - white 
body, red base, dark orange interior with radiation box (interior plastic parts broken) - Fair to Good unboxed.  (4) 

 £50 - £70 

1256. Corgi 267 "Batman" Batmobile" 1st issue - black, red bat hubs, blue tinted windscreens with "Batman & Robin" figures, 
grey plastic aerial, also with later issue with light blue tinted windows and tow hook to rear - Fair to Good Plus unboxed. 

 £40 - £60 

1257. Corgi mixed group of TV & Film related toys to include Monkeemobile, Oldsmobile Super 88 "Thrushbuster", 2 x 
"Green Hornets" Black Beauty, Chitty Chitty Bang Bang with 4 x figures plus others - Fair to Good unboxed.  (8) 

 £50 - £70 

1258. Corgi boxed group (1) 486 Chevrolet Impala - Kennel Service Wagon with 4 dogs (missing one dog) - off-white/red with 
cast hubs and chrome trim; (2) 388 Mercedes Benz C111 - orange/black with Whizzwheels; (3) 279 Rolls Royce 
Corniche - metallic red, tan interior and cast hubs - Good Plus to Near Mint in Fair to Good boxes.  (3) 

 £40 - £60 

1259. Corgi unboxed group to include "Graham Hill's" Ford Cortina GXL - metallic bronze with black roof and Whizzwheels, 
Citroen SM - metallic purple with pale blue interior, Mercedes Benz C111 - orange with black interior, Bentley Series T - Mulliner 
Parkward - dark pink with cream interior, Rolls Royce Silver Shadow - two-tone silver/blue and Santa Pod Gloworm (Ford Capri) 
Custom Car - white with blue body stripes - Fair to Good Plus unboxed.  (6) 

 £40 - £60 

1260. Corgi unboxed group to include Sunbeam Imp - metallic blue with white body stripe, BMC Mini Cooper S - metallic 
blue, cream interior, 3 x Chevrolet Corvette Stingray - two yellow, one metallic blue, Adams Dragster, 3 x Formula 1 Racing 
Cars including "John Players Special", Dinky Ford Corsair - metallic blue - Fair to Good Plus unboxed.  (12) 

 £40 - £60 
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1261. Mixed unboxed group to include Corgi Oldsmobile Tornado - metallic gold, cream interior with take-off wheels, Mini 
Marcos GT850 - metallic red, Hillman Hunter Mk.1 - Rally Car - blue, Mercedes Benz 600 Pullman - metallic red with chrome 
trim and Dinky Volkswagen Deluxe - metallic blue, white interior, silver trim - Good to Excellent unboxed.  (5) 

 £40 - £60 

1262. Mixed group of unboxed Matchbox Models to include Regular Wheels E-type Jaguar, Land Rover Safari - blue with 
burnt Sienna roof luggage, Jaguar Mk.X, Ford Zephyr 6 - blue, Ford Corsair - pale yellow, 2 x Honda Motorcycle and Trailer 
also Matchbox Superfast including MG 1100 - metallic blue, Ford Zodiac Mk.IV - metallic green, Ford Cortina - metallic blue, 
Lamborghini Miura - metallic gold, Iso Grifo - dark blue with pale blue interior plus others - Fair to Good Plus unboxed.  (22) 

 £30 - £50 

1263. Minichamps 1/12th scale pair (1) 122036 319 Yamaha YZ-M1 Gauloises Yamaha Tech 3 - Olivier Jacque Moto GP 
2003; (2) 122026306 Yamaha YZR500 - Norifumi Abe - Moto GP 2002 (some light crushing to rear of box) - Near Mint to Mint 
in Good to Excellent boxes.  (2) 

 £50 - £70 

1264. Minichamps 1/12th scale pair (1) 122041045 Honda RC211V - Colin Edwards - Moto GP 2004; (2) 122041004 Honda 
RC211V - Repsol Honda Team - Rider Alexander Barros - Moto GP 2004 - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Good Plus boxes.  (2) 

 £50 - £70 

1265. Minichamps 1/12th scale Motorcycle 122042202 Suzuki GSX-R1000 - Team Rizla Suzuki - John Reynolds - BSB2004 
Grand Prix Legends limited edition issue with certificate - Mint in Excellent box. 

 £30 - £40 

1266. Minichamps 1/12th scale Motorcycle 122053046 Yamaha YZR-M1 Valentino Rossi - Galozei Yamaha Team - Moto GP 
2005 - Mint in Excellent Valentino Rossi Collection branded box. 

 £30 - £40 

1267. Minichamps 1/12th scale pair (1) 122042202 Suzuki GSXR 1000 - Team Rizla Suzuki - John Reynolds BSB 2004; (2) 
122053024 Yamaha YZR-M1 - Fortuna Yamaha Team - Tony Elias - Moto GP 2005 - Near Mint to Mint in generally Good 
boxes (some discolour to bottom corners of boxes. 

 £40 - £60 

1268. Minichamps 1/12th scale Motorcycle pair (1) 122071252 Honda CBR1000 RR Fireblade - Hannspree Ten Kate 
Honda - James Tousland WSB2007; (2) 122037106 Honda RC211V - Makoto Tamada - Moto GP 2003 - Near Mint to Mint in 
Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (2) 

 £50 - £70 

1269. Minichamps 1/12th scale Motorcycle group (1) 122061027 Honda RC211V - Casey Stoner Moto GP 2006; (2) 
122051015 Honda RC211V - Team Movistar Honda Moto GP Rider Sete Gibernau Moto GP 2005; (3) 122062201 Suzuki 
GSX-R1000 - Team Alstare Suzuki Corona Extra Troy Corser WSB 2006 - Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Good Plus boxes.  (3) 

 £60 - £80 

1270. Minichamps 1/12th scale Motorcycle pair (1) 122026165 Honda NSR500 - Loris Capirossi Moto GP 2002; (2) 
122037174 Honda RC211V - Daijiro Moto GP 2003 - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent Plus boxes.  (2) 

 £50 - £70 
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1271. Minichamps 1/12th scale pair Motorcycles (1) 122031207 Ducati 998RS - P. Chili - WSB 2003; (2) 122011255 Ducati 
996R Superbike 2001 - Ben Bostrom - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Good Plus packaging.  (2) 

 £50 - £70 

1272. Minichamps 1/12th scale Motorcycle pair (1) 122021200 Ducati 998 F01 - Superbike 2002 - Neil Hodgson; (2) 
122021202 Ducati 998R - British Superbike 2002 - Steve Heslop - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Good Plus boxes.  (2) 

 £50 - £70 

1273. Minichamps 1/12th scale Motorcycle 122991211 Ducati 996 Superbike - Carl Fogarty - red, white, racing number 
1 - Mint in Excellent box. 

 £40 - £60 

1274. Minichamps 1/12th scale 122120002 Ducati 996 "Matrix Reloaded" - Mint in Good Plus Matrix branded box. 

 £30 - £40 

1275. Minichamps 1/12th scale Motorcycle 122976101 Honda NSR500 - M. Doohan - GP 1997 "Team Repsol 
Honda" - orange, red, blue, white, racing number 1 - generally Mint in a Near Mint hinged presentation box. 

 £50 - £60 

1276. Mixed Motorcycle group to include CAT 21648P (Ertl RC2), 5 x Maisto 1/18th scale Motorcycle Kits including Honda 
Movistar RCV211 2005 and 2 x Schuco 1/43rd scale model car kits - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Near Mint packing.  (8) 

 £30 - £50 

1277. Minichamps 1/12th scale pair (1) Ducati 998R - British Superbike 2002 - Steve Hislop, (2) Ducati 998F101 - Superbike 
2002 - Neil Hodgson - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

1278. Joyride "James Bond" 1/18th scale 43745 Aston Martin DB5 - from the film "Goldfinger" - silver/grey, chrome trim, 
black interior and spoked wire wheels - generally Mint in a Good Plus window box (does have 2 small reference stickers to one 
corner). 

 £60 - £70 

1279. GMP 1/18th scale G1801511 "Dan Gurney" 1967 Lola T70 MK.3B - green, racing number 36 - Mint in Near Mint 
window box with Excellent outer protective transit sleeve. 

 £50 - £60 

1280. GMP 1/18th scale G1801512 "Denny Hulme" - white, green body stripe, racing number 36 - Mint in a Near Mint box 
with an Excellent outer transit carton. 

 £50 - £60 

1281. 1/18th scale group (1) Road Signature 92058 1964 Shelby Cobra 427S/C - silver, black body stripes - Mint in Near Mint 
crisp window box; (2) Anson Ferrari 246GT - metallic blue; (3) Polistil Lamborghini Miura - red; (4) Gwilo Lamborghini SE "30th 
Anniversary Edition" - metallic purple - Excellent to Mint in Fair to Near Mint packaging.  (4) 

 £40 - £60 
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1282. Maisto 1/18th scale group (1) 31148 2007 Lamborghini Murcielago LP640 - orange; (2) 31135 Range Rover 
Sport - metallic silver/black; (3) 44629 Lamborghini Reventon - white/black; (4) 46629 Porsche 911 GT3 RS4.0 - white with 
silver/red body stripes - Mint in Excellent to Near Mint window boxes.  (4) 

 £40 - £50 

1283. 1/18th scale group (1) Maisto 31833 Jaguar Mk.2 1959 - cream with red interior; (2) 31850 Alpine Renault 
1600S - metallic blue; (3) Bburago 3018 Jaguar E Coupe 1961 - metallic green; (4) 3357 Porsche GT3 Strasse - yellow; (5) 
3010 Lancia Aurelia B24 Spyder 1955 - metallic blue; (6) 3064 Ferrari 550 Maranello 1996 - red; (6) 3011 Ferrari 250 GTO 
1962 - red (cellophane window has collapsed at top) - Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint packaging.  (6) 

 £50 - £60 

1284. Corgi Vanguards 1/43rd scale group to include VA05310 Triumph Dolomite Sprint - magenta, VA04006 Singer 
Coupe - silver metallic, VA08405 Jaguar Mk.2 - Golden Sand, VA06908 Rover 3 litre Mk.2 (P5) - pine green and VA07005 
Sunbeam Alpine Series 2 - Embassy Black - generally Mint in Good Plus to Excellent packaging.  (5) 

 £30 - £50 

1285. Corgi Vanguards (1) VA10300 Ford Cortina Mk.3 - Sapphire blue; (2) VA04110 Lotus Cortina Mk.2 - Alan Mann 
Racing - orange/gold, racing number 60; (3) VA09507 Ford Escort Mk.1 RS2000 - Diamond white with blue body stripe; (4) 
VA09500 Ford Escort Mk.1 - Dragon red - generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint packaging.  (4) 

 £40 - £50 

1286. Mixed group of "James Bond" models to include CC99171 Aston Martin DB5 and Aston Martin V12 Vanquish Set, 
96656 007 Special Edition James Bond Aston Martin - gold plate, CY95701 "The Spy Who Loved Me" - Lotus Esprit 
Underwater, TY07601 Jaguar XKR - metallic green "Die Another Day" and TY95902 Aston Martin DB5 and Rolls Royce 2-piece 
set with hand painted figures - generally Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint packaging.  (5) 

 £40 - £60 

1287. Mixed group of models to include Vanguards VA52000 Ford Granada Mk.1 - Flame red, VA06800 Hillman Minx 
11A - ember red and cream, 2 other Vanguards plus Corgi 04436 Mighty Mini Racing Car No.78 Chris Hunter, CC82206 Mini 
40 - Mulberry red and TY96401 "Red Dwarf" - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent packaging.  (7) 

 £40 - £60 

1288. Tekno 1/50th scale Truck and Curtainside Trailer (The Irish Collection) "Murphy Transport Ltd" - green and cream 
livery, 2002 - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent box. 

 £50 - £60 

1289. Tekno 1/50th scale Truck and Tanker (The Irish Collection) "Murphy Transport Ltd" - green and cream livery, chrome 
tank, 2004 - generally Mint in a Good box. 

 £40 - £50 

1290. Tekno 1/50th scale Truck and Curtainside Trailer (The Irish Collection) "Lucey Transport Ltd" - two-tone yellow livery, 
1999 - generally Mint in Excellent box. 

 £50 - £60 

1291. Tekno 1/50th scale Truck and Trailer (The Irish Collection) - Paddy Murphy "Neville's Premium Bread" - off white and 
silver livery, 2001 - generally Mint in Excellent box. 

 £50 - £60 

1292. Tekno 1/50th scale Refrigerated Truck (The Irish Collection) "Dingle" - cream, silver and gold livery, 2002 - generally 
Mint in a Good Plus box. 

 £50 - £60 
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1293. Tekno 1/50th scale Refrigerated Truck (The Irish Collection) "O'Neills International Transport" - green and white livery, 
2001 - generally Mint in a Good Plus box. 

 £50 - £60 

1294. Tekno 1/50th scale Curtainside Truck (The Irish Collection) "Hanlon Transport Ltd" - yellow and orange livery, 
2002 - generally Mint in a Good Plus box. 

 £50 - £60 

1295. Tekno 1/50th scale Refrigerated Truck (The Irish Collection) "Virginia" - white and red livery, 2003 - generally Mint in a 
Good Plus box. 

 £50 - £60 

1296. Tekno 1/50th scale Refrigerated Truck (The Irish Collection) "Centra" - white, green and blue livery, 1998 - generally 
Mint in a Good box. 

 £50 - £60 

1297. Tekno 1/50th scale Curtainside Truck (The Irish Collection) "Murphys Irish Stout" - cream and black livery, 
2000 - generally Mint in a Good Plus box. 

 £50 - £60 

1298. Tekno 1/50th scale Refrigerated Truck (The Irish Collection) "Caffrey International" - dark cream and blue livery, 
2001 - generally Mint in a Fair to Good box. 

 £40 - £50 

1299. Tekno 1/50th scale Curtainside Truck (The Irish Collection) "Hennessy Transport Ltd" - blue and yellow livery, 
1999 - generally Mint in a Good box. 

 £40 - £50 

1300. Tekno 1/50th scale Refrigerated Truck (The Irish Collection) - "Sean Delaney" (Cuisine De France) - dark blue cab with 
white trailer, 2001 - generally Mint in a Good box. 

 £50 - £60 

1301. Tekno 1/50th scale Refrigerated Truck (The Irish Collection) "Cuisine De France" - white, blue and red livery - generally 
Mint in a Good box. 

 £40 - £50 

1302. Tekno 1/50th scale Double Container Truck and Trailer 4802HV Scania T124 4x2 "Henk Vlot" - yellow and red truck 
trailer with grey "P&O Nedlloyd" logos - generally Mint in a Good box. 

 £50 - £60 

1303. Tekno 1/50th scale Tanker (Deutschland Collection) "Herrmann" - off white and green livery on red chassis, 
2002 - generally Mint in a Good Plus box. 

 £50 - £60 

1304. Tekno 1/50th scale Container Truck "Joke Vlot" purple and black tractor unit with orange container 
(Hapag-Lloyd) - generally Mint in a Good box. 

 £40 - £50 
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1305. Tekno 1/50th scale Curtainside Truck (The British Collection) "Mulgrew" - orange and dark cream livery, 
2003 - generally Mint in an Excellent box. 

 £50 - £60 

1306. Tekno 1/50th scale Curtainside Truck (The British Collection) "Surefreight" - white and red livery, 2003 - generally Mint 
in a Good Plus box. 

 £40 - £50 

1307. Tekno 1/50th scale Refrigerated Truck (The British Collection) "W M Armstrong Longtown Ltd" - green and red tractor 
unit with off white trailer, 2000 - Near Mint in Good Plus box. 

 £40 - £50 

1308. Tekno 1/50th scale Refrigeration Truck (The British Collection) "P & C Hamilton" - two-tone blue and white livery with 
international flags, 1999 - generally Mint in a Fair to Good box (loose cellophane window). 

 £40 - £50 

1309. Tekno 1/50th scale Refrigeration Truck (The British Collection) "H.E. Payne" - green, red and white livery, 
2000 - generally Mint in a Good box. 

 £40 - £50 

1310. Tekno 1/50th scale Curtainside Truck "Truckstar Festival 2003" Scania Topline - metallic red/silver - generally Mint in a 
Good box. 

 £40 - £50 

1311. Tekno 1/50th scale Refrigeration Truck "25 Jaar Tekno 1974-1999" - Scania Topline - white, pink, red livery, Limited 
Edition Commemorative Truck - generally Mint in a Good box. 

 £40 - £50 

1312. Tekno 1/50th scale Curtainside Truck 2172 TS DAF XF "David Murray" - Carnoustie Scotland - Mint in Good Plus box. 

 £50 - £60 

1313. Tekno 1/50th scale Refrigeration Truck - Scania "Franz Wirtz" - blue truck, multi-coloured trailer - Mint in Good Plus 
box. 

 £50 - £60 

1314. Tekno 1/50th scale Refrigeration Truck 9950 "P & C Hamilton" - Girvan, Scotland - metallic blue/silver and white 
livery - generally Mint in a Good Plus box. 

 £50 - £60 

1315. Tekno 1/50th scale 119081D Scania "Hayes Cabin Services" - red, yellow tractor unit with service crane - generally 
Mint in a Fair to Good box (some fading to edge and corner). 

 £30 - £40 

1316. Tematoys Holland (Lion Toys) 1/50th scale Volvo NH12 "H.J. Van Bentum B.V." Bulk Tanker - metallic blue/metallic 
silver - generally Mint in an Excellent box. 

 £50 - £70 
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1317. WSI 1/50th scale 9081 Scania Highline 4x2 W/116 LAG "Van Bentum Intermodal" Tanker - metallic blue/metallic 
silver - Mint in a Good box. 

 £50 - £60 

1318. Corgi 1/50th scale pair (1) CC12801 Scania T-Cab Feldbinder Tanker - "Ian Hayes Transport" - two-tone blue/silver 
livery, (2) CC12805 Scania T Topline Bulk Tipper - "Tinnelly International Transport Ltd" - County Down - blue, white and 
silver - generally Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1319. Corgi 1/50th scale pair (1) CC12202 Scania Fridge Trailer - "Dukes Transport Ltd" - red and white livery, (2) CC13720 
Scania R Series Topline Fridge Trailer - "Barline Transport" - Ireland, white and blue livery - generally Mint in Good to Good 
Plus boxes. 

 £50 - £60 

1320. TSM Model 1/43 scale pair (1) TSM124362 Porsche 966 - Gunnar Racing/Sunoko - blue/yellow, racing number 66, 
Road America 500 KM - Slater/J.Paul Junior; (2) 164306 Honda NSX - Kremer Honda Racing/Finag/Motul - red, racing number 
46, LM 1994 - Shimizu/Favre/Okada - Mint in Near Mint packaging.  (2) 

 £50 - £70 

1321. 1/43 scale mixed group (1) Eagles Race Dodge Viper GTS-R Le Mans 1996 - white, blue body stripes, racing number 
51; (2) Vitesse L167F Porsche GT2 "Jumbo", racing number 76, qualifying Le Mans 1996; (3) L167C Porsche GT2 "Shero", 
racing number 27 LM 96; (4) L152C Porsche 911 GT2 "Systar", racing number 77, LM 95; (5) 065C Porsche 911 GT2 
"Lorinser", racing number 79, LM 95 - generally Mint in Excellent packaging.  (5) 

 £40 - £50 

1322. Minichamps 1/43 scale group (1) 430977693 Ferrari 333SP Le Mans 1997; (2) 430971461 Dodge Viper GTS-R LM 97; 
(3) 430976629 Porsche 911 GT LM 97; (4) 430961450 Dodge Viper GTS-R Le Mans 96 - white, blue stripes, racing number 50; 
(5) 430971463 similar but racing number 63 LM 97; (6) 430976826 Porsche 911 GT1 Le Mans 97, racing number 26 - generally 
Mint in Good to Excellent packaging.  (6) 

 £60 - £80 

1323. Minichamps 1/43 scale group (1) 530174 343 McLaren F1 GTR Le Mans 97; (2) 530164360 McLaren F1 GTR Japan 
GT Series 1996; (3) 530174340 McLaren F1 GTR Le Mans 97 - Gulf Team; (4) 80429421486 McLaren F1 GTR Le Mans 96 
USA-Team Bigazzi; (5) Porsche 911 GT1, racing number 25 - generally Mint in Good Plus to Excellent Plus packaging. (5) 

 £50 - £60 

1324. HPI Racing 1/43 scale 8353 Toyota Supra GTLM - Toyota Team Sard/Nippondenso - white, red, racing number 57 Le 
Mans 1996 - Sekiya/Mitsusada/Kageyama - Mint in Near Mint packaging. 

 £40 - £50 

1325. Mixed 1/43 scale group (1) Ixo LMM071 Chrysler Viper GTS-R Le Mans 1998; (2) Onyx XLM99010 Porsche GT1 
"Giva" - Silverstone 98; (3) XGT99001 Porsche 911 GT1 FIA GT Championship 1998; (4) XLM049 Panoz Espertane GTR LM 
97; (5) XLM99001 Nissan R390 GT1 "Clarion" LM 98; (6) XLM99003 Nissan R390 "Calsonic" LM 98 - Near Mint to Mint in Good 
to Excellent packaging.  (6) 

 £40 - £60 

1326. Minichamps 1/43 scale group (1) 430976630 Porsche 911 GT1 FIA GT Series 1997 Blue Coral; (2) 430990910 Audi 
R8C 24 hour Le Mans 1999, racing number 10; (3) 530184341 McLaren F1 GTR LM 98 Team Davidoff/Loctite; (4) 430981455 
Dodge Viper GTS-R LM 98 United Colours Team Chamberlain; (5) 430991454 Dodge Viper GTS-R LM 98, racing number 
54 - Mint in Good to Excellent packaging.  (5) 

 £50 - £70 
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1327. Mixed group of Motorcycle related models and figures to include Minichamps Valentino Rossi with start box Moto GP 
2009, standing figure Moto GP 2005 and sitting figure Moto GP 2005 - all 3 with original boxes and inner packaging, 2 x 1/2th 
scale possibly Kitbuilt Motorcycles in plastic cases, 3 x unboxed Scalextric Motorcycles including figures, some additional resin 
parts and 2 plastic models including Mercedes Racing Transporter in red and Mercedes Crew Van in blue - Fair to Near 
Mint - not checked for completeness. (10) 

 £40 - £60 

1328. Unboxed 1/32 scale Slot Car group to include Scalextric Triumph TR7 - white, blue, red, racing number 11; similar but 
red, blue, white, racing number 6; Rover 3500 "Triplex" - racing number 12; another similar but "Golden Wonder" - racing 
number 1; Ford RS200 - white/blue, racing number 8 plus others - Fair to Good Plus unboxed. (11) 

 £50 - £70 

1329. Unboxed 1/32 scale Subaru Slot Car group to include Scalextric Subaru Impreza WRC - metallic blue, yellow body 
stripes; similar model by Auto Art - racing number 10, Makinen/Lindstrom; SCX Subaru - white, racing number 4 plus 
others - Fair to Good Plus unboxed. (7) 

 £50 - £70 

1330. Unboxed Scalextric group to include Scalextric Subaru Impreza WRC - orange/blue, racing number 30; similar but red, 
racing number 5; another in metallic blue, racing number 29; version in white, Solberg/Mills - Good to Excellent unboxed. (7) 

 £50 - £70 

1331. Unboxed 1/32 scale Slot Car group to include Ninco Mitsubishi EVO; SCX Peugeot 304 WRC - red, white, "Marlboro", 
racing number 5; Scalextric Skoda - racing number 15; SCX Citroen Xsara T4 WRC plus others - Good Plus to Excellent 
unboxed. (8) 

 £50 - £70 

1332. Unboxed 1/32 scale Slot Car group to include Team Slot Lancia Stratos "Rothmans" - racing number 3; SCX Lancia 
Delta - black, gold, racing number 1; Scalextric BMW M3 - red, white, blue, racing number 10; Fly Car Model Lancia Rally 
037 - blue, white, racing number 4 plus others - Good to Excellent unboxed. (8) 

 £50 - £70 

1333. 1/32 scale unboxed Slot Car group to include SCX Seat Ibiza Kit Car - yellow, racing number 12; Scalextric MG Metro 
GR4 - white, racing 8; Renault Clio - yellow, red, racing number 2; Scalextric Toyota Celica - white/red, racing number 2 plus 
others - Fair to Good Plus unboxed. (10) 

 £50 - £70 

1334. Unboxed 1/32 scale Slot Car group to include Scalextric Ford Focus WRC - red, white, blue, racing number 5; similar 
model but "Stobart", racing number 7; SCX Ford Focus WRC - racing number 14, Kresta; another similar but racing number 7, 
Martin/Park plus others - Good to Excellent unboxed. (8) 

 £50 - £70 

1335. Unboxed 1/32 scale Slot Car group to include Scalextric Ford RS200 - blue, white, racing number 8; SCX Ford Fiesta 
WRC - racing number 3, Latvala/Anttila; SCX Ford Fiesta WRC - racing number 43, Acropolis; SCX Peugeot 206 
WRC - blue/white, "Michelin", racing number 46 plus others - Good to Excellent, unboxed. (8) 

 £50 - £70 

1336. Unboxed 1/32 scale Slot Car group to include SCX Skoda Octavia WRC - racing number 11; Ninco Renault 
Clio - racing number 52, Pablo Irizar; SCX Lancia Delta Integrale - white, racing number 1; SCX Ford Focus WRC - white/red, 
Martin/Park plus others - Fair to Excellent unboxed. (8) 

 £50 - £70 
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1337. Unboxed 1/32 scale Slot Car group to include Scalextric Mitsubishi Lancer WRC - white, racing number 70, G Evans; 
Ninco VW Golf "7 Up" - racing number 8; Scalextric Subaru Impreza WRC - racing number 50; DTM Opel V8 Coupe - red, 
racing number 4, Winkelhock plus others - Good to Excellent unboxed. (7) 

 £50 - £70 

1338. Unboxed 1/32 scale Slot Car group to include Fly Panoz LMP - racing number 22; Ninco V12 LWR - white, racing 
number 17; Fly Porsche 908/3 - Gulf for Porsche, racing number 4; Scalextric MG Lola - metallic grey/green, racing number 33 
plus others - Good Plus to Excellent unboxed. (8) 

 £50 - £70 

1339. Unboxed 1/32 scale Slot Car group to include Fly Car Model BMW 3.5 CSL - green, racing number 43; GT Track 
Lancia Delta Monte Carlo - red, white green, racing number 576; Fly Car Model Ford Capri RS Turbo - blue/white, racing 
number 1 - Fair to Excellent unboxed. (8) 

 £50 - £70 

1340. Unboxed 1/32 scale Slot Car group to include Fly Ferrari 512S - red, racing number 3; Scalextric Mercedes CLK DTM 
"DHL" - yellow, racing number 1; Fly Car Model BMW M3-E30 - racing number 31; Monogram Cobra Daytona Coupe - metallic 
blue, white body stripes, racing number 5 plus others - Good to Excellent unboxed. (7) 

 £50 - £70 

1341. Scalextric 1/32 scale pair (1) C3746 MGB Thoroughbred Sports Car Series - number 40, Roy McCarthy; (2) C3415 
MGB - number 46, Sebring 1964 - Mint in Excellent to Near Mint rigid plastic cases. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1342. Scalextric 1/32 scale pair (1) C3489 Ford Escort Mark I - Brown and Geeson 2012 JD Classic Series Champion; (2) 
C3924 Ford Escort Mark I - Brands Hatch 1971, John Fitzpatrick, number 114 - Excellent to Near Mint with some very light use 
only. (2) 

 £460 - £60 

1343. Scalextric 1/32 scale pair (1) C3672 Ford Escort Mark I - 1970 Calder Park, Alan Moffat; (2) C3440 Ford Escort Mark 
I - number 9, Roger Clark, Rally Monte Carlo 1970 - Excellent Plus to Near Mint with just some light use in Good to Excellent 
rigid plastic cases. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1344. Scalextric 1/32 scale pair (1) C3290 Ford GT-R Lanbda Racing; (2) C3735 BMW 125 Series I - BTCC 2015, West 
Surrey Racing, number 7 - Excellent to Near Mint but may have had some light use in Good Plus to Near Mint rigid plastic 
cases. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1345. Ninco 1/32 scale Slot Car group (1) 50605 Renault Megane Trophy 09 "PC Tools - Lightning" - racing number 2; (2) 
Pink Kar Ferrari 250 GTO - blue, racing number 5; (3) similar but yellow, racing number 31 - Good to Excellent, have had some 
light use and two are with incorrect packaging. (3) 

 £30 - £50 

1346. Ninco 1/32 scale Slot Car group (1) 50391 Renault Megane Trophy "Show Car" - yellow, racing number 2; (2) 50414 
Renault Megane Trophy Koni; (3) 50389 Austin Healey "Snetterton" - metallic green, white roof, racing number 46; (4) Jaguar 
XK120 - silver, racing number 58 (incorrect box) - Excellent to Near Mint in Good to Excellent rigid plastic cases. (4) 

 £50 - £70 
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1347. Mixed group of 1/32 Slot Cars (1) Pro-Slot PS1045 Porsche 911 GT3 Super Cup - black; (2) PS1010 Ferrari - yellow, 
racing number 1; (3) Slot.It CA03I Porsche 962C LH Le Mans 1990 - racing number 85; (4) CA08D similar but Imola 1000km 
1984 - Excellent to Near Mint in Good to Excellent packaging. 

 £40 - £60 

1348. Scalextric 1/32 scale pair (1) 4078 Ford RS200 "Marlboro" - racing number 4; (2) 4072 BMW M1 "Motul" - racing 
number 2 - Excellent to Near Mint in Fair to Good window boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

1349. Scalextric 1/32 scale Slot Car pair (1) 4069 Porsche 911 "Rothmans" - racing number 4; (2) 4082 Lancia 037 "Martini 
Racing" - racing number 7, Spain Rally 1986 - Excellent to Near Mint in Fair to Excellent window boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

1350. Scalextric 1/32 scale Slot Car pair (1) 4070 Audi Quattro - white, racing number 5; (2) 4066 Porsche Carrera 
"Jocavi" - blue, red, racing number 2 - Excellent to Near Mint in Fair to Good window boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

1351. SCX Classic Series 1/32 scale Slot Car group (1) 62470 Ford Sierra RS Cosworth - racing number 27; (2) 62800 Ford 
Escort Mark II "British Airways" - racing number 5; (3) similar but red, "Cossack", racing number 6 (incorrect 
packaging) - Excellent to Near Mint in Excellent rigid plastic cases. (3) 

 £50 - £70 

1352. SCX Classic Series 1/32 scale Slot Car group (1) 62580 Ford Escort RS Cosworth - white, blue, racing number 7; (23) 
Ford RS200 - white, blue, racing number 6 (has had some light use); (3) similar but yellow, racing number 4 (light use and with 
incorrect packaging) - Good Plus to Near Mint in Fair to Excellent packaging. (3) 

 £40 - £50 

1353. SCX 1/32 group (1) 6284 Citroen C2 JWRC - yellow, red, racing number 44; (2) A10217S300 Citroen DS3 WRC "Rally 
Portugal"; (3) A10113X3U0 Ford Fiesta RSWRC "Dynamics" - black, white, racing number 23 - Near Mint to Mint in Good to 
Excellent rigid plastic cases. (3) 

 £50 - £70 

1354. SCX Classic Series 1/32 scale group (1) 6313 Seat Fura - red, black, racing number 67; (2) 62400 Renault 5 Maxi 
Turbo - red, white blue, racing number 3; (3) 64540 Lancia Delta HF Integrale "Auriol" - racing number 1 - Near Mint to Mint in 
Excellent rigid perspex cases. (3) 

 £50 - £70 

1355. SCX 1/32 scale Off-Road pair (1) 64260 Hummer H3 - blue/black, racing number 760 with weathered dirt effect; (2) 
A10081X300 Hummer H3 SUV - Gordon, orange, racing number 303, with dirt effect - Near Mint in Excellent rigid plastic cases. 
(2) 

 £50 - £70 

1356. SCX Off-Road 1/32 scale Slot Car group (1) 62650 Mitsubishi Montero - racing number 300 with dirt weathered effect; 
(2) 62770 Volkswagen Touareg "Souza" - racing number 373; (3) 6279 Mitsubishi Montero - red/black, racing number 
07 - Excellent to Near Mint but may have had some light use in Good to Excellent rigid plastic cases. (3) 

 £50 - £70 
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1357. Limited Edition group of Aland Posten Finland Models including Corgi 1/43rd scale Ford Transit Van - white with yellow 
body stripes - Samlarbil NR4, Corgi Classics 1/76th scale Bedford OB 1950 Coach NR9, Lledo Collectables DG58 Morris Z Van 
NR15 - black, DG73 VW Combi Van - red/black NR14, DG71 Morris LD Van - red plus others - generally Mint in Excellent Plus 
to Near Mint packaging.  (13) 

 £40 - £60 

1358. Lladro (Spain) ceramic Ford Fiesta - cream/grey with 1989 registration numbers - Excellent Plus unboxed. 

 £30 - £40 

1359. Lladro (Spain) ceramic Ford Fiesta - cream/grey with 1989 registration numbers - Excellent Plus unboxed. 

 £30 - £40 

1360. A mixed group of items including RC Control Aston Martin DB5 "James Bond 007" - Skyfall, Corgi Classics Weetabix 
Set still in outer transit carton, also similar but Kleenex by Lledo, Corgi 299 Ford Sierra in metallic silver, Dinky 
Vanguard - cream, Corgi Vanwall - green, racing number 7, Dinky Bedford Van "MJ Hire Service" (John Gay Promotional Model 
with box), Corgi reissue 339 1967 Monte Carlo Winner BMC Mini Cooper S - small scale models Budgie Toys No.10 Telephone 
Van in green and a Hong Kong Citroen Le Dandy Coupe in green both unboxed, 3 x empty boxes for Varney Copycat Models, 
Atlas Dinky Models and figures, reproduction Corgi boxes and a folder with various printed ephemera including BMW 
Miniatures, Atlas Editions, Modelzone, Jarda, Gibsons Puzzles, Original Dinky Toys Catalogue No.12 plus many others - Fair to 
Near Mint in Fair to Near Mint packaging where applicable. 

 £50 - £70 

1361. Mixed group of 1/24th and 1/25th scale models (1) Mattel Hot Wheels (Italy) Audi Quattro - metallic silver, racing 
number 41; (2) similar Lancia Rally 037 - white with "Martini Racing" logos; (3) similar but Maserati Biturbo - white with black 
interior; (4) Gulf-Mirage - blue, white body stripes, racing number 63; (5) Polistil Mercedes 190 - metallic blue with ivory interior; 
(6) Bburago (Italy) 0198 1/24th scale Renegade Jeep CJ-7 - red, racing number 238 - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent 
Plus boxes.  (6) 

 £40 - £60 

1362. Corgi small unboxed group to include Morris Mini Cooper - black, red roof, wickerwork pattern, Lotus Elan S2 - metallic 
blue, white body stripe, Marcos Volvo 1800 - white, racing number 7, Ferrari Berlinetta - red, racing number 4, Rover 2000 
TC - cream with red interior, Buick Riviera - metallic gold with red interior and MGB GT - red with pale blue interior, also with 
small selection of plastic vintage figures - Good to Excellent unboxed.  (8) 

 £30 - £50 

1363. Majorette (France) blister card group of "Dallas" vehicles (1) 311 Volvo 245DL with Rodeo Trailer; (2) 371 
Helicopter - Ewing Oil Co; (3) 269 Jeep - red with white interior; (4) 245 Saviem Oil Tanker - red, white tank "Ewing Oil Co 
Dallas"; (5) 247 Porsche 924 - green, pale amber windows and red interior - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent packaging.  
(5) 

 £40 - £50 

1364. Sundaw H134 Articulated Lorry - green cab, red trailer, black metal wheels with "Transport Services" decal to rear of 
cab - some very small chips to wheels but body and trailer is very clean and bright - overall Excellent - bright example of a hard 
to find model with a Good blue and white picture card box (hard to find in any condition). 

 £150 - £200 

1365. Corgi 275 Rover 2000TC - cream body (not white), amber roof panel, red interior, Golden Jacks take-off 
wheels - generally Excellent Plus hard model to find unboxed. 

 £50 - £70 
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1366. Corgi 324 Marcos Volvo 1800 - white body with blue bonnet stripes (usually green), red interior, wire wheels - rare 
issue, a few chips to body, racing number 7 door decals added unboxed. 

 £40 - £60 

1367. Protar (Italy) 1/9th scale pair of Motorcycle Kits (1) Benelli 350cc Grand Prix with instruction leaflet - contents are in 
sealed packaging mostly on sprues; (2) Benelli 250cc Grand Prix with instructions, decal sheets etc, parts loose in internal 
boxes, small parts still mostly on sprues, box lid has split to 2 corners - Excellent to Near Mint not checked for completeness in 
Fair to Good boxes.    (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1368. Protar (Italy) 1/9th scale Motorcycle pair (1) Derbi 125 1971 appears wrapped and tape sealed; (2) Moto Morini 
250cc - again contents appear sealed and box with tape sides, contents not checked but expected to be Excellent to Near Mint 
in Good to Good Plus boxes.  (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1369. Protar (Italy) 1/9th scale Motorcycle pair (1) Yamaha 250cc Grand Prix, appears to be wrapped and tape sealed, 
contents not checked; (2) F.B. Mondial 250cc Grand Prix with instructions, parts on sprues some in sealed bags, decal sheet 
etc, taped to one side of box - Excellent to Near Mint not checked for completeness in Fair to Good boxes.  (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1370. Protar (Italy) 1/9th scale Motorcycle pair (1) BMW 500cc Sidecar - box is tape sealed; (2) EKW (Auto Union) 
350cc - box is shrink-wrapped sealed, a few small splits in places, contents excepted to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good 
to Good Plus boxes (some small crushing, creases etc). 

 £40 - £60 

1371. Tamiya 1/12th scale Motorcycle unbuilt kit group (1) Tech 3 Yamaha YZR500 '01; (2) Honda NSR 250 Repsol; (3) 
Team Honda Pons RCV03; (4) Cup Noodles NSR250 - - contents appear Excellent to Mint in mainly in sealed plastic bags with 
sprues, instruction decal sheet etc although to checked for completeness in Good to Excellent boxes. 

 £40 - £60 

1372. Tamiya 1/12th scale Motorcycle unbuilt Kits (1) Antenna III Yamaha D'Antin YZR500; (2) Repsol Honda RC211V; (3) 
Suzuki RGV (XR89); (4) Ducatti 888 Superbike Racer - contents appear Excellent to Mint mainly on sprues in sealed plastic 
bags with decal sheets, instructions etc although not checked for completeness in Fair to Excellent boxes.  (4) 

 £40 - £60 

1373. Tamiya 1/12th unbuilt Motorcycle Kit group (1) Cup Noodle Honda NSR250; (2) Honda NSR 250 Repsol; (3) Antenna 3 
Yamaha Team Dantin YZR500 02; (4) 1/6th scale Honda Monkey Z50 J-1 - contents appear Excellent to Mint mostly in sealed 
bags on sprues etc with decal sheets and instructions although not checked for completeness in generally Good to Excellent 
boxes, one is factory sealed.  (4) 

 £40 - £60 

1374. Tamiya 1/12th scale unbuilt Motorcycle Kit group (1) Repsol Honda NSR500 98; (2) Team Telefonica Movistar Suzuki 
RGV; (3) Yamaha YZR-M104; (4) Movistar Honda Ponds NSR500 98 - contents appear Excellent to Mint mostly in sealed bags 
still on sprues with decal sheet instructions although not checked for completeness in Good to Good Plus boxes. (4) 

 £40 - £60 

1375. Tamiya 1/12th scale Motorcycle group unbuilt Kits (1) Movistar Honda Ponds NSR50098; (2) Bimota Tesi 1D 906SR; 
(3) Aginomoto Honda NSR250-90 (heavy creasing to box); (4) Honda NSR500 factory colour; (5) Suzuki RGB500 Grand Prix 
Racer - factory sealed - contents Excellent to Mint mostly in sealed bags, sprues etc, instructions and decal sheet in Fair to 
Excellent boxes.  (5) 

 £50 - £70 
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1376. Tamiya unbuilt 1/24th scale Kit Car group (1) Mercedes CLK-GTR; (2) Pennzoil Nismo GT-R (R34); (3) Opel Astra V8 
Coupe - Opel Team Holzer; (4) Nissan Skyline GTR - contents appear Excellent to Mint mostly on sprues some in sealed bags 
with instruction sheets and decals although not checked for completeness in Good to Good Plus boxes. 

 £40 - £60 

1377. Mixed group of unbuilt Kits (1) AMT Autocar DC9964B Dump Truck with Montone ultra strength heated body (factory 
sealed but with some splits to shrink-wrap); (2) 1/24th scale Porsche 911 GT1; (3) Tamiya 1/24th scale Sauber Mercedes C9; 
(4) Tamiya 1/35th Military Series Semovente M40-75/18; (5) long range Desert group 30-cwt Chevrolet Truck - generally 
Excellent to Mint although not checked for completeness, do have instruction sheets and decals etc in Fair to Good boxes.  (5) 

 £30 - £50 

1378. Minichamps 1/12th scale Motorcycle 122 060065 Ducati Desmosedici - Loris Capirossi Moto GP 2006, has been 
signed by rider with certificate limited to 100 examples - Mint in a Good Plus window box. 

 £40 - £60 

1379. Minichamps 1/12th scale Motorcycle pair (1) 122050253 Ducatti 999 F05 - Regis Laconi WSB 2005, (2) 122040291 
Ducatti 999 RS - Leon Haslam WSB 2004 - generally Mint in Good to Good Plus boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1380. Minichamps 1/12th scale Motorcycle pair (1) 122037123 Honda RC211V - Ryuichi Kiyonari - Moto GP 2003, (2) 
122037111 Honda RC 211V - Tohru Ukawa Moto GP 2003 - generally Mint in Excellent to Excellent Plus boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1381. Autoart "James Bond" 1/18th scale 70021 Aston Martin DB5 from the film "Goldfinger" - silver-grey, chrome trim, 
spoked wire wheels, black interior - Mint in a Near Mint box (ex-shop stock). 

 £70 - £90 

1382. Autoart 1/18th scale "James Bond" 79731 Toyota 2000 GT from the film "You Only Live Twice" - white, black interior, 
chrome trim, spoked wire wheels - Mint in Excellent Plus window box (very slight crease to window) - (ex-shop stock). 

 £70 - £90 

1383. Autoart 1/18th scale "James Bond" 70511 BMW Z8 from the film "The World is Not Enough" - silver, black interior, alloy 
wheels - Mint in a Near Mint box (ex-shop stock). 

 £70 - £90 

1384. Autoart "James Bond" 1/18th scale 75306 Lotus Esprit (Underwater version) from the film "The Spy Who Loved 
Me" - white, black windows - Near Mint to Mint in a Good window box (does have split to cellophane window). 

 £50 - £70 

1385. Paul's Model Art 1/18th scale "James Bond" group (1) 10011 Aston Martin V12 Vanquish - metallic grey silver "Die 
Another Day", (2) 10012 Jaguar XKR Roadster - metallic green with black interior, (3) 10013 Ford Thunderbird as driven by 
"Jinx" - metallic red, cream/black interior - Mint in Near Mint to Mint boxes (ex-shop stock). 

 £60 - £80 

1386. Sideshow Collectables 7706 1/6th scale James Bond 007 from the film "Goldfinger" Harold Sakata as "Odd Job" - Mint 
including packaging (ex-shop stock). 

 £50 - £60 
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1387. Sideshow Collectables 1/6th scale Figures (1) 7705 Sean Connery as Bond from the film "Goldfinger", (2) 7721 Honour 
Blackman as "Galore" (slight crushing to box lid) - Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes (ex-shop stock). 

 £50 - £70 

1388. Sideshow Collectables 1/6th scale pair (1) 7711 Roger Moore as James Bond 007 from the film "Live and Let Die", (2) 
7712 Julius W Harris as "Tee Hee" from the same film - Mint in Near Mint to Mint boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

1389. Hasbro Action Man "James Bond" 007 pair (1) "You Only Live Twice", (2) "The World is Not Enough" - generally Mint in 
Near Mint to Mint packaging. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1390. Minichamps James Bond "Die Another Day" 402 041202 3-model set comprising Aston Martin V12 Vanquish as driven 
by James Bond, 403 Thunderbird driven by Jinx, Jaguar XKR Roadster driven by Zao - Mint including hinged presentation box. 

 £40 - £50 

1391. Corgi Bond group (1) CC99106 The Definitive Bond Film Canister 4-piece set, (2) 54621 similar but with branding "Past 
Times", (3) TY99135 James Bond Film Canister 8-piece gift set - Mint in Near Mint to Mint packaging. (3) 

 £40 - £60 

1392. Corgi "James Bond" 007 group (1) CC99101 The Definitive Bond Collection 3-model set comprising Aston Martin DB5, 
Lotus Esprit Turbo and BMW Z3, (2) CC99102 similar 3-model set in window box, (3) TY04702 Lotus Esprit Turbo Ultimate 
Bond Collection - For Your Eyes Only, (4) TY04902 BMW Z3 - Goldeneye, (5) TY04510 Lotus Esprit Underwater - The Spy 
Who Loved Me - Mint in Near Mint to Mint packaging. (5) 

 £40 - £60 

1393. Corgi The Definitive Bond Collection James Bond 007 (1) CC04704 Lotus Esprit Turbo - For Your Eyes Only, (2) 
CC04512 Lotus Underwater - The Spy Who Loved Me, (3) CC06401 Renault 11 - A View to a Kill, (4) 04801 Aston Martin 
Volante - The Living Daylights, (5) 04901 BMW Z3 Roadster - Goldeneye, (6) CC04904 similar but with figures in vehicle - Mint 
in Near Mint to Mint packaging. (6) 

 £50 - £60 

1394. Corgi James Bond The Directors Cut and similar (1) CC04602 Gyrocopter - You Only Live Twice, (2) CC04101 
Stromberg Helicopter - The Spy Who Loved Me, (3)05701 Mercedes Saloon - Octopussy, (4) CC07603 Jaguar XKR - Die 
Another Day, (5) CC05104 BMW 750i - Tomorrow Never Dies, (6) similar film CC05004 BMW Z8, (7) 05101 BMW 750i - Mint in 
Near Mint to Mint packaging. (7) 

 £50 - £70 

1395. Maxi Car Palm Racer 1/18th scale pair (1) "Back to the Future" DeLorean, (2) similar but "Back to the Future Part 
3" - Mint in Near Mint to Mint packaging. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1396. Corgi "The Italian Job" group (1) CC82217 1/36th scale Mini Italian Job Diorama, (2) CC99138 The Italian Job 
(remake) Mini 3-piece set, (3) CC86514 The Italian Job red Mini - generally Mint in Near Mint to Mint packaging. (3) 

 £40 - £50 
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1397. Corgi TV Related group (1) CC01901 "Lock, Stock and Two Smoking Barrels - Rover 3500 V8 with "Big Chris" figure, 
(2) CC07002 "The Persuaders" Aston Martin DB5 with "Lord Brett Sinclair" figure, (3) CC07403 "Last of the Summer Wine" 
Land Rover and "Compo" figure, (4) Richmond Toys "The Sweeny" Ford Granada Consul - Mint in Near Mint to Mint packaging. 
(4) 

 £40 - £60 

1398. Corgi TV & Film Related group (1) CC05301 "The Dukes of Hazzard" featuring Dodge Charger with hand painted 
figures, (2) CC87502 "The A Team" Van with "BA Barracus" figure, (3) CC4508 "Smokey & The Bandit" Pontiac Firebird with 
hand painted resin figure - Mint in Near Mint to Mint packaging. (3) 

 £40 - £50 

1399. Corgi TV & Film Related group (1) CC05601 "Knight Rider" Pontiac Trans Am "Kitt" with Michael Knight figure, (2) 
CC05501 "Back to the Future" DeLorean Time Machine with "Doc Brown" figure, (3) CC05901 "Bullitt" 1968 Ford Mustang with 
figure - Mint in Near Mint to Mint packaging. (3) 

 £40 - £50 

1400. Corgi TV & Film related group (1) 57434 "Return of the Saint" Jaguar XJS with Saint figure; (2) CC06001 "The Blues 
Brothers" - Bluesmobile with Jake & Ellwood; (3) CC50902 "The Green Hornet" 1/36th scale model with hand painted white 
metal figure - Mint in Near Mint to Mint packaging.  (3) 

 £40 - £50 

1401. Corgi TV & Film related group (1) CC87503 "Scooby Doo" Mystery Machine with "Shaggy & Scooby" figures; (2) 
CC05801 "The Beatles Yellow Submarine"; (3) CC99111 "Only Fools & Horses" - Ford Capri and Reliant Regal Supervan; (4) 
39902 Ford Thunderbird and "Marilyn Monroe" figure - Mint in Near Mint to Mint packaging.  (4) 

 £40 - £60 

1402. Corgi mixed group to include 77404 "Batman" 2000DC Comics Batcycle 1/16th scale and 4 x "The Muppet Show" 
including "Miss Piggy's Car", "Kermit's Car", "Animals Car" and "Fozzie Bears Car" - Mint in Excellent to Mint packaging.  (5) 

 £40 - £50 

1403. Corgi and Lledo TV group to include Postman Pat Gift Set and 6 x "Noddy in Toyland" character cars including Mr. 
Plod, Mr. Milko, Gobbo and Mr. Sparks Pick-up Truck also Mr. Sparks Garage Playset - Mint in Near Mint to Mint packaging.  
(6) 

 £30 - £50 

1404. Corgi "Noddy" Play Scenes to include Noddy & Tessie Bear in Plane, Noddy's Car, Gobbo, Mr. Sparks Pick-up Truck, 
PC Plod also with Mr. Sparks Garage Playset and 4 Toyland Cars with removable figures and playmat - Mint in Near Mint to 
Mint packaging.  (7) 

 £30 - £50 

1405. Corgi group of Playsets (1) TY87706 "Royal Mail" Mail Despatch Centre; (2) TY87705 British Airways Air Freight Base; 
(3) TY99103 Royal Mail 4-model Gift Set; (4) F0703 RAC Playset comprising Scania Car Transporter, Ford Escort Van, Ford 
Transit Recovery Truck and Ford Cargo Box Van - Mint in Near Mint to Mint packaging.  (5) 

 £30 - £50 

1406. Corgi CC99140 1/50th scale "The Scammell Story" set comprising 6 diecast models and limited edition History 
Booklets - generally Mint in a Excellent Plus lift off lid box (some dust marks to lid). 

 £50 - £70 
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1407. Corgi "100 Years of Flight" 2 x CSCA03005 - Wright to Fly comprising 4 diecast models and booklet, one is still 
wrapped in outer protective tissue and CSSR01004 - The Space Race - Mint in Near Mint to Mint boxes.  (3) 

 £40 - £60 

1408. Corgi a boxed group (1) CC10602 Leyland Octopus Tipper - Heavy Transport (ECC Limited); (2) CC10102 Foden FG 
Tipper and gravel load - Keirby & Perry Limited Blackpool; (3) CC10504 ERF KV Tipper - Ketton Cement "HE Musgrove & Sons 
Limited" Stanford; (4) CC1302 Austin 4-wheel Platform Lorry - British Road Services; (5) CC13105 Volvo F88 sheeted Flatbed 
Trailer - BRS Midland - Mint in Near Mint to Mint boxes.  (5) 

 £50 - £70 

1409. Corgi 1/36th Mini Group to include CC82212 Mini Seven Racing Club - Dave Braggins; (2) CC82226 Mini Miglia - Ian 
Gunn; (3) CC82236 Mini Forte - Anthracite/white; (4) CC86505 The New Mini Cooper - Flamenco orange; (5) CC85502 similar 
but silver; (6) P-MC32 "Ten Tools" Mini Cooper - rare promotional issue with correct packaging - Mint in Near Mint to Mint 
packaging.   (6) 

 £40 - £60 

1410. Vanguards group RD4002 Bathurst 1966 Rally Diorama 2 x Mini Coopers - Heroes of Australian Motorsport; (2) 
BA02512 Mini Cooper S 40th Anniversary - red, black roof, limited to 500 pieces; (3) VA00515 Triumph Herald 
Saloon - Monaco blue; (4) BA08403 Jaguar Mk.2 - Carmen red - Mint in Near Mint to Mint packaging.  (4) 

 £40 - £50 

1411. Vanguards boxed group (1) HB 2002 - Heartbeat Collection 2-model set; (2) VA06406 Vauxhall Cresta - Legion 
Australian Taxi; (3) VA05803 Morris Minor Panda Car; (4) VA05208 Ford Granada Mk.1 - purple velvet; (5) BA09003 Rover 
SD1 Fife Constabulary Traffic Department Car; (6) VA06808 Hillman Minx - foam white and apple green - Mint in Near Mint to 
Mint packaging.  (5) 

 £40 - £60 

1412. Vanguards 1/43rd scale group (1) VA08907 Austin 1800 - World Cup Rally 1970; (2) VA08206 Triumph 2000 - London 
to Mexico Rally; (3) VA01206 VW Beetle Retro California Street Racer; (4) VA08801 Daimler Sovereign - Old English white; (5) 
VA09101 Jaguar XJS - British Racing green; (6) VA06800 Hillman Minx - ember red and cream - Mint in Near Mint to Mint 
packaging.  (6) 

 £40 - £60 

1413. Corgi Heavy Haulage CC14007 Volvo FH Nooteboom Step Frame Trailer and Volvo Excavator Wheel EW180B ‘East 
West Heavy Haulage.’ Condition appears Mint/Near Mint in Excellent box. 

 £40 - £50 

1414. Corgi Heavy Haulage boxed ‘Pickfords’ Scammell Contractor (x2) with Nicolas Bogie Trailer and Casting Load. 
Condition Mint/Near Mint in generally Excellent box. Corgi Heavy Haulage boxed ‘Pickfords Industrial Ltd’ Scammell Contractor 
x 2, Nicolas Trailer, Bogies and Generator. Condition Mint/Near Mint in generally Excellent box. 

 £60 - £80 

1415. Corgi Roadscene a boxed group. To include CC18103 Scania R Series Fridge Trailer ‘JBT’ (plus duplicate), CC18202 
Mercedes-Benz Actros Curtainside ‘Phillips of Seahouses Ltd’ (plus duplicate) plus others. Conditions are mainly Near Mint to 
Mint in generally Excellent boxes. (9) 

 £50 - £70 

1416. Exclusive First Editions boxed group to include 15601 Route Master Bus ‘BOAC’ London Transport, 12305 DL De-Luxe 
Harrington Grenadier ‘Ellen Smith’, 16508 Leyland Atlantean Northern ‘Vaux’. Conditions appear to be mainly Near Mint to Mint 
with generally Excellent outer window boxes. May be some duplication - see photo). (17) 

 £50 - £60 
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1417. Exclusive First Editions boxed group to include 16503 Leyland Atlantean ‘Model Village’ Route plus others, may be 
some duplication (see photo) (13). Twin gift sets including Grenadier Coaches, ‘Surrey Motors’ and ‘Timpsons’ (plus duplicate) 
plus others. Conditions appear to be mainly Near Mint to Mint with generally Excellent outer window boxes. (4) 

 £50 - £60 

1418. Corgi TV and Film Related various vehicles including CC05901 ‘Bullitt’ 1968 Ford Mustang, 05301 ‘Chitty Chitty Bang 
Bang’, 05001 James Bond ‘The World is Not Enough’ BMW Z8, CC00602 ‘Thunderbirds’ Lady Penelope pink Rolls Royce. 
Condition is Near Mint to Mint with generally Excellent boxes. 96682 ‘Inspector Morse’ Jaguar Mark II. Condition is Near Mint to 
Mint with a Fair box with faded and cracked window. 

 £40 - £50 

1419. Corgi Classics a boxed group of ‘the Beatles Collection’ full set to include 35302 Bedford Val Magical Mystery Tour Bus 
(plus duplicate), Yellow Submarine, 05606 Bedford CA Graffiti Van, 22301 AEC 4 Wheel Flatbed Lorry, with billboards 
(advertising lorry), 35006 AEC Routemaster Liverpool Corporation and 58003 Newspaper Taxi and figure. Conditions are Near 
Mint to Mint with generally Excellent boxes. 

 £60 - £70 

1420. Corgi a boxed group ‘The Beatles’ Album Cover Die Cast Collectable Routemaster Buses to include Sgt Peppers, 
Abbey Road, Help and Revolver. Condition is assumed to be Mint as each are in plastic sealed steel boxes. 

 £50 - £60 

1421. Corgi a boxed group ‘The Beatles’ Album Cover Die Cast Collectable LTI Taxi to include Sgt Peppers, Abbey Road, 
Help and Revolver. Condition is assumed to be Mint as each are in plastic sealed steel boxes. 

 £50 - £60 

1422. Corgi "The Original Omnibus Company", a boxed Tram group to include OM44010 Blackpool Brush Railcoach Metro 
Coastlines (plus duplicate), OM443509 Blackpool Balloon Tram Eclipse (2) plus others. Conditions appear to be Near Mint to 
Mint in generally Excellent outer window boxes. (11) 

 £80 - £100 

1423. Corgi Classics "The Original Omnibus Company", a boxed Tram group to include Corgi Classics 43505 Blackpool 
Balloon Tram Post-war (plus duplicate), Original Omnibus Company 44006 Blackpool Brush Rail Coach ‘Hot Ice’ plus others. 
Conditions appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent outer window boxes. (9) 

 £70 - £80 

1424. Corgi Classics "The Original Omnibus Company", a boxed Tram group to include 43516 Blackpool Balloon Tram Car 
720, ‘Goosebumps’, OM44003 Blackpool Brush Rail Coach ‘Sandcastle Centre’ plus others. Conditions appear to be Near Mint 
to Mint in generally Excellent outer window boxes. (9) 

 £70 - £80 

1425. Corgi Tramlines a boxed Tram group to include D992/8 London Tramways ‘News of the World’, 991/7 ‘National Garden 
Festival’ Tram plus others. Conditions appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Excellent outer window boxes. (13) 

 £70 - £80 

1426. Exclusive First Editions a boxed group of gift sets including London Transport Museum Limited Edition Bus Set 2, 
London Transport Museum Limited Edition Bus Set 5, London Transport Museum Limited Edition Bus Set 6, London Transport 
Museum London Buses Limited Edition Set, Beatties of London Limited Edition Bus Set, The Fourth Model Collector Gift Set 
80th Anniversary of Southdown and London Transport Three Buses 1950-1960. Conditions appear to be Near Mint to Mint in 
generally Excellent boxes. 

 £60 - £70 
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1427. Corgi ‘The Original Omnibus’ a group of boxed sets including OM49902 Van Hool T9 and Plaxton Panorama 
Centenary Set ‘J Fishwick & Sons’, OM99146 Midland Red Centenary Set 1904-2004, OM49901 Plaxton Centenary Set. 
Conditions appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent boxes. 

 £60 - £70 

1428. Corgi a group of boxed bus sets including ‘The Original Omnibus’ OM99191 ‘Tamar Link’ East Lancs Millennium 
Plaxton Beaver, ‘The Original Omnibus’ OM49901 Plaxton Centenary Set, China Motor Bus Olympian Story and Citybus 
Network 26. Conditions appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent boxes. 

 £60 - £70 

1429. Corgi a group of boxed bus sets including ‘The Original Omnibus’ OM46105 Plaxton Panther Centenary Livery, ‘The 
Original Omnibus’ OM41308 Wright Solar Fusion First Bath, ‘The Original Omnibus’ OM49901 Plaxton Centenary Set, 
OM99186 Corgi 50th Anniversary ‘A Route Through Time’ Daimler CVG6/Roe ‘Northampton Corporation’, Bristol Lodekka FS 
‘United Welsh’, Wright Gemini Eclipse ‘First Leicester’. Conditions appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent boxes. 

 £60 - £70 

1430. Welly 1/24 scale diecast Cars to include BMW Z8, 2000 Opel Astra plus others. Conditions appear to be Near Mint to 
Mint in generally Excellent outer window boxes. (15) 

 £50 - £60 

1431. Corgi a boxed group of ‘Classic Cars’ including D708 Ford Lotus Cortina Mark I 1963 1558cc ‘Classic Models’ including 
D709 Ford Zodiac Saloon (plus 3 duplicates) plus others including some duplication. Conditions appear to be Near Mint to Mint 
in generally Excellent outer window boxes. (26) 

 £70 - £80 

1432. Corgi Classics a boxed group including 98165 Ford Cortina ‘London Transport’ set includes unpainted figures (plus 2 
duplicates), 97389 Chevrolet, ‘Chicago Fire Chief’, 97397 Chevrolet ‘Fire Chief Pensacola’, 97722 South Wales Police Set, 
97698 Metropolitan Police Bedford OB Coach and Morris Minor and 08004 Hampshire Police Set, Bedford S Control Unit and 
Morris 1000. Conditions appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent boxes. 

 £30 - £40 

1433. Corgi Classics a boxed group of commercial vehicles to include 97840 Scammell Highwayman Tanker ‘Shell’ (plus 
duplicate), 16301 Scammell Highwayman Tanker Set ‘Guinness’ plus others. Conditions appear to be Near Mint to Mint in 
generally Excellent boxes. (10) 

 £40 - £50 

1434. Exclusive First Editions a boxed group of gift sets including London Transport Museum Limited Edition Bus Set 2, 
London Transport Museum Limited Edition Bus Set 6, London Transport Museum London Buses Limited Edition Set, E10202 
open top bus ‘Colman’s Mustard’. Conditions appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent boxes. Greenline London 
Transport bus ‘Pearl Assurance’ in Near Mint to Mint condition in a clear plastic insert without box. 

 £40 - £50 

1435. Corgi 50th Anniversary diecast buses including AN45904 Van Hool T9 Caelloi Motors (plus 2 duplicates, AN40814 
Bristol Lodekka FS5g Lincolnshire Road Car (plus duplicate in incorrect AN45904 box). Conditions appear to be Near Mint to 
Mint in generally Excellent boxes. 

 £30 - £40 
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1436. Corgi Classics Public Transport Trams a boxed group to include 97365 Double Deck Open Tram ‘Blackpool Tower’ set 
includes unpainted figures (plus duplicate empty box save for some unpainted figures), 97264 Double Deck Tram Cardiff plus 
others. Conditions appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent boxes, empty box in Good condition. (9) 

 £30 - £40 

1437. Matchbox ‘The Dinky Collection’ a boxed group to include 1964 Mini Cooper S plus others. Some duplication see pic. 
Conditions appear to be Near Mint to Mint in Good boxes with faded windows. (10) 

 £30 - £40 

1438. Matchbox a boxed group comprising of “The Dinky Collection” boxed models including a DY-S10 “The Dinky 
Collection” Special Edition 1950 Mercedes-Benz Diesel Omnibus Type 0-3500, DY903 Classic British Sports Car Series 2, “The 
Dinky Collection” DY-1 1968 Jaguar ‘E’ Type Mk. 11/2, DY-31 1955 Ford Thunderbird plus others includes some duplication, 
see photos. Conditions appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Excellent packaging. “The Dinky Collection” DY-19 
1973 MGBGT in Fair condition in Fair to Good box. (15) 

 £40 - £50 

1439. Corgi "The Original Omnibus Company", a boxed bus group to include 97902 AEC Reliance The Potteries Motor 
Traction Company Limited, together with twin bus sets to include 45002 The Varsity Set plus others including some 
duplication - see pics. Conditions appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent outer window boxes. (12) 

 £70 - £80 

1440. Corgi "The Original Omnibus Company", a boxed bus group to include 97855 Bristol L5G United Automobile Services 
Limited, 97851 Bristol K6A Hants and Dorset plus others including some duplication - see pics. Conditions appear to be Near 
Mint to Mint in generally Excellent outer window boxes. (16) 

 £60 - £70 

1441. Corgi "The Original Omnibus Company", a boxed bus group to include Bristol K6B West Yorkshire, Road Car Limited, 
Bristol L6A Maidstone and District Motor Services Limited plus others including some duplication - see pics. Conditions appear 
to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent outer window boxes. (16) 

 £60 - £70 

1442. Corgi "The Original Omnibus Company", a boxed bus group including OM42515 East Lancs Myllennium Lowlander 
‘Sanders Coaches Limited’, OM45910 Van Hool T9 ‘Bartons’, 97904 AEC Reliance, Leicester City Transport, AEC Reliance, 
97310 AEC Reliance City of Oxford Motor Services Limited, Corgi ‘The Original Omnibus’ OM49901 Plaxton Centenary Set, 
Corgi Citybus OM45403 Man 24.350/Volgren. Conditions appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent packaging. 

 £60 - £70 

The David Lisle Collection 

1443. Dinky 289 Routemaster Bus group (1) red body, pale blue upper deck, dark blue lower interior "Esso Safety Grip Tyres" 
with original window box, (2) similar unboxed, (3) similar but with pale grey lower deck seats, (4) red and yellow body with 
"Shop Linker" labels in original window box, (5) "Madame Tussaud's - white upper deck, pale blue lower, (6) "Schweppes" - off 
white upper and lower deck - Good to Excellent in Fair to Good boxes where applicable. (6) 

 £60 - £80 
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1444. Dinky 289 Routemaster Bus pair of promotional issues "Green Line Golden Jubilee" (1) green body, green lower seats, 
pale blue upper deck seats with large lettering green and white label, (2) similar but with smaller lettering, pale green and white 
labels - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Good to Good Plus window boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

1445. Dinky 289 Routemaster Bus pair (1) gold body, pale blue upper deck seats, darker blue lower deck seats with "Esso 
Safety Grip Tyres" labels, (2) similar but "Les Auto Cars Thollenbeek & Fils" 50th Anniversary 1929-1979 - Excellent Plus to 
Near Mint in Good to Good Plus boxes. (2) 

 £60 - £80 

1446. Dinky 289 Routemaster Bus pair (1) silver body, pale blue upper deck seats, darker blue lower deck seats, "The 
Queen's Silver Jubilee 1977" and "National" labels, (2) similar but without any labels to body - Near Mint in Good to Good Plus 
window boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1447. Dinky 289 Routemaster Bus group (1) "Royal Wedding" 1981 - off white body and seats, maroon hubs, (2) "Shop 
Linker" - red/yellow with female conductor and cast hubs, (3) similar without conductor and black hubs, (4) "NZ 10th 
Anniversary" - red, pale blue upper deck, darker blue lower deck, black hubs, (5) "Visit Madame Tussauds" - Excellent Plus to 
Near Mint in Fair to Good boxes. (5) 

 £80 - £100 

1448. Dinky Bus group (1) 291 Atlantean City Bus - light red, "Kenning Car, Van and Truck Hire", (2) 297 "Join the MBF" 
(Model Bus Federation) - silver in Silver Jubilee Bus box, (3) similar but with blue interior, (4) 295 Atlantean Bus - pale yellow, 
"Yellow Pages" - white interior in bubble style packaging, (5) similar but darker yellow body, upper blue deck, lower yellow deck 
(large splits in plastic bubble), (6) Atlantean Bus - silver, "Woolworth Welcomes the World", unboxed - Excellent Plus to Mint in 
Fair to Good packaging where applicable. (6) 

 £50 - £70 

1449. Benbros Zebra Toys 30 Routemaster Bus - red body, silver trim, red plastic hubs, London Transport in gold lettering, 
"Fina Petrol Goes a Long Way" decals - generally Excellent in a Fair to Good black and white striped picture box (tears to end 
flaps). 

 £50 - £60 

1450. Morestone Series Double Decker Bus "Esso For Happy Motoring" decals - red including hubs, silver trim, small loss of 
decal to nearside otherwise Excellent in a Fair to Good box complete but with some small pen mark graffiti. 

 £40 - £60 

1451. Morestone Series Double Decker Bus "Esso Finest Petrol in the World" - red including hubs with black smooth tyres, 
silver trim - factory finish marks but overall Excellent clean bright model in a Good Plus carded picture box, also with folded 
leaflet. 

 £50 - £70 

1452. Milton Toys 337 Double Decker Bus "Insist on Milton Mini Cars" labels - red body, off white interior, silver trim, gold 
6-spoke wheels with complete carded picture box, (2) similar but with cast hubs and lower deck labels (partial box) - generally 
Excellent in Poor to Good boxes.  (2) 

 £40 - £60 
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1453. Lone Star Routemaster Bus group to include three green bodied issues "Southern Vectis" with three different 
advertising variations in blue window boxes, also similar box issue but "Royal Wedding" 1981 in gold plate, 2 issues in all card 
picture boxes "See London by Bus" one with black treaded tyres, the other with white, also a similar model unboxed and one 
other unboxed model "1952 Silver Jubilee 1977" body in chrome - Excellent Plus to Mint in Good to Excellent packaging. (8) 

 £40 - £50 

1454. Budgie Routemaster Bus group to include 706 "Watford FA Cup Final 84" - red/yellow, similar colour scheme but 
"Allsorts", "Shop Linker" in bright yellow and red, plus three other issues in window box style packaging and two models in all 
card boxes, 236 - red body, cast hubs, "Uniflow" and green body "Cobham Bus Museum Rally and Open Day 1981" - Excellent 
to Mint in Good to Good Plus boxes. (8) 

 £40 - £50 

1455. Budgie Routemaster Bus group 236 to include "Esso Golden" - red body with treaded tyres (bus picture to sides of 
box), "Uniflow" - red with smooth tyres in carded picture box, also similar but "The Boys Brigade" - blue body issue, "Britannic 
Assurance" and 2 x London Landmark Union Jack Buses - green body and red body - Excellent to Near Mint in Fair to Good 
Plus boxes. 

 £40 - £50 

1456. Corgi 468 Routemaster Bus "Haniel International" - light red body, off white interior, silver trim, chrome hubs - rare 
promotional issue - glue showing through labels Excellent Plus clean bright model unboxed. 

 £40 - £60 

1457. Corgi 469 London Routemaster Bus group "Visit the Design Centre London" (1) light red body with red and white 
labels, No.11 Bus, (2) similar but with black and white labels, (3) similar but in darker red body and No.10 Bus - Excellent to 
Near Mint in Good to Good Plus window boxes. (3) 

 £70 - £90 

1458. Seerol (H. Seener Ltd) Routemaster Bus group - 9 x Routemaster Buses in yellow window boxes including "Green 
Line" in dark green body, "The Trafford Centre" in light green body, "Have a Break Have a KitKat" in green body, "Buckingham 
Palace" in red body and 4 x promotional issues in "The City Collection" window boxes including "Manchester United", "Glasgow 
City of Culture" in orange and green livery and "Shepherd & Woodward" in white body - Excellent to Mint in Fair to Excellent 
boxes. (13) 

 £30 - £40 

1459. Corgi Bus group to include 469 London Routemaster Bus - red body, "BTA Welcome to Britain", orange body 
"Cadbury's Double Decker", green and yellow livery, "Say The Leeds and You're Smiling", 470 "Disneyland" Sightseeing Bus in 
yellow, 2 x silver body "Woolworth Welcomes the World" - both white and red interior variations and 2 x unboxed models - silver 
body, white interior, "See More London" and similar but with red interior - Excellent to Mint in Fair to Good boxes. (8) 

 £40 - £60 

1460. Corgi London Routemaster Bus group (1) 467 "Selfridges" in correct issue branded packaging, (2) 469 red body, 
"Swan Edgar Piccadilly Circus" with off white interior, without Conductor figure, (3) similar but "BTA Welcome to Britain" with 
Conductor figure, (4) similar but with red interior and without Conductor figure - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent window 
boxes. (4) 

 £40 - £60 

1461. Corgi Bus group "The New Corgi Company" variation group (1) 469 Routemaster Bus - green body, off white seats with 
dark red hubs, (2) similar but with chrome hubs (46933), (3) similar but with "De Cymiu" lower labels, (4) red body, off white 
seats, "South Wales" lower labels, chrome hubs, (5) similar but with dark red hubs - Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Excellent 
window boxes. (5) 

 £30 - £40 
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1462. Corgitronics group to include 1004 "Hamleys" with white mid-section, another similar but with cream mid-section, also 
"Oxo" advertising and "Aero Unforgettabubble", two models in square box, two-tone blue and black packaging and 2 x C522 
Routemaster "Hamleys" - chrome and dark red hub variations in branded red and white window boxes - Excellent Plus to Mint 
in Fair to Excellent boxes. (8) 

 £40 - £60 

1463. Corgi 469 Routemaster Bus group to include blue body "Northbrook Motors Ltd", white/blue "Eagle Star Insurance Co. 
Ltd", cream with green roof "Blackpool Transport" (46933), Blackpool Transport Sightseeing Bus - white open top with off-white 
seats, also similar yellow "Manchester Evening News" (478 Sun Trekker), similar but "Piccadilly Radio on the Road" - white with 
orange upper deck, also cream with red interior "City of Manchester Lions Club" plus others - mostly boxed a few loose models 
Excellent to Mint.  (16) 

 £50 - £60 

1464. Corgi Bus group to include 469 Routemaster - red "The Jolly Giant" - green "Neale's Toys & Prams", 2 x "British 
Telecom" - yellow, one with chrome hubs the other with dark red, 3 x "The Busby Bus" all with different wheel hub variations, 
several "Gamleys" including colour and wheel variations plus others - Excellent Plus to Mint in Good to Excellent window boxes.  
(15) 

 £40 - £60 

1465. Corgi Bus group to include 469 Routemaster - red "The Army & Navy", two-tone blue "Bradford & Bingley", red lower 
body, green upper "John Webb of Lincoln", white lower, green upper "Llandrinood Wells Victoria Festival", 2 x "Isle of Wight 
County Press" in blue, one with yellow hubs the other with black plus others and 2 unboxed issues - yellow "MA Rapport & Co 
Ltd" one with black hubs the other with chrome - Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Excellent boxes.  (16) 

 £40 - £60 

1466. Large Corgi Bus group to include 8 x boxed examples including 469 Routemaster "Stephensons" - yellow and black, 
"Take Off From Bristol It's So Easy" in blue, "TDK" blue lower deck, white upper with red interior, similar model but with white 
interior, also TDK in cream and brown, several unboxed buses including unusual variation London Transport model "British 
Meat Got The Lot" but with white window frames to upper and lower deck - Excellent to Mint in Fair to Good boxes where 
applicable.  (25) 

 £40 - £60 

1467. Corgi Bus group to include 469 London Bus "McLeans" with chrome hubs, similar but with dark red, 628 Routemaster 
Bus "Great Western Railway 150th Anniversary 1935-1985" - dark brown/cream, "Old Smuggler" in brown, South End Transport 
"Essex Organ Studios" in blue and cream plus others - Excellent Plus to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes.  (13) 

 £50 - £70 

1468. Corgi large Bus group including promotional models - green "International Garden Festival Liverpool 84", red body, 
London Transport "Whatman", "St. John Ambulance" - cream, "London Crusader" in white with green body stripes, London 
Country in green "Jameson Irish Whisky" advertising plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Excellent boxes.  (22) 

 £50 - £70 

1469. Corgi Bus group in blue window boxes, models include red "Visit London Zoo" several variations, chrome hubs and 
dark red hubs, another issue with dark red hubs and light cream interior, also includes different hub styles, maroon body model 
"London Express" advertising, 3 x "BTA Welcome to Britain" including open top sightseeing bus, yellow "Weetabix", blue 
"Andrex" plus others - Excellent Plus to Mint in Fair to Good Plus blue window boxes.  (13) 

 £30 - £40 
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1470. Large group of unboxed Corgi Buses, models include "The Great Book of Corgi" - pale blue lower deck and yellow 
upper, blue bodied "The Times" variation on label, 2 x "The Yorkshire Post" two-tone green, one with green hubs, the other with 
yellow, promotional issues including "2002 Manchester" Commonwealth Games, Metrobus issues including "Bournemouth 
Transport" and "Redding Buses" plus many others - Good Plus to Near Mint.  (39) 

 £40 - £60 

1471. 3 x Corgi Promotional Issues "Multipart" (1) Metrobus issue in red and white livery with black hubs; (2) similar but 
yellow and red body issue; (3) London Routemaster in red, off-white interior and dark red hubs - generally Near Mint in Good to 
Excellent correct issue promotional boxes.  (3) 

 £50 - £60 

1472. Corgi Bus group including modern issues to include "Hamleys" London Scene in branded packaging, Marks & 
Spencers issue with 1954 Routemaster Bus and 1950 Bedford 30-cwt Van, CC82326 "The 90th Birthday of Her Majesty Queen 
Elizabeth II" in purple, 32304 "The Beatles", "Mary Poppins" Routemaster Bus Selfridges Exclusive - yellow, black hubs without 
labels plus others - Excellent Plus to Mint in Fair to Near Mint boxes.  (24) 

 £40 - £60 

1473. Corgi Classics Bus group including C858 Thornycroft Bus "Basingstoke Gazette" promotional issue, also similar 
"Tesco" and "Farnborough News", D699 AEC Bus London Transport "Whisk" also similar but Western "Wallace's Sausages", 
91850 Metrobus - grey green, also similar but "Stephensons for Holidays" - yellow - Excellent to Mint in Fair to Excellent boxes.  
(22) 

 £30 - £50 

1474. Corgi Classic Bus group to include 97875 Bristol K Utility Bus - Cardiff Corporation, 97312 Guy Arab 
Utility - Wolverhampton Corporation, 97206 Guy Arab Northern 80th Anniversary, 3 x The Yorkshire Rider Series including 
Huddersfield, other items include 91701 Midland Fox, Hong Kong Peak Tramways AEC Routemaster Opentop Shuttle Bus plus 
others - Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Excellent boxes.  (12) 

 £40 - £60 

1475. Corgi Classic group to include 4 x "Routemasters in Exile" 97074 The South, 97066 Scotland, 97067 The Midlands, 
97068 The North plus 35002 London Transport AEC Routemaster Bus RM664 Set, 15003 Shillibeer, 33001 Routemasters 
Around Britain and OM46310 Classic Routemaster London Transport - 60 Years - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Near Mint 
boxes.  (8) 

 £40 - £60 

1476. Corgi a group of 1/50th scale Buses to include CC25904 "50th Anniversary Routemaster Bus 1954-2004" - London 
Transport, CC25501 Guy Arab Utility Bus - Southdown Motor Services, 2 x Connoisseur Collection London Transport, Hamleys 
limited edition model, CC25907 AEC Routemaster London Transport "Last Routemaster" and CC25906 - Near Mint to Mint in 
Fair to Near Mint packaging.  (7) 

 £40 - £60 

1477. Corgi Original Omnibus group to include OM46315B AEC type RM London Transport - yellow, OM41413A Daimler 
ROE Tyne & Wear PTE - dual destination with "Vaux Beer" advertising, OM46305C RM Shillibeer 29 Tottenham Court Road 
Collector Club Exclusive plus others - Excellent to Mint in Good to Near Mint packaging.  (15) 

 £40 - £60 

1478. Large unboxed Bus & Coach group to include Corgi Routemaster London Transport "Selfridges", Budgie Toy AEC 
Routemaster 64-seater London Transport "Fly the Flag British Airways", also ""Esso Finest Petrol in the World" in Fair faded 
box, Corgi Trolleybus - Glasgow Corporation, some modern issues including EFE and similar, Corgi 1/50th scale Guy 
Arab - blue "Bowicks Baking Powder", Guernsey Bus Opentop Tour Bus, Solido London Transport plus others - Fair to Near 
Mint unboxed.  (62) 

 £60 - £80 
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1479. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear group Y5 1930 Leyland Titan TD1 Bus to include 5 x Code 3 issues including Thames 
Valley "Milwards Boots", "East Kent Times", Aldershot & District with "Watneys Ale" advertising, also "MICA Club Model 
1992 - Code 2 issue, 2 x "Swan Fount Pens" (one has a loose chassis), a colour trial model - Glasgow Corporation with "Van 
Houtens Cocoa" trial labels (unboxed), 2 YET models from the collectables era and YY942 framed cabinet issue - generally 
Excellent to Mint in Fair to Excellent packaging.   (12) 

 £60 - £80 

1480. Britbus and similar 1/76th scale group to include 6208B Scania Metropolitan 2-door D/D Bus "Charles Cook Coaches", 
6204 "Go Wippett" (plastic case no outer box), another 2 in plastic protector cases, Asian Bus N6107 W.M.P.E. HM Queen 
Elizabeth Silver Jubilee 1977 Scania Metropolitan, ABB Model 1926 Leyland Lion Single Decker Bus, "Allsorts" - green, limited 
edition with certificate - generally Near Mint to Mint in Good to Good Plus packaging.   (7) 

 £40 - £60 

1481. Mixed group of 1/76 scale Buses (1) Trux TX3B 1929 Leyland Titan TD1 Double Decker Bus "Bondi Beach Railway", 
TX3 similar but "Enfield & Sydney", ABC Model "OZ Bus" - New South Wales Daimler Single Deck, Forward Models EDN-12 
Daimler Newcastle Upon Tyne, similar GDG-19 Glasgow Corporation Transport and 2 models by Adtrucks both London 
Routemasters in plastic cases - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent Plus packaging.  (7) 

 £40 - £60 

1482. 1/76th scale Bus group to include Creative Master Northcord UK Bus 1008 - Stagecoach "Going for Gold in 
Manchester", UK Bus 2009 Go Northern President bodied Trident II, Atlas Editions Bussing D2U 1951 - cream, Full Tech AEC 
Regent 5 1984 - white "Stop & Look" limited to 150 pieces, 2 x CSM collectors model Hong Kong Double Deck Buses - Near 
Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint packaging.  (6) 

 £50 - £60 

1483. Exclusive First Editions (EFE) 1/76th scale group to include 24501 Alexander Atlantean "Newcastle 
Ales" - yellow/cream, Code 3 issue Aston Manor Transport Museum RML Routemaster limited to 312, 25507 RML Routemaster 
Bus - London Transport green, 16508 Leyland Atlantean - Northern "Vaux Beer" - yellow - Near Mint to Mint in Good to 
Excellent boxes.  (17) 

 £40 - £60 

1484. Exclusive First Edition (EFE) 1/76th scale group to include 10131C AEC RT Bus grand opening of the London 
Transport Museum Shop 2007 - gold, Code 3 issue Warminster 2008 vintage Bus Day limited edition with certificate only 100 
released, Country Bus Rallies 2004 limited edition model, 27702 AEC STL Bus no roof box - London Transport plus others and 
2 x Gilbow Railway Collection including 99638 Leyland TD1 Crosville LMS - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Near Mint packaging.  
(13) 

 £30 - £50 

1485. Exclusive First Editions (EFE) 1/76th scale group to include 30303SB Routemaster Prototype RM2 - London 
Transport - red, 25514 RML Routemaster Golden Jubilee Celebrations - cream, 29618 Leyland Olympian - Tyne & Wear 
Transport, 16530 MCW Leyland Atlantean - Kirkland Bros, 25517 RML Routemaster Bus Shillibeer Omnibus Route 19 - green 
plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Near Mint packaging.  (14) 

 £40 - £60 

1486. A mixed group of small scale models to include Matchbox Superfast MB11 Londoner Bus "Jacobs the Biscuit 
Makers" - orange, white interior, dot-dash wheels, Matchbox Regular Wheels 5 Routemaster Bus - red, "BP Bisco-Static" labels, 
3 x Playart (Hong Kong) two on blister style packaging, another in window box, 2 x Hong Kong Souvenir Buses including 
"Madame Tussaud's", a Lone Star Tuff Tots 623 London Bus, Corgi Junior in "Hamleys" blister pack, a Schuco Piccolo AEC RT 
London Bus and modern Superfast issue 1955 GMC Scenic Cruiser - Excellent to Mint in Good to Good Plus packaging. (11) 

 £40 - £60 
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1487. Lledo and others a group to include 4 x London Experience including "Cats" and "Phantom of the Opera", a Coop 
Fresh Milk 2001 limited edition 3-model set, 3-model Bus Set, several Oxford Diecast models, 4 x Atlas Editions Great British 
Buses, plus others and a wall-mounted Lledo Days Gone multi-part model Bus Display "Showcase" issue limited 
edition - generally Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent packaging. (26) 

 £30 - £50 

1488. A mixed group of Bus models including 4 x 1/50th scale Magazine style issue, unboxed Tomica Dandy (Japan) London 
Bus - red, "Welcome to London", 2 x unboxed Triang Minic clockwork plastic Buses - different variations, Mini Mite American 
Greyhound friction drive Bus, also Tootsietoy's Tiny Toughs Greyhound Coach, other manufacturers include Rio, EFSI, Oxford 
Diecast, Corgi Juniors, plus others - Good to Mint in Fair to Excellent packaging where applicable. (28) 

 £30 - £50 

1489. A mixed group of Bus models including 2 x Sakura (Japan) Double Decker Buses - silver and red variations, 2 x Corgi 
Collection including 32301 London Routemaster Buses, Hong Kong Tram, Fast Wheels Midnight London Bus, Souvenir issues 
including Gibraltar Bus, some unboxed models including Sakura, plus others - Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Excellent 
packaging. (21) 

 £30 - £40 

1490. Solido (France) 1/50th scale Bus group to include "Stephensons" - yellow, London Country "Swan Vestas" - green, 
gold East Midland "National Savings", London Transport "Sealink Ferries", plus others and a Code 3 Maples Furniture 
model - Excellent Plus to Mint in Fair to Good boxes. (8) 

 £30 - £40 

1491. Solido (France) 1/50th scale London Double Decker Bus group to include Bradford Transport - blue/cream, "Bradford 
Equitable", London Transport "Black & White", Leeds Transport - two-tone green, "Coca Cola" Special Edition packaging, plus 
others - Excellent to Mint in Fair to Good boxes. (8) 

 £30 - £40 

1492. Tomica Dandy 1/43rd scale F19 London Transport Routemaster Bus group (1) red including hubs, "Telephone 
Engineer", (2) red with bare metal hubs, "British Toy and Hobby Fair", (3) red, silver-grey hubs, "Chessington Zoo" - Excellent 
Plus to Near Mint in Fair to Good boxes (some scuffing). (3) 

 £40 - £60 

1493. Tomica Dandy 1/43rd scale F19 London Transport Routemaster Bus group (1) red body, silver-grey hubs, "Scotland 
Bagpipe", (2) similar but "Haig Scotch Whisky", (3) similar but "Round London Sightseeing Tour" - generally Near Mint in Fair to 
Good boxes. (3) 

 £40 - £60 

1494. Picture Pride - glass front lift-off types finished in polished dark wood, 7 x glass display shelves and supports, approx 
dimensions 55cm width x 84cm height x 8cm depth - some small white paint marks to bottom edges otherwise Excellent. 

 £40 - £60 

1495. Pair of Picture Pride Display Cabinets - glass lift-off fronts, finished in black with gold edging, 11 x glass shelves and 
supports, approx dimensions 55cm width x 84cm height x 8cm depth - a few small marks but overall Excellent. 

 £40 - £60 

1496. Pair of Picture Pride Display Cabinets - glass lift-off fronts, finished in black with gold edging, 11 x glass shelves and 
supports, approx dimensions 55cm width x 84cm height x 8cm depth - a few small marks but overall Excellent. 

 £40 - £60 
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1497. Pair of Picture Pride Display Cases with lift off glass fronts - finished in black with dark red and gold edging with 10 x 
glass shelves and supports, approx dimensions are 55cm width x 84cm height x 8cm depth - overall condition is Excellent. 

 £40 - £60 

1498. Pair of Picture Pride Display Cases with lift off glass fronts - finished in black with dark red and gold edging with 10 x 
glass shelves and supports, approx dimensions are 55cm width x 84cm height x 8cm depth - overall condition is Excellent. 

 £40 - £60 

1499. A group of Display Cabinets (1) Picture Pride lift-off glass front display case with 5 x glass shelves and supports, 
approx dimensions are 84cm width x 52cm height x 8cm depth - finished in black with dark red and gold edging, (2) Picture 
Pride cabinet with lift-off glass front, 11 x glass shelves and supports, approx dimensions are 30cm width x 84cm height x 8cm 
depth - finished in black with gold edging, (3) a small wall mounted display cabinet with hinged front opening glass with 7 x 
glass shelves and supports - finished in silver, approx dimensions are 26cm width x 56cm height x 10cm depth - overall 
Excellent. (3) 

 £30 - £50 

1500. No Lot 

 £0 - £0 

1501. Chad Valley (UK) tinplate clockwork "London Transport" Double Decker Bus - of tinprinted aluminium/tinplate 
construction, often used as a confectionery container with removable dark grey roof, in red livery with cream window surrounds, 
advertising includes Carr's Biscuits, tinprinted detail includes conductor and driver, fitted with balloon wheels, 10"/26cm long, no 
key but the motor is in working order, some minor age related marks here and there otherwise an Excellent example which 
unusually still retains its illustrated box. 

 £300 - £500 

1502. Chad Valley (UK) tinplate clockwork London Transport Double Decker Bus - this non-powered  version always 
produced as a confectionery container for Carr's Table Water Biscuits, finished in red London Transport livery, some 
manufacturers shade differences to some of the body panels but does include its removable grey roof for access to the interior, 
includes tinprinted detail including driver and conductor, advertising etc, some age related wear but otherwise still a Good Plus 
example, 10"/26cm long. 

 £180 - £240 

1503. Chad Valley (UK) "Green Line" tinplate clockwork Double Decker Bus - often used as a confectionery container, 
finished in green livery with yellow trim, some tinprinted passenger and crew detail, some dents in the removable aluminium 
roof otherwise a Good to Good Plus bright example, a scarce issue, 10"/26cm long. 

 £200 - £300 

1504. Mettoy tinplate clockwork "London Transport Routemaster Bus" - of recent limited edition production, finished in red 
with tinprinted tartan seats to the interior, steerable front wheels, clockwork motor, hand wheel to sides actuates the bell, a little 
dusty but otherwise Near Mint to Mint and comes in an Excellent illustrated box with key and certificate, 9"/23cm long. 

 £40 - £50 

1505. Mettoy tinplate clockwork London Transport Routemaster Bus - of recent limited edition production, fitted with "Corgi" 
advertising, ringing bell, no key but the motor is in working order - some minor ink marks to the corner of the upper deck 
otherwise Excellent Plus. 

 £30 - £40 
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1506. Triang Minic 1950's tinplate clockwork Double Decker Bus - scarce later version finished in all red with Bovril and Pedal 
Motors advertising, comes with red plastic wheel hubs, some nicks and scratches to the edges otherwise a Good Plus bright 
example overall, no key but the motor is in working order. 

 £30 - £50 

1507. Triang Minic Push and Go 1950's tinplate friction drive Double Decker Bus - all over red, with cast metal hubs, 
Pedigree Dolls and Prams advertising, some minor marks and a scratch to the roof otherwise a Good Plus to Excellent bright 
example. 

 £40 - £60 

1508. Triang Minic early 50's tinplate clockwork Double Decker Bus - finished in red London Transport livery with cream 
upper deck window surrounds, cast metal hubs, advertising for Pedal Motors and Penguin Boats, the motor is in working order 
and comes with a key - an Excellent bright example. 

 £50 - £70 

1509. Triang Minic tinplate clockwork Double Decker Bus - early 1950's example finished in orangey-red with early Bovril and 
Ovaltine adverts, some deterioration to some of the rubber tyres, no key but the motor is in working order, otherwise generally 
Good Plus to Excellent example for display. 

 £40 - £60 

1510. Wells (UK) tinplate clockwork "Transport Trolleybus" - finished in red, with tinprinted passenger detail, includes the roof 
mounted trolleypoles, fitted with a white roof, balloon wheels, clockwork motor with integral key is in working order, overall Good 
Plus for display, 6.5"/17cm long. 

 £50 - £70 

1511. Tinplate and Plastic Greyhound Bus group (1) Japanese Super Scenic Cruiser with friction drive, 7"/18cm long, (2) 
Lucky Toy (Japan) 6"/15cm Single Decker Greyhound Coach (comes in a polythene bag) and (3) Play Makers friction drive 
plastic Greyhound Bus - Excellent Plus to Mint in Good packaging. (3) 

 £20 - £30 

1512. HS Toys (Japan) larger tinplate Greyhound Scenic Cruiser - 4-wheeled friction drive model circa 1960's, finished in 
blue/white with tinprinted detail, motor in working order - Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 10"/26cm long and comes in a Good Plus 
illustrated box. 

 £30 - £50 

1513. Hong Kong Plastic British style Buses - to include "Mak's Luxury Travel Coach" - based on the Dinky Toys BOAC 
Coach, School Bus - red, larger scale version of the Matchbox Duple Coach.  Also included are 2 x Leyland Atlantean Double 
Decker Buses with Regent and Blue Box advertising, a Salco Double Decker and others including an Eko Miniature Bus - Good 
Plus to Excellent in Fair to Good Plus boxes. (7) 

 £30 - £50 

1514. Wells and other British Tinplate Buses - to include 2 x Wells Brimtoy Pocketoy tinplate clockwork miniature 6-wheeled 
Double Deckers, one has a working clockwork motor.  Also included are 3 x larger Glamorgan Tinplate Products Swift, Pullman 
and Motorway Coaches - varying amounts of age wear but otherwise Fair to Good. (5) 

 £40 - £50 

1515. Chad Valley and Hong Kong Plastic Coaches (1) Hong Kong Plastic 101 Leyland Royal Tiger Coach - red plastic copy 
of the Matchbox 1-75 model - Excellent in a Fair card box.  Chad Valley diecast clockwork Miniature Buses comprise a powder 
blue version (paint loss to one side) and a dark green version - only one has a working motor otherwise Fair including boxes. 
(3) 

 £20 - £30 
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1516. CKO Kellermann (West Germany) and other tinplate and plastic Buses - to include CKO Bahnbus - maroon with silver 
roof, friction drive, 2 x Bison (East Germany) tinplate plastic friction drive Single Decker Tourist Buses, a VEB plastic vintage 
Opentop Bus and a similar HO Scale Berlin Bus - Excellent to Near Mint in Fair to Good assorted packaging. (5) 

 £30 - £40 

1517. Laurie and Clifford Hong Kong Plastic Vega Major Touring Coaches - to include two smaller versions by Laurie Toys, 
one is red/blue and is Good Plus, the other has been repainted to a Fair standard but both come in Good illustrated boxes.  
Also included is a larger 10"/35cm friction drive version (similar to the Dinky Toys model), finished in dark green with orange 
side flash, white interior, opening rear boot - Excellent Plus in a Fair illustrated box.  Also in this lot is a Haglon British Airways 
friction drive Coach (broken window rail) otherwise Fair including packaging. (4) 

 £20 - £30 

1518. NFIC (Hong Kong) large scale "Red Arrow" Single Decker Bus - larger scale model of the Dinky Toys version, with red 
plastic body and working friction drive motor, operating front and rear doors, finished in London Transport's 1970's Red Arrow 
livery - Excellent, 12"/30cm long and comes in a Good illustrated box. 

 £20 - £30 

1519. Horikawa (Japan) or similar tinplate Double Decker Bus - large impressive friction drive model, made in Japan, with 
London destination, Goodyear and Dunlop advertising, friction drive in working order, includes glazed front upper deck and rear 
lower deck windows - a Good Plus bright example, 12"/31cm long. 

 £50 - £70 

1520. Horikawa (Japan) or similar "Long John" tinplate Double Decker Bus - scarce Japanese made promotional bus, similar 
pressing to the previous lot, finished in orange with white window surrounds, interior seating and "Long John Scotch" adverts to 
each side.  The model is free wheeling, friction drive disconnected, there is a large crease to the rear of the bus at the drivers 
side where the side panel meets the rear panel otherwise a Fair to Good scarce example, 12"/31cm long. 

 £20 - £30 

1521. Horikawa (Japan) or similar "CIE Double Decker Bus" - very scarce friction drive example finished in the Irish Bus 
Company's livery of dark blue lower and cream upper with "56 Bus Arus" destination (Dublin Bus Station), friction drive in 
working order - an Excellent Plus bright example, 8"/21cm long. 

 £30 - £50 

1522. Joustra "Air France" tinplate Single Decker Bus - scarce colour variation, finished in blue with white upper, interior 
seating, front windscreen with windscreen wipers and uniformed driver to the cab, lacks rear bumper and some paint loss to the 
right hand side of the roof otherwise a Fair to Good large scale example with working friction drive motor and luggage rack, 
15"/38cm long. 

 £30 - £40 

1523. Chad Valley (UK) tinplate clockwork Single Decker Bus - scarce example circa 1947, finished in dark blue/cream, the 
clockwork motor is present but requires attention and the model has been fitted with a well made wooden replacement radiator 
grille and surround otherwise Good for display, 12"/30cm long. 

 £80 - £120 

1524. Triang Minic tinplate Routemaster style Single Decker Bus - in green London Transport livery, some wear to the left 
hand side and the roof otherwise a Fair to Good example with working friction drive motor and cast hubs, wooden seating to 
interior. 

 £30 - £40 
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1525. Triang Minic post-war Single Decker Bus - one of the later issues of this model, finished in dark green lower and 
mid-green upper, wooden seating, black plastic wheel hubs, no key but the motor is in working order - some light manufacturers 
paint loss to the cream stripe on the left hand side otherwise an Excellent Plus bright example and comes in a Fair "Push and 
Go" box. 

 £80 - £100 

1526. Chad Valley tinplate clockwork London Transport Double Decker Bus - circa 1940's, orange with cream upper window 
surrounds, no key but the motor is in working order, fitted with Victoria destination panels - otherwise Good Plus. 

 £30 - £50 

1527. Chad Valley 1940's "National Express" Coach - mid-blue with cream roof, no key but the motor is in working order, 
some light age related wear but overall a Good scarce example. 

 £40 - £50 

1528. Wells Brimtoy a group of tinplate Double Decker Buses - circa 1950's - to include a larger sized Routemaster style 
Transport Bus with friction drive.  Smaller buses comprise a friction drive example and a clockwork example which has no key 
but the motor is in working order and bell rings (motor may need adjustment) - varying amounts of age related wear but overall 
a Good lot. (3) 

 £50 - £70 

1529. Wells Pocketoy tinplate clockwork Trolleybus - circa 1950's, finished in red with tinprinted window and driver detail, 
includes trolleypoles, no key but the motor is in working order with stop-start action and ringing bell, minor age related wear 
otherwise an Excellent bright example, possibly ex-shop stock in a Good illustrated box. 

 £40 - £50 

1530. Wells Brimtoy Pocketoy tinplate Green Line Single Decker Coach - dark green with tinprinted detail, grey plastic 
wheels, no key but the motor is in working order - Excellent in a Poor to Fair card box (lacks most of the end flaps). 

 £30 - £40 

1531. Wells Brimtoy larger scale "Transport" Double Decker Bus - 1950 tinplate clockwork example is red, with balloon 
wheels, tinprinted window and passenger detail, clockwork motor in working order with integral key driving rear wheels, minor 
age related wear and slight fading to the front of the bus otherwise a Good Plus to Excellent example, 7"/17cm long. 

 £50 - £70 

1532. Wells Brimtoy tinplate Touring Coach circa 1950 - scarce example is cream/red, some age related wear but the motor 
is in working order with integral key, 7"/18cm long - otherwise Fair. 

 £40 - £60 

1533. Wells (UK) "World Service" pre-war tinplate clockwork London Bus, some age related wear and the motor requires 
attention but is present, but does include the flat Conductor figure standing on the rear platform and tinprinted window and 
passenger detail - otherwise Fair to Good, 7"/18cm long. 

 £60 - £70 

1534. Japanese Tinplate Double Decker Bus - British style bus, finished in red, with friction drive, Dunlop and Mineral Water 
advertisements, interior seating, the radiator grille resembles a Guy - Excellent, 7.5"/18cm long. 

 £30 - £40 
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1535. Georg Fischer (Germany) 1950's tinplate Touring Coach - orange/blue, with tinprinted passenger detail, friction motor 
in working order with rubber wheels, 6"/15cm long.  Also included is a tinplate Technofix style clockwork City Bus in working 
order and a Brekina HO Scale Mercedes Benz Tour Bus - Fair to Good Plus. (3) 

 £30 - £50 

1536. Tina Toys "Double Decker" - Indian made tinplate friction drive model, red with tinprinted windows and passenger 
detail, some minor age related wear otherwise generally Excellent and comes in a Good illustrated box, 6.5"/17cm long. 

 £20 - £30 

1537. Charmy Toys (USA) "Continental Trailways" 6-wheeled Greyhound style Bus - Near Mint, 7"/17cm long and comes in a 
Good Plus box.  Also included is a similar sized Greyhound Express Bus, some marks to roof otherwise Good Plus with friction 
drive in working order - both are marked Made in Japan. (2) 

 £20 - £30 

1538. HS Toys (Japan) large tinplate "Greyhound Bus" - 1970's 6-wheeled friction drive example - white/silver/blue, some 
minor storage wear otherwise a generally Excellent Plus bright example, 11.5"/29cm long and comes in a Good illustrated box. 

 £40 - £50 

1539. Laurie Toys (Hong Kong) "Luxury Coach" - friction drive plastic 6-wheeled Sightseeing Coach, similar to the Dinky Toys 
model - red, with blue stripes, with opening rear luggage door, small manufacturers glue mark to roof otherwise Excellent, 
12"/30cm long and comes in a Good illustrated box circa 1960's. 

 £40 - £50 

1540. NFIC (Hong Kong) "Luxury Coach Sightseeing Bus" - grey with red side stripes, white interior, friction drive plastic large 
scale model with opening rear luggage door - Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 12"/31cm long and comes in a Good illustrated box. 

 £40 - £50 

1541. Salco Hong Kong plastic "Vega Major Luxury Coach" - 6-wheeled friction drive example - blue, with yellow interior, 
opening rear luggage door - Excellent, 9"/23cm long and comes in a Good illustrated box. 

 £30 - £40 

1542. Telsalda and other Hong Kong plastic Leyland, Atlantean and other plastic friction drive Buses circa 1960's (1) NFIC 
Corporation Transport Atlantean with opening front doors and rear engine compartment (box has loose end flap at one end), 
9"/23cm long, (2) Telsalda Leyland Double Decker Bus - blue/cream with Black & White Whisky advertising, (3) Clifford Daimler 
Fleetline or similar Double Decker - red/white (box lacks end flaps) and (4) Woolbro Leyland Atlantean Double Decker in red 
Corporation Transport livery with British Airways advertising - some would benefit from further polishing otherwise generally 
Good Plus to Excellent in otherwise Fair packaging. (4) 

 £40 - £60 

1543. British and Hong Kong plastic Routemaster and other friction drive Buses - assorted sizes from the 1960's to include a 
Mettoy or similar promotional BOAC Bus, 2 x OK Toys and 2 x NFIC vehicles with WH Smith, Avon Tyres and other advertising 
together with Mettoy, Rosebud and a Tomy battery-operated example - Fair to Good Plus, the largest model is 9"/23cm 
long - Fair to Good Plus. (7) 

 £20 - £30 

1544. Hong Kong plastic "BOAC Coach" - remote controlled plastic model similar to the Dinky Toys version - dark blue with 
white roof and red interior, comes with remote control cable and box, untested but appears Excellent, 6"/15cm long and comes 
in a Fair illustrated box with replacement inner flaps. 

 £20 - £30 
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1545. Jimson and other Hong Kong plastic "Airline Bus" models (1) Jimson 6-wheeled Coach in BEA blue and white livery, 
(2) Woolbro Leyland in BOC blue and white livery, (3) Woolbro Leyland Atlantean in BEA red and white livery and (4) British 
Airways Single Decker - Excellent to Near Mint in Good assorted boxes. (4) 

 £30 - £40 

1546. Minialuxe (France) and other Single Decker Buses and Coaches - to include a Minialuxe Berliet Single Decker 
Bus - blue/cream with opening doors.  Hong Kong plastic models include Telsalda friction drive Mercedes, Roxy 6-wheeled 
Vega Major Luxury Coach - yellow, NFIC Mercedes (lacks bumpers) together with a larger Chinese made AEC Merlin Single 
Decker School Bus with twin opening doors, 12"/31cm long - cream - otherwise Fair to Good Plus. (5) 

 £20 - £30 

1547. British and Hong Kong plastic London Transport boxed Buses - to include MH, Telsalda and other Routemasters plus a 
Rear Engined Bus Merehall version.  Larger scale models include a Tudor Rose (UK) London Transport Routemaster, 9"/23cm 
long, Telsalda Leyland Atlantean London Transport with Schweppes advertising and a larger Atlantean in plated "Silver Jubilee 
Souvenir Bus" livery - Excellent to Near Mint in Fair to Good Plus assorted packaging. (7) 

 £30 - £50 

1548. Lincoln (Hong Kong) a group of large scale Routemaster Buses - impressive plastic versions, all with London Transport 
markings and include P&O and BOAC advertising, one is friction drive (the top deck is loose and requires re-gluing) and the 
other remote control, each bus is 12"/30cm long - Fair to Good Plus in Poor to Fair boxes. (4) 

 £40 - £60 

1549. Sun Star 1/24th scale Routemaster Bus in silver "Queen's Silver Jubilee 1977" livery - fitted with tartan seats, lacks 
drivers wing mirror and rear platform pole - otherwise Good. 

 £30 - £50 

1550. Sun Star 1/24th scale Routemaster Bus - impressive well detailed model in dark green/cream "Shillibeer's Omnibus" 
livery with tartan interior seats, the top deck section has become unattached at the rear but otherwise Good for display. 

 £30 - £50 

1551. Dinky Toys and similar Routemaster London Buses - Dinky Toy versions comprise 2 x 289 in red with blue and white 
interior seating, each has driver and conductor figures - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Poor to Good blister packs.  Hong Kong 
diecast souvenir London Buses include Madame Tussaud's, London Marathon, Selfridges, Boots and others, all are diecast 
models and are generally Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Good packaging. (12) 

 £30 - £40 

1552. Original Omnibus, Corgi and other model Buses and Gift Sets - to include Corgi "Magical Mystery Tour" 1/76th scale 
Beatles Coach, 2 x Crossville Routemasters.  Multi-vehicle gift sets comprise London Transport Museum 2000, Golden Jubilee 
Set No.11 and Midland Red Centenary.  Also included is a large scale Greyhound 6-wheeler Super Scenic Cruiser Bus, 
11"/28cm long - Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus assorted packaging. (7) 

 £30 - £40 

1553. Telsalda and other Hong Kong plastic friction drive Buses - comprising Routemasters with WH Smith and Hamleys 
advertising together with a Celluko clockwork Bus and a Daimler Fleetline or similar City Tour - Good to Excellent in Fair to 
Good boxes, 8"/20cm long. 

 £30 - £50 
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1554. Mettoy and Coral Double Decker London Transport Buses - quality British made buses, some were marketed by Marks 
& Spencer's (1) Coral AEC Type Double Decker with friction drive motor and Esso advertising, 8.5"/22cm long, with MTY 
Mettoy type registration number front and rear, (2) Mettoy 719 London Transport Double Deck Bus with Weetabix and St 
Michael advertising, some bowing to the 1950's plastic as is common with these models otherwise Excellent to Near Mint in Fair 
boxes (one has a loose end flap).  (2) 

 £30 - £50 

1555. Mettoy and Coral British made plastic friction drive AEC type London Transport Buses - to include Mettoy 719 with 
Gold Seal advertising and Mettoy 875 larger scale version with Esso advertising, from the Castoys range together with a Coral 
Mettoy style Bus with Esso advertising (repair to rear platform) otherwise Fair to Good Plus in Poor to Fair boxes. (3) 

 £30 - £40 

1556. Rosedale (UK) a group of boxed Routemaster Buses - larger scale British made plastic friction drive buses, 9"/22cm 
long in Mettoy, Woolworths, Silver Jubilee and Rosedale advertising liveries - Excellent to Excellent Plus in Good to Good Plus 
assorted boxes, ex-shop stock. (5) 

 £50 - £60 

1557. Rosedale (UK) 17"/43cm large scale Routemaster Bus - impressive plastic model in red London Transport livery with 
blue interior and BP advertising, lacks front radiator grille otherwise Good including illustrated box. 

 £20 - £30 

1558. Triang pressed steel Routemaster Bus circa 1960 - impressive heavy model finished in orangey-red London Transport 
livery with Triang Railways and Pedigree Prams advertising, Epsom destination panels, some age related wear and rust spots 
particularly to the roof otherwise a Good bright example with white interior and measures 22.5"/57cm long. 

 £100 - £130 

1559. Triang pressed steel Single Decker Routemaster Green Line Bus - green, with white interior, Windsor destination 
panel, some age related wear to the paintwork and transfers otherwise Good and comes in a Fair (torn) "Triang" cardboard box, 
22.5"/57cm long. 

 £140 - £180 

Tinplate & Plastic 

1560. Triang Minic 42M Post-War Rolls Royce Sedanca Car - dark green with black hood & wings, opening rear boot, white 
plastic seats to interior, fitted with cast metal hubs, no key but the motor is in working order although the spindle is a little worn, 
some light age wear particularly to the bonnet otherwise - Good to Good Plus scarce example. 

 £70 - £90 

1561. Triang Minic 107M Post-War Forward Control British Railways Delivery Van - red lower & cream upper, cast hubs, both 
transfers to each side are intact, both rear opening doors have the locking bar, working push and go motor, a couple of minor 
marks otherwise Excellent Plus and comes in a Good 1950's Push and Go box. 

 £60 - £80 

1562. Triang Minic 21M Pre-War Transport Van - scarce example with stone coloured standard cab, brown rear van body, 
unlettered, has both opening rear doors & locking bar together with some light cracking to the original white rubber tyres. Note 
this version was not fitted with the petrol can to the plated front wings, no key but the motor is in working order - A Good Plus to 
Excellent bright example. 

 £80 - £100 
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1563. Triang Minic 25M Post-War Delivery Lorry with wooden packing cases - cherry red standard cab with dark blue chassis 
& rear body, includes 6 x wooden packing cases, possible of pre-war production as neither version was fitted with a petrol can, 
interestingly this model comes with a plain utility box possible from the immediate post-war period and is stamped "Delivery". 
The lorry has light age wear and will benefit from further cleaning otherwise is generally Good Plus and comes in a Good plain 
card box. 

 £80 - £100 

1564. Triang Minic Mechanical Horse & Trailer with Penguin Clockwork Speedboat Load - the plastic boat is red with cream 
upper, small crack to the top of the superstructure but the boat does include its propeller and rudder and the motor is in working 
order, the boat is otherwise Good. The forward control Mechanical Horse & Trailer are finished in mid-green with black chassis 
and cast hubs - generally Excellent Plus to Near Mint, comes with no key but the lorry motor is also in working order. All is 
contained in a Good Plus colourfully illustrated card box. 

 £80 - £120 

1565. Carette (Germany) or similar Tinplate Clockwork Vintage Taxi Cab - scarce German made clockwork car dating from 
approximately 1910 - red with yellow trim, steerable front wheels, clockwork motor in working order driving rear wheels with 
integral key, one side lamp is detached but present in a separate bag and needs re-attaching and the model lacks lamps to the 
front panel of the cab, does include the taxi meter (lacks needle) but does include a uniformed chauffeur, spoked wheels 
together with opening rear doors on each side of the passenger compartment with wire handles - Fair scarce example, these 
cars are becoming harder to find 9"/23cm long. 

 £300 - £400 

1566. Nomura (Japan) X-70 "Tulip Head Space Robot" - Very rare tinplate robot dating from the 1960's. Silver in colour with 
tin printed detail, orange plastic arms & pink hinged plastic cover to the rear clean battery compartment, fitted with red tinplate 
feet. Believed to have been named "The Space Robot" but was known to collectors by the nickname of "Tulip Head" because of 
the way the tinplate head falls open. Note a rubber band has been placed at the top of the head for the photograph to prevent 
the head from opening. Some age related wear and would benefit from further cleaning but it is the best example Vectis have 
had, as it is rare in any condition, includes the television screen on display when the head is opened - Condition is Good 
12"/31cm high. 

 £300 - £400 

1567. Cragstan (Japan) "Mr Atomic the Thinking Robot" - scarce tinplate battery operated robot finished in metallic grey/red, 
blue arms with rubber hands, clean battery compartment to rear, with Yonezawa trade mark to rear of robot and also on the 
side of the box, from the tin age recent collection and would benefit from more detailed cleaning otherwise Excellent Plus to 
Near Mint in an Excellent illustrated box with some inner packaging and instruction slip. 

 £200 - £300 

1568. Mamod (UK) Promod Promotional Traction Engine WW1 War Department limited edition issue - scarce model based 
on the Mamod TE1A Traction Engine, finished in military green with grey roof, green spoked wheels, all with rubber tyres 
marked WD, comes with certificate stating number 11 of only 100 made, together with boiler test certificate and Mamod 
catalogue, plus various accessories including plastic funnel, burner, steering control and box of fuel tablets - has been unused 
and kept on display only - Near Mint to Mint in a Good cardboard box with inner packaging. 

 £130 - £180 

1569. Mamod (UK) Promod WW1 Water Cart - based on a two-wheeled trailer with military green water tank marked WD, 
produced as an accessory for the previous war department traction engine, unused - Mint, comes with a certificate stating 
number 11 of only 100 produced and comes in a Good cardboard box with inner packaging. 

 £40 - £60 

1570. Mettoy (UK) Tinplate 6-Wheeled "Refreshments" Mobile Snack Bar - orange/cream, with 6 tinplate balloon wheels, 
includes opening rear door with locking catch, clockwork motor in working order with integral key driving rear wheels, some 
nicks and scratches particularly to the roof but otherwise overall a Good Plus to Excellent example for display,10"/24cm long. 

 £100 - £130 
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1571. Mettoy (UK) Large Tinplate Military Search Light Lorry - scarce 1940's example finished in 3 colour camouflage, with 
khaki wings, includes battery operated search light to rear turn table, includes all 4 seated soldier figures, clockwork motor in 
working order driving rear wheels with integral key - an Excellent example which has survived remarkably well and comes with 
a clean battery compartment to under side (untested) 14"/36cm long and comes in a Fair to Good illustrated card box. 

 £140 - £180 

1572. Wilesco (Germany) D310 "Mighty Atom" Foden Traktor - Tinplate live steam model of a steam lorry, finished in 
brown/red, with simulated wooden rear flat bed, removable chimney, hose accessory, magnetic roof, comes with bag of 
accessories including funnel, is unused and includes burner - Near Mint to Mint 13"/33cm long and comes in Excellent 
packaging with instruction literature. 

 £70 - £100 

1573. Linemar (Japan) "Friction Drive Allied Van" - scarce 1960 Japanese Tinplate Articulated Removals Van, finished in 
orange with silver roof to trailer, includes both opening rear doors and locking bar, a couple of minor marks otherwise an 
Excellent Plus bright example - 13"/33cm long and comes in a Good illustrated card box. 

 £100 - £130 

1574. Linemar (Japan) "Friction Powered Allied Van Trailer" - Tinplate Articulated Tractor Unit with "Allied" Trailer, the tractor 
unit is red, orange with a grey roof, includes both opening rear doors but no locking bar, some small scratches particularly to the 
cab otherwise overall Excellent 12"/31cm long and comes in a Good Plus illustrated box. 

 £60 - £80 

1575. Linemar (Japan) "Friction Hauler & Trailer" - Tinplate American GMC Semi Truck & Trailer finished in red and yellow 
"North American Van Lines" livery, friction drive to tractor unit in working order, trailer still has both opening rear doors & locking 
bar plus Jockey wheels - Excellent Plus and comes in a Good plus to Excellent illustrated box, 13"/33cm long. 

 £100 - £130 

1576. Gamaichi (Japan) "Friction Toy Moving Van" - Tinplate American Articulated Truck with Van Trailer finished in 
yellow/red with silver roof, friction drive in working order, includes both opening rear doors - Excellent Plus 9.5"/24cm long and 
comes in a Good illustrated box (repair to one corner of lid). 

 £60 - £80 

1577. Sutcliffe Models (UK) Tinplate Clockwork " Sooty's Speed Boat" - scarce novelty item from the 1960's, finished in 
cream, with red trim, includes Sooty transfer to deck, with rudder and propeller, includes a key but the clockwork motor requires 
attention - Good Plus for this display. This Sooty issue was finished by Kenneth Sutcliffe himself and the plastic Sooty figure 
was hand painted by his children, becoming harder to find and still comes in a Good illustrated card box. 

 £140 - £180 

1578. Merehall (Hong Kong) Plastic Commer Delivery Van a pair - each van is friction drive with green cab and yellow van 
body, larger scale copy of the Corgi Toys model - 5.5"/14cm long - Excellent and come in Fair (crushed) illustrated card boxes 
(2). 

 £60 - £70 

1579. Merehall (Hong Kong) a pair of friction drive Commer Delivery Vans - each model is a larger version of the Corgi Toys 
van - 5.5"/14cm long with friction drive in working order - Excellent in Fair (crushed) card boxes. (2) 

 £60 - £70 
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1580. ATC (Japan) Large Tinplate "Honda S800" Friction Drive Car - an impressive well proportioned model of this popular 
sports car, finished in deep red with black hard top and tin printed interior and hub caps, believed produced for the Japanese 
market, lacks wing mirrors and some surface corrosion around the windscreens otherwise a Good example - 14"/36cm long 

 £60 - £80 

1581. Mettoy Lorry & Japanese Tinplate Excavator - both are tinplate items (1) Mettoy (UK) Tinplate Clockwork Articulated 
Lorry, some surface corrosion but the clockwork motor is in working order with integral key - 18"/46cm long (2) Cragstan or 
similar K77 Battery Operated Excavator, untested but does include its buckets and chain plus rubber tracks - Fair. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1582. Triang a pair of 1950's KL44 Jones Cranes - each crane is red with black base. They come with a Priestman grab and 
a steel bucket one has some surface corrosion towards the rear - Fair to Good (2). 

 £40 - £50 

1583. Jones CL44 Crane- scarce boxed example finished in red with Priestman grab and steel bucket. All is contained in a 
Fair colourfully illustrated box (lacks end flaps at one end) - Good Plus. 

 £40 - £50 

1584. Tipp & Co (Tippco of Germany) Tinplate Clockwork 4 Door Limousine circa 1930's - scarce model which has suffered 
due to storage, some surface corrosion, but still fitted with battery compartment to underside and clockwork motor driving rear 
wheels, originally wired for electric headlamps, registration number TC9491, no interior but otherwise a Fair basis for 
restoration - 10"/25cm long. 

 £30 - £40 

1585. Mettoy Pre-War Tinplate Rolls Royce - Large Scale Model which has suffered due to storage, 13"/45cm long, some 
surface corrosion but still includes the interior with uniformed chauffeur & spare wheel to drivers side, clockwork motor with 
integral key still in working order and still fitted with battery compartment to underside as the model was originally wired for 
electric headlamps - A Fair basis for restoration. 

 £30 - £40 

1586. Marx Toys (UK) "Mobile Crane Truck" impressive Pressed Steel 6-Wheeled Truck - lime green, with black chassis and 
jib, includes mechanical grab attachment and both screw down stabilisers - Good Plus 33"/84cm long and still retains its Fair 
cardboard box and printed instruction sheet. 

 £40 - £50 

1587. Bandai Tonka & other Tinplate & Plastic associated Toys - to include a large Tonka pressed steel mighty shovel 
24"/61cm long, a Bandai (Japan) tinplate battery operated racing motorcycle 7"/28cm long, NZG or similar German tinplate 
tower crane, Hong Kong plastic friction drive Ferrari racing car, a boxed Marx wrecker truck (lacks jib), a Matchbox Steer-n-Go 
dashboard (steering wheel detached) together with a boxed Meccano highway multi-kit with Tonka tipper - some are incomplete 
but generally Fair. (9) 

 £30 - £40 

1588. Timpo, Britains & other Plastic Figures, Animals & Accessories - to include various Timpo horse-drawn wagons and 
stagecoach, various canoes, horses, cowboys together with Britains detail figures, various animals including giraffe, hippo, 
rhinoceros, camel, crocodile and others - some have loose fittings and may be suitable for spares otherwise a Fair to Good lot 
for the collector. 

 £30 - £40 
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1589. Mobo (UK) Pressed Steel Police Patrol Pedal Car - scarce ex-shop stock example - dark blue with white grille & 
wheels, includes running gear and steerable front wheels, together with steering wheel which can be folded down for storage. 
Separately applied accessories include an illuminated "Police" sign to front (untested), a clear plastic windscreen and a Mobo 
Toys peaked cloth cap together with instructions for the lamp 34.5"/88cm long and comes in a Fair cardboard box marked 
"Police Patrol car" (one end of the box is torn but does include the clear plastic car cover) - A rare find for the medal car 
collector. 

 £200 - £300 

1590. "Riley" Motorised Electric Pedal Car - believed to have been custom built circa 1970's from fiberglass, steel and 
aluminium, finished in yellow with blue wings, black upholstered interior, with electric motor driving rear wheels via chain drive, 
opening bonnet to reveal battery compartment, fitted with headlamps, side and tail lights, speedometer and ignition key.  The 
car is fitted with 4 x chrome plated spoked wheels with rubber tyres and includes a spare wheel to the rear with cover.  The car 
is untested and is sold as a restoration project but is an unusual vehicle which even has opening doors at each side and 
chrome plated bumpers front and rear, 54.5"/138cm long - Good for display. 

 £100 - £150 

1591. Lego various boxed Sets and Components - to include Set 127 containing quantity of railway track sections and other 
parts, Set 853 Model Car Building Set, D812 Gears together with a wooden carry case containing some loose components - all 
are unchecked and incomplete but a Fair basis for spares for the Lego enthusiast. (Qty) 

 £30 - £40 

1592. Mamod small Stationery Engine circa 1960's - red base with brass boiler and light green fittings, comes with the earlier 
type meths burner together with a Steam Hammer accessory and drive belt from the same period - have had some use but 
appear Good for display, mounted on a wooden base. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

1593. Wells Brimtoy (UK) 609 Bedford Articulated Car Transporter - a scarce friction drive example circa 1960 with tinplate 
Tractor Unit with plastic cab top, tinplate Car Carrying Trailer in silver/blue with opening lower tailgate and sliding ramp to top, 
chain and winch.  The model also correctly has two plastic Morris Minor models in blue and red - an Excellent Plus ex-shop 
stock example in a Good card box with some pencil graffiti to the illustrated lid, 11.5"/29cm long. 

 £70 - £90 

1594. Schuco, CKO and other Model Cars (1) Schuco 1070 Grand Prix Racer - tinplate clockwork model circa 1950's, 
finished in red with racing number 7, clockwork motor is present but requires attention, (2) CKO Kellermann 416 Ford Taunus 
Taxi - metallic blue and (3) Politoys 33 Lancia Flaminia 1/41 scale plastic model car - Fair to Good. (3) 

 £30 - £40 

1595. 1960's Japanese Animal Based Novelty Toys (1) Alps (Cragstan Japan) "Dandy the Happy Drumming 
Pup" - battery-operated with tinprinted base, drum set and symbols, the puppy is covered in brown plush material, untested but 
with a clean battery compartment, 9"/23cm high and (2) Modern Toys "Mew-Mew Walking Cat" - white/grey plush covering, 
battery-operated with remote control cable attached, metal control box, 8.5"/21cm long - untested but appear Good Plus to 
Excellent for display and come in Fair illustrated boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

1596. A group of cast iron Savings Banks - to include (1) Punch & Judy Bank - colourfully painted with 2 x figures, lever 
operated action, figures dispose of coin into rear compartment, (2) Dentist Bank with spring loaded Dentist who deposits coin 
into a green bag at the rear and (3) a vintage Frog Bank with lever operated mouth - Fair to Good. (3) 

 £30 - £40 
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1597. Cast Iron Banks and a Sand Bucket - to include (1) Magician Bank - scarce vintage example featuring Magician with 
hat on table, some wear to the mechanism but displays well, (2) Trick Pony - lever operated mechanism moves his head (would 
benefit from lubrication), vintage item which displays well and (3) Happynak Sand Pail - vintage child's sand bucket from the 
1950's - otherwise Good for display. (3) 

 £20 - £30 

1598. View-Master 3-dimension viewer circa 1950's - brown Bakelite case, with lever operated mechanism.  Comes with a 
variety of View-Master discs to include Barbie Doll, The Lion King, Bambi, Mary Poppins, Magic Roundabout and others - Good 
in Fair assorted packaging. 

 £20 - £30 

1599. Marklin (Germany) 1993 tinplate "Standard" large scale Petrol Tanker - of recent limited edition production, well 
detailed clockwork model of nut and bolt construction with wiring to headlamps, finished in red/blue with black chassis, 
clockwork motor in working order with correct key, clean battery compartment to underside - Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 
includes opening drivers door and rear compartment locker - Near Mint, 17"/43cm long and comes in a Good Plus illustrated 
box. 

 £180 - £260 

1600. Star Yachts, Tonka and Meccano Toys - Star Yachts comprise a red and yellow SY3, a blue and cream SY4, together 
with another hull in blue plus homemade wooden masts and a single engined Aircraft nursery toy.  Also included are a Tonka 
Loader - lime green (lacks tracks) together with a Meccano Mogul Fire Tender with turntable ladder - otherwise Fair to Good. (6) 

 £30 - £40 

1601. Mid Summer Models 1/24th scale Burrell Scenic Showmans Engine "Earl Beatty" - well detailed model, similar to the 
Franklin Mint series, finished in brick red with detailed lining, comes with instructions and limited edition certificate stating this 
model is one of only 999 pieces from 2009, unchecked for completeness but appears Excellent Plus to Near Mint including 
packaging and illustrated box. 

 £50 - £70 

1602. Vintage large scale Display Vehicles - to include a 2-wheeled wooden Hay Cart with removable panels and ceramic 
Shire Horse, 26"/66cm long.  Also included is a JB Models (UK) pressed steel Carette style Vintage Van of recent limited 
edition production with steerable front wheels, specially enclosed in a glass cabinet together with a spare mirror backed 
cabinet - Good for display. (Qty in 2 large cardboard boxes) 

 £30 - £50 

1603. Large wooden Gypsy Caravan - professionally made model using varnished wood, yellow painted chassis, felt covered 
roof, metal fittings, opening rear locker, built in wooden furniture and stove to interior, some have opening doors and drawers, 
would benefit from further cleaning due to having been on display otherwise has been made to an Excellent standard and is 
27"/68cm long including shafts. 

 £30 - £40 

1604. Biller or similar tinplate Racing Car marked "Made in the US Zone of Germany" - red, with yellow trim, tinprinted detail 
including racing number 1, some minor age wear but overall a Good Plus bright example, 6"/15cm long. 

 £20 - £30 

1605. Marx Toys (Great Britain) 2734 "Mobile Crane Truck" - scarce 1960's ex-shop stock example, impressive pressed steel 
model with lime green cab and crane body, black chassis and jib, includes screw down stabilisers, string, hook and Priestman 
style grab.  There are some light marks due to storage but otherwise an Excellent Plus example, 33"/83cm long (with jib 
unfolded) and comes in an original illustrated cardboard box with some damage to one side but does include the inner 
packaging and is otherwise Fair. 

 £60 - £80 
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1606. Bandai and Meccano Mogul pressed steel vehicles - circa 1970's, to include (1) Bandai (Japan) battery-operated 
pressed steel Shovel Dozer - yellow with black loading shovel, white plastic fittings with plated parts (puncture damage to 
cellophane lid), includes rubber tracks, 10"/25cm long and (2) Meccano Mogul 6-wheeled Lorry Mounted Crane - of pressed 
steel construction, finished in yellow with black chassis, includes hook and string, 13.5"/35cm long - Excellent Plus to Near Mint 
in Good packaging. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

1607. Tonka (USA) "No.3907 Mighty Tonka T-9 Bulldozer" - scarce impressive pressed steel model circa 1970's, finished in 
yellow/black, an ex-shop stock example, some discolouration to the bare metal parts due to storage and would benefit from 
more detailed polishing otherwise an Excellent Plus example which is rare in any condition, 17"/43cm long and comes in a Fair 
(torn) open sided window box marked "Made in the USA" and does include some inner packaging and a contemporary colour 
catalogue. 

 £80 - £120 

1608. Triang 1970's wooden Garage and Showroom - white with green roof, includes pressed steel lift to the front and 
turntable to the roof, ideal for the display of Dinky Toys and other diecast vehicles - Fair, 28"/71CM wide. 

 £20 - £30 

1609. Triang Minic Motorways a large quantity of Track - to include 1960's black plastic roadway track with various curves 
and straight pieces in assorted sizes ranging from short to long, a number of left and right handed junctions, 4 x Crossroads 
and other items including various hand controllers and assorted Gradient Piers - Fair.  (Large qty in 2 large cardboard boxes) 

 £40 - £50 

1610. Triang Spot-On wooden Garage and Showroom Building - scarce example, one of the last production Triang Minic 
Garages which has been adapted for the New Spot-On range in 1958.  Constructed from hardboard with printed paper 
covering in colour featuring vehicles from the Spot-On range, plastic window frame, working lever operated lift to interior, 
separate loose "Spot-On Garage" sign and large plastic showroom window, ramp to interior.  Unusually still includes the later 
issue plastic petrol pumps complete with hoses, BP and Shell globes - Good Plus to Excellent, 18"/48cm wide. 

 £60 - £80 

1611. Triang pressed steel Lorry and Crane - large scale items (1) No.2 Series Crane with red cab, black chassis, working 
order with string and original bucket - Good Plus to Excellent and (2) Junior Diesel Transport Lorry circa 1960, finished in the 
rare colour of peach cab and chassis with blue back and a quantity of coloured wooden blocks in the back - Fair to Good, 
15"/38cm long. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

1612. Taiyo (Japan) tinplate "Ford Mustang" circa 1970's - scarce battery-operated large scale example finished in metallic 
blue with tinprinted interior, bump and go action to underside, bright plated parts, 16"/25cm long, comes with a clean battery 
compartment and is generally Excellent Plus to Near Mint in a Good illustrated card box with small instruction card to interior. 

 £30 - £50 

1613. Chinese tinplate Helicopter large scale clockwork model with crack to the clear plastic cockpit, but includes uniformed 
Pilot figure and interior detail, clockwork motor present but gears require adjustment however does come with a key and 
rotating rotors, light blue rear body with engine detail and red Ambulance crosses to sides - otherwise Good Plus for display.  
Also included is a Marx Toys (Hong Kong) tinplate friction drive Army Helicopter in working order with rotors in working 
order - green, 8"/20cm long - Good Plus. (2) 

 £40 - £50 
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1614. Japanese tinplate and Hong Kong plastic toys - to include SSS or similar friction drive tinplate Police Car, Marx Toys 
battery-operated plastic Jeep with mystery action and illustrated box lid, Dinky Toys Centurion Tank and a San Toys (Japan) 
General Steam Locomotive with clean battery compartment - Good. (4) 

 £30 - £40 

1615. Modern Toys (Japan) "Space Rocket" tinplate friction drive Novelty Spacecraft - red, white and blue, with tinprinted 
detail to cockpit, Pilot figure, racing number 9, motor in working order with clicking action, 13"/32cm long - Good. 

 £30 - £50 

1616. Modern Toys (Japan) "Atom Rocket 7" tinplate battery-operated Spacecraft - circa 1960's, made by Masudaya of 
Japan, finished in two-tone blue with red fittings, tinprinted Pilot and cockpit detail, comes with clear plastic windscreen and 
antenna, some wear to a corner of the baseplate but does have a clean battery compartment and is otherwise Good Plus, 
9"/23cm long. 

 £40 - £60 

1617. Hong Kong plastic Thunderbirds 3 Spacecraft - circa 1960's, believed to be from the JR21 series, some minor burn 
marks to underside but the motor is in working order, finished in brown/grey and is otherwise Good, 8"/20cm long. 

 £20 - £30 

1618. Hong Kong plastic Thunderbirds T2 Spacecraft - finished in green, with working friction drive motor, red boosters to 
rear, loosely attached rear aerofoil.  The craft includes its removable (empty) pod and 4 x folding legs, believed to be from the 
JR21 range circa 1960's, would benefit from further cleaning otherwise Good Plus, 10"/25cm long. 

 £40 - £60 

1619. Louis Marx (UK) "Big Top Circus Set No.4320" - very rare boxed set circa 1960's with tinprinted Big Top sections and 
plastic figures and accessories.  These include 2 x red plastic rings, 2 x "Big Top" tinplate flags, various animal stands and 
acrobat stand.  Figures include man on stilts, strong man, fire eater, juggler, clown, balloon seller, various others including 
audience members.  Animals include baby elephant, lion, performing seal, chimp and many others.  This is a best such 
example Vectis have seen and is an ex-shop stock example which still includes a colourfully illustrated cardboard box with sub 
divisions and original paper bags containing all the plastic figures.  It even includes "Instructions for Big Top Circus 
assembly" - unchecked for completeness but tinplate tabs are still straight and the items have never been assembled.  Overall 
contents appear Excellent to Near Mint and come in a Good Plus illustrated box. 

 £130 - £180 

1620. Japanese tinplate and plastic wedge shape friction drive Cars.  Lot comprises a wholesalers large carton containing 
80 individually boxed model in either white Road Star or red Monsun livery with blue beacons and siren to roof - Fair to 
Excellent items, ideal for the dealer.  Note this is a large carton and needs to be collected. (80 models in 1 large box) 

 £30 - £40 

1621. "Cicada - River Gunboat" - large scratchbuilt radio controlled wooden model boat.  Made by a former employee of 
Swan Hunter Ship Builders on Tyneside, using the company's plans.  The model is believed to be constructed from 1/16th 
marine plywood and finished in white with blue lower hull.  Removable access compartments and superstructure on deck to 
access the workings, fitted with radio control gear, 2 x substantial electric motors driving twin rear propellers and triple rudders.  
The model is claimed by the vendor to be in working order and comes with a Futaba FP-T2NCR Control Unit, however the 
model is untested and unchecked for completeness - has been built to a Good well detailed standard, 37.5"/95cm long and 
comes with a potted history of the model. 

 £100 - £150 
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1622. "Pacific Guardian Cable Laying Vessel" - large scale wooden model boat, scratchbuilt from 1/16th marine plywood by a 
former Swan Hunter employee, based on Tyneside, from scaled down copies of the company's plans.  The superstructure is 
removable to reveal the inner electric motor driving a single rear propeller and inner radio control gear.  The model is claimed 
by the vendor to be in working order and comes with a Sanwa-Dash Radio Control Unit but is untested and unchecked for 
completeness.  The model is well detailed to a Good standard and fitted with rear rudder and comes with a potted history of the 
model, 46"/117cm long. 

 £100 - £150 

1623. "France 1 Weather Ship" large scratchbuilt model boat - handmade from 1/16th marine ply using plans by Modele 
Reduit Bateau by a former Swan Hunter Ship Building employee based on Tyneside.  The model is finished in white/orange, 
the entire superstructure is removable to reveal various radio control components and two electric motors driving the rear twin 
propellers with a brass rudder.  Claimed by the vendor to be in working order but is untested and unchecked for completeness.  
The model is also believed to be wired for navigation lights, some slight peeling to some of the paintwork but otherwise a Good 
example for display with a well detailed deck including fittings and lifeboats etc, comes with a potted history of the model, 
40.5"/103cm long. 

 £80 - £100 

1624. "Zaal Iranian Frigate" large scale model boat - made by a former employee of Swan Hunter up on Tyneside from 
scaled down company plans, finished in battleship grey with brick red lower hull and made out of marine ply with metal and 
wooden fittings.  The model is fitted with various removable access panels to the rear of the deck and the central 
superstructure is removable for access to the radio control gear, electric motors etc which drive a plastic rear propeller, the 
model also comes with a rudder, lettered F17 to sides, some flaking of the lettering and paintwork to the rear otherwise a Good 
example for display.  The model is unchecked for completeness and untested and requires some refurbishment but does come 
with a homemade TX-RX Control Unit and a wooden display stand together with a potted history of the model, 46"/117cm long. 

 £80 - £100 

1625. "Pisces Motor Yacht" handbuilt wooden model boat - constructed by a former employee of Swan Hunter on Tyneside in 
the UK, from 1/16th marine ply, using the company's plans scaled down.  Finished in white with brick red lower hull, planking 
detail to decks, includes various plastic lifeboats (mixed scales), the rigging needs re-attaching but does come with a well 
detailed deck.  Has previously been radio controlled and the superstructure is removable to give access to the control gear and 
substantial electric motor driving 2 x rear propellers via a gearing system.  The model is neither tested nor checked for 
completeness but does come with a Futaba Attack-Sport Radio Control Unit.  There are some splits to the base of the hull 
which require repair but otherwise a Good example for display, 49"/123cm long and comes with a potted history of the model. 

 £80 - £100 

1626. "Seaforth Conqueror - Tug" large scale model boat - constructed from 1/16th marine ply circa 1990 by a Swan Hunter 
employee based in Tyneside using plans by the Model Maker Plans Service.  The vessel is finished in red with pink lower hull, 
and deck detail.  The model has previously been radio controlled and comes with some control gear and 2 x electric motors 
accessed by removable deck panels and superstructure.  The model is unchecked for completeness and untested but does 
come with a Futaba Attack Sport Radio Control Unit, twin rear brass propellers and rudders, well detailed deck fittings and a 
potted history of the model - Good for display, 47"/120cm long. 

 £80 - £120 

1627. "Moonglow Cabin Cruiser" large scale model boat - made by a former employee of Swan Hunter, no control gear but 
does come with a substantial electric motor powering the rear propeller and fitted with a rudder.  The superstructure is 
removable for access to the interior, varnished deck with red/white/blue paintwork, made from 1/16th scale marine ply, requires 
motorising or generally Good for display as a static model and comes with a potted history of the model and a wooden display 
cradle, 36"/91cm long. 

 £30 - £40 
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1628. "Majestic Large Scale Fishing Boat" - large scale model made from 1/16th planked marine ply, finished in blue with 
varnished deck.  The model is unpowered but does have a rear rudder, and the deck and winding gear are removable for 
access to the interior, some cracks to the base of the hull require repair otherwise a Good basis for restoration or use as a static 
model, 31"/78cm long and comes with a potted history. 

 £20 - £30 

1629. "Soliel D'Or" - large scale Model Boat - based on a Tresco Island Launch built at Looe for Lieutenant Commander 
Dorrien-Smith in 1956 to ferry his family between the mainland and the Scilly Isles.  The model is 1/20th scale and built mainly 
from plywood from a plan in Marine Modelling Magazine.  The bolt is 33.5"/85cm long, fitted with various radio control 
components and twin electric motors driving the rear propellers, twin rudders and 3 x deck mounted Sailor figures 8cm high.  
The control gear is accessed by removable roof panels, the boat is untested and unchecked for completeness otherwise Good 
for display and comes on a wooden display stand and an envelope of assorted plans. 

 £40 - £60 

1630. Varnished wooden model Speedboat, previously fitted for radio control, unchecked for completeness and untested but 
does include electric motor driving the rear propeller and various radio control components to the interior accessed by 
removable cockpit and deck panel.  Has been nicely varnished with detailed cockpit and comes with a display stand, 29"/73cm 
long. 

 £30 - £40 

1631. 30"/76cm Wooden Speedboat - white hull with varnished wooden deck, twin propellers driven by 2 x electric motors, 
has previously been fitted with some radio control gear to the interior which is accessed by removable panels, untested and 
unchecked for completeness but otherwise a Good example for display which comes with a driver figure and wooden display 
stand.  Also included is a smaller 15"/39cm Speedboat, motorised and previously used with radio control but untested and 
unchecked for completeness, comes with brass rudder and propeller and a large spare stand and finished in blue/white. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

1632. "Bruma" Ocean Going Yacht kitbuilt model boat - large scale highly detailed model built to 1/45th scale, 86cm/34cm 
long - white hull with brick red lower hull, varnished plank effect to deck, well detailed with deck fittings, masts etc, previously 
appears to have been radio controlled and fitted with 2 x electric motors driving the rear propellers together with a rudder but is 
now untested and unchecked for completeness but does make a Good display model and comes with a wooden stand.  Also 
included is a spare wooden stand. (2) 

 £30 - £50 

1633. A pair of Kit/Scratchbuilt Model Boats (1) "Soleil D'Or" Service Vessel - constructed from planked wood, electric motor 
to interior powering rear propeller, has previously had radio control gear but is untested and unchecked for completeness, well 
detailed deck with some model passengers, 26"/66cm and (2) "Medea" Kitbuilt Steam Yacht, of a vessel originally built in 1904, 
fitted with electric motor driving rear propeller and has previously been fitted for radio control - both are untested or unchecked 
for completeness but do make Good display models, the Medea is 32"/81cm long - both have display stands and are generally 
Good for display. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1634. A group of unpowered Display Model Boats - to include L'etoile a Schooner built in France in 1932 and later used as a 
training vessel - white with gold effect lower hull, 31"/79cm long.  Similar sized boats include The Blue Nose and Lilla Dan - all 
are well detailed (although may have minor loose/missing components), have all their sails and rigging etc together with display 
stands - Good overall. (3) 

 £30 - £50 
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1635. A pair of Vintage Wooden Ships from around the 18th century (1) "Bounty" - static model of this famous ship which was 
under the command of Captain Bligh and launched in 1784.  The Model is depicted being worked on in dry dock with various 
figures and rigging etc and (2) HMS Endeavour - a British Royal Navy Research Vessel that Lieutenant James Cook 
commanded on a voyage of discovery to Australia and New Zealand from 1768 to 1771, 31"/79cm long - both would benefit 
from light cleaning due to having been on display but are well detailed models which have been made to a Good standard and 
come on display stands. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1636. Dragonforce Yacht with plastic hull, with motorised rudder, mast with plastic sails and rigging, comes with a tailor made 
stand.  Also included is a spare Dragonforce 65 Hull in white - untested and unchecked for completeness but otherwise Good 
Plus for display. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

1637. A pair of Pond Yachts with plastic hulls and have previously been fitted with remote control but are untested and 
unchecked for completeness (1) 40"/1m long - mustard yellow with white deck and (2) 37"/94cm long and named Comtesse, 
with figure, handrail detail etc.  Also included are 2 x masts and sails with wooden strengthening pieces - a Fair basis for 
restoration for the pond yacht enthusiast. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

1638. A pair of Scratchbuilt Wooden Boats (1) vintage London Registered Customs & Excise Launch "Guardsman" - brick 
red/black hull, planked decking, nicely detailed, the superstructure is removable to access the interior and has at one time been 
motorised, but does come with a rear propeller and rudder, 23"/58cm long and (2) vintage Sailing Ship with hull painted 
cream/brown, varnished deck, includes 2 x main masts and various cloth sails, rigging etc, requires tidying but well detailed, 
31"/78cm long - both models come with their own wooden stands, may have loose/missing detailed parts but otherwise are 
generally Fair to Good for display. (2) 

 £20 - £30 

1639. Lesser & Pavey (UK) tinplate Indian made large scale vintage vehicles - models normally sold in gift shops to include 
14"/36cm London style Taxi Cab, Rolls Royce Silver Ghost, Austin 7 and others, ex-shop stock - Excellent to Near Mint with 
packaging. (8) 

 £30 - £40 

1640. Lesser & Pavey (UK) group of vintage Cars and Racing Cars - large pressed steel Indian made models suitable for the 
gift shop trade, ex-shop stock and includes Morgan Sports Car - 13"/33cm long, Mercedes and Bugatti Racing Cars, Norton and 
other Motorbikes, Rolls Royce Silver Ghost - Excellent Plus to Near Mint including some packaging. (6) 

 £30 - £50 

1641. Lesser & Pavey (UK) large pressed steel vintage Cars and Racing Cars to include 2 x 13"/32cm Blower Bentley, large 
Fiat Racing Car with racing number 7 to radiator grille, Ferrari and vintage car - ex-shop stock examples - Excellent Plus to 
Near Mint including packaging. (5) 

 £30 - £50 

1642. Lesser & Pavey (UK) or similar unboxed Indian made Cars and Motorcycles for the gift shop trade - ex-shop stock 
items include Harley Davidson Motorcycles, Vespa Scooter, Citroen 2CV, Mercedes Vintage Racer, Horseless Carriage, Fire 
Engine and others including vintage cars - Excellent Plus to Near Mint. (11) 

 £30 - £50 

1643. Homeworks (UK) or similar Indian made tinplate Commercial Vehicles - ex-shop stock examples suitable for the gift 
shop trade to include 11"/28cm Series I Land Rover, Gypsy Caravan, 15" 6-wheeled American Mack Delivery Truck and similar 
London Routemaster Bus - Excellent Plus to Near Mint including packaging. (4) 

 £30 - £40 
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1644. Tinplate Steam Engines and Locomotives - large scale Indian made models suitable for the gift shop trade, ex-shop 
stock to include large 17"/41cm B-Type London Open Top Bus, Fowler Showman's Engine and various steam railway tender 
locomotives including Der Adler, LNER No.4472 and smaller clockwork example - Excellent Plus to Near Mint. (7 in 2 large 
cardboard boxes). 

 £40 - £50 

1645. Large tinplate mainly Aircraft models - ex-shop stock Indian made examples for the gift shop trade to include Bi-Plane 
with RAF markings, single engined Spitfire or similar fighter plane with wings dismantled for storage, large yellow Single 
Engined Bi-Plane with dark blue markings 19"/49cm wing span, Harbour Spotter Aircraft with buoyancy tanks plus large Fire 
Department Pick-Up Truck and Schylling tinplate clockwork Bluebird Landspeed Record Car and Curtiss Bi-Plane - Excellent 
Plus to Near Mint, most have Good packaging. (7 in 2 large cardboard boxes). 

 £40 - £60 

1646. Wells (UK) M4514 "Express Transport" Delivery Van - scarce 1930s example in green/cream, with tinprinted detail, 
some age related wear to the edges of the balloon wheels but motor is in working order with integral key otherwise the van is an 
Excellent bright example, 7"/18cm long. 

 £100 - £130 

1647. Wells (UK) tinplate clockwork Ambulance - scarce early 1929 issue finished in green with black chassis and trim, 
includes uniformed driver, spoked wheels, clockwork motor in working order with integral key, some minor scratches but 
otherwise a Good Plus to Excellent example which has survived remarkably well, 5"/12cm long. 

 £200 - £300 

1648. Wells (UK) tinplate clockwork "Carter Paterson" Delivery Van, registration number CP 1860 - scarce example circa 
1929 finished in dark green with black roof and trim, uniformed driver, clockwork motor in working order with integral key (would 
benefit from lubrication), fitted with plain disc balloon wheels, red door panel to rear, some wear particularly to front right hand 
wing but otherwise a Good Plus scarce example which has survived remarkably well, 5"/12cm long. 

 £300 - £400 

1649. Mettoy (UK) large tinplate Racing Car - pre-war clockwork example finished in two-tone blue with tinprinted interior and 
driver figure, red windscreen surround, clockwork motor in working order driving the rear balloon wheels, fitted with racing 
number 3, 12"/31cm long, some minor scratches due to age but overall a Good Plus example. 

 £120 - £160 

1650. Mettoy (UK) pre-war tinplate clockwork "Pool" Articulated Tanker - two-tone grey with white trim, fitted with 6 x balloon 
wheels, clockwork motor in working order with integral key, scarce wartime version, some age related wear overall but 
otherwise a Good Plus example, 8"/20cm long. 

 £80 - £120 

1651. Mettoy (UK) 77556 "Shell" Articulated tinplate clockwork Petrol Tanker - scarce example circa 1950, finished in red with 
yellow chassis and trim, tinprinted balloon wheels, clockwork motor in working order with integral key, has survived remarkably 
well with only a few minor marks otherwise an Excellent bright example, 6"/20cm long. 

 £80 - £120 

1652. Mettoy (UK) "International Oil" tinplate clockwork Petrol Tanker - scarce 1940s example finished in dark red with grey 
chassis and trim, clockwork motor in working order with integral key driving the balloon wheels, some light age related wear 
otherwise generally Good Plus to Excellent for display, 8"/20cm long. 

 £80 - £120 
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1653. Mettoy (UK) "OK Biscuits" 6-wheeled tinplate clockwork Delivery Lorry - circa 1950, formerly used as a confectionery 
container, finished in brown with cream cab, detailed tinprinting including roof, still has opening rear door with locking catch, 
balloon wheels, clockwork motor is present but requires attention, some wear particularly to cab roof (manufacturer's shade 
difference) otherwise a Good to Good Plus scarce example, 9.5"/25cm long. 

 £80 - £120 

1654. Mettoy (UK) tinplate 6-wheeled Mobile "Refreshments" Lorry - this variation is finished in orange-red with cream trim, 
colourful detailed tinprinting to sides, includes opening rear door and locking catch, fitted with balloon wheels, clockwork motor 
in working order, some nicks and scratches to edges but otherwise a Good Plus example, 95"/24cm long. 

 £80 - £120 

1655. Mettoy (UK) 123 6-wheeled "Bingo's Circus" Lorry - scarce example with light blue cab, mid-blue wings and rear body, 
colourful tinprinting to each side depicting animal cages, still has opening rear door with locking catch and "Best Show on Earth" 
to rear, some minor marks but otherwise overall an Excellent example from the early 1950s, 9.5"/24cm long. 

 £150 - £200 

1656. Mettoy (UK) 6-wheeled "Royal Mail " Van - tinplate clockwork lorry is finished in red with tinprinted detail, still has 
opening rear door with locking catch, clockwork motor in working order, some manufacturers shade differences to some panels 
and some fading of paintwork to right hand side of the body roof otherwise a Good bright example, 9.5"/24cm long. 

 £70 - £90 

1657. Mettoy (UK) "St Johns Ambulance" 6-wheeled tinplate clockwork Lorry - very unusual variation of this toy, finished in 
cream with blue trim, manufacturers shade difference to cab roof and rear lower panel, fitted with opening rear door and locking 
catch, clockwork motor in working order with integral key driving the balloon wheels, some minor discolouration to corner of rear 
door and some minor marks around the cab edges otherwise overall Good Plus to Excellent scarce example, 9.5"/24cm long, 
the first that Vectis have offered. 

 £150 - £200 

1658. Donetsk (Russia) 1/16 scale plastic model kit for motorised Vauxhall Victor Estate Car - scarce example.  These kits 
were originally produced under the FROG brand by Triang in Great Britain and the tooling sold to Russia, this kit has the parts 
finished in grey plastic with some bright plated parts, includes electric motor and gears etc, unchecked for completeness but 
parts appear Excellent and comes with large instruction sheet and diagram (in Russian), all contained in Fair to Good illustrated 
box with inner plastic tray. 

 £60 - £80 

1659. Telsalda (Hong Kong) plastic friction drive Lotus Elan S2 in competition finish - yellow with bright plated parts and 
racing number 8 to sides - Near Mint, 5"/13cm long in Excellent illustrated box. 

 £30 - £40 

1660. Maks (Hong Kong) 2011 plastic friction drive Sunbeam Alpine - red with white interior - Near Mint, 5.5"/14cm long. 

 £30 - £40 

1661. Hong Kong plastic Delivery Vehicles (1) MM Toys clockwork Milk Delivery Truck with driver and key, in working order, 
is propelled forward and periodically stops to deliver milk, lacks milk bottle load; (2) Lucky Toys Volkswagen Pick-Up 
Truck - orange, similar to Corgi Toys models - Good Plus to Excellent. (2) 

 £30 - £40 
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1662. 21 Toys "21 Twin Pack" featuring 2 x plastic model car bodies with one battery operated chassis for E-Type and 
Mercedes Benz 4-door Saloon - Good Plus to Excellent, have been re-stapled on original backing card which is Fair. 

 £30 - £40 

1663. Blue Box (Hong Kong) Tractor and Trailer Gift Set featuring orange Tractor with yellow 2-wheeled Trailer, farmer & dog 
figure - Good Plus in Fair to Good window box.  Also included battery operated "Jet" Fire Boat made to squirt water 
(untested) - Excellent Plus in Good window box. (2) 

 £30 - £50 

1664. Hong Kong plastic 969 "Mitchell Bomber" - grey with red engine cowls & propellers, friction drive - Good Plus, made by 
CH Toys in the 1960s, 10"/25cm wing span and comes in Good illustrated box. 

 £30 - £40 

1665. Marx Toys (Hong Kong) "Mechanical Army Air Transport" Helicopter - scarce example circa 1960s with military green 
plastic body, 2 x sets of tinplate rotors, clockwork operation with integral key, in working order when the aircraft is wound it is 
propelled forward and both rotors turn, some minor age related marks including to one of the transfers otherwise a Good Plus to 
Excellent example, 17"/42cm long including rotors and comes in Fair illustrated box (lacks one end of lid). 

 £40 - £50 

1666. Marx Toys (UK) 5034 Strato Airlines Sky Cruiser tinplate 4-engined Air Liner - circa 1950, with friction motor, the drive 
to revolving propellers requires attention, some age related wear otherwise a Fair to Good scarce example with 18.5"/47cm 
wing span. 

 £50 - £70 

1667. Triang Toys "Christmas 1960" Catalogue - stamped with Nottingham toy shop detail - 16-page colour catalogue 
featuring pedal cars, cycles, pressed steel bus and lorries, dolls and teddy bears, Triang Spot-On, Minic and other 
toys - creased to centre otherwise Fair to Good reference book. 

 £20 - £30 

1668. Scalextric and Hong Kong plastic Sports and Racing Cars to include Clifford Series (Hong Kong) 7"/18cm remote 
control Sports Car - green, lacks windscreen otherwise Fair still with remote control cable attached in Fair illustrated box; 
Scalextric items include red Ferrari and blue C57 Aston Martin - both are incomplete but would otherwise be a Fair basis for 
restoration or spare parts in Fair boxes together with empty box only for Vanwall C55. (4) 

 £30 - £40 

1669. Scalextric pair of Racing Sets and Accessories - sets comprise Sports Car set with 2 x Lister Jaguars in yellow and 
green together with GP1 Set with blue Lotus and green Cooper - each set contains various straight and curved track sections, 
hand controllers and some accessories, most are suitable for spares or repair and are in Poor set boxes with some paperwork.  
Also included is a quantity of straight and curved track, chicane, outer curves, start/finish barrier, hand controllers, crash 
barriers etc., some items are boxes - Poor to Fair. (qty in 2 cardboard boxes). 

 £30 - £40 

1670. Scalextric pair of 1960s Slot Cars (1) C68 Aston Martin GT without lights - British racing green, racing number 7, 
broken front bumper & would benefit from some cleaning; (2) C54 Lotus - pale yellow, racing number 7 - would again benefit 
from cleaning otherwise both models are Fair in Fair boxes. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

1671. Mettoy Castoys clockwork diecast model of Jowett Javelin or similar - cream, in working order with brake and key, 
some small nicks and scratches and the interior would benefit from cleaning otherwise Good Plus to Excellent, 6/5"/16cm long. 

 £20 - £30 
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1672. Mettoy Castoys diecast clockwork Articulated Lorry and Trailer - powder blue tractor unit with silver wagon body to 
trailer, motor is in working order and comes with correct "Mettoy" key and brake - Good Plus, 7.5"/18cm long. 

 £20 - £30 

1673. Mettoy (UK) 1950s tinplate/plastic Racing Car - red with racing number 7, yellow driver, friction drive motor is worn but 
otherwise Good for display, 8/5"/22cm long. 

 £30 - £40 

1674. Hover (Hong Kong) 853 "Ford 5000 Super Tractor" battery operated plastic model - red/white, with bright plated detail, 
driver figure, towing equipment to rear, clean battery compartment to underside - glue repair to one rear tyre Good Plus to 
Excellent for display in Good Plus illustrated card box, 7"/18cm long. 

 £20 - £30 

1675. Technofix (Germany) or similar XZ105 tinplate Aircraft - red with colourful tinprinted detail including cockpit, includes 
both propellers - Good Plus to Excellent with working friction drive motor, 11/5"/29cm long. 

 £30 - £50 

1676. Arnold (France) "Piccolo Remote Controlled Helicopter" - scarce tinplate mechanical remote control model, 6"/15cm 
long, with blue plastic rotors and finished in blue/white livery of Sabena (the former Belgian airline), includes mechanical control 
cable and winding handle, gears are a little worn but rotors will turn and comes with spare set together with instruction sheet 
and inspection slip - Good Plus to Excellent in Good illustrated box with some inner packaging. 

 £30 - £50 

1677. Marx Toys (Great Britain) "Marx Crazy Dancer" Novelty - tinplate clockwork dancing novelty comprising pair of 
tinprinted drums, Donald Duck figure with drumsticks and Goofy figure is the dancer, clockwork operation with brake and 
integral key, in working order, when wound Donald beats his drum and Goofy dances, colourful tinprinting including both 
figures, Goofy figure has articulated legs to perform realistic dancing and rotating action, 10.5"/27cm high - Good to Good Plus, 
a scarce item.  The large drum has tinprinted images of various Disney figures including Mickey Mouse, Pluto and Goofy. 

 £160 - £220 

1678. Merit (UK) "Magic Robot" game - unchecked for completeness but includes colourfully illustrated board, with plastic 
standing robot figure, selection of questions and answers - Fair including Poor to Fair box but with colourfully illustrated lid.  
Also included Hong Kong plastic "Razer Ray Gun" - with friction drive to trigger in working order - Good, 8"/19cm long. (2) 

 £20 - £30 

1679. HG Toys (USA) "Tweeky" standing plastic figure from the Buck Rogers and Tweeky set circa 1979 - bright plated finish, 
lacks battery compartment cover to rear, still a Fair scarce item for display, 10"/25cm tall. 

 £20 - £30 

1680. Modern Toys (Masutoku of Japan) "USA - NASA Apollo" battery operated tinplate Spacecraft - bright plated finish, with 
tinprinted cockpit and pilot detail with clear plastic domed visor, opening rear door to reveal clean battery compartment, includes 
rotating astronaut figure to roof, circa 1960s - some age related marks but otherwise overall Good Plus to Excellent example in 
Good illustrated box, 9.5"/24cm long. 

 £60 - £80 

1681. Tinplate clockwork "Mighty Robot" - light blue with tinprinted detail, no key but motor is in working order producing a 
slow walking action with rotating chest display - Excellent Plus example of recent limited edition production, 10"/25cm high in 
Excellent illustrated box.  Also included tinplate robot shaped Sweet Container with tinprinted and embossed detail, 9.5"/24cm 
high - Good. (2) 

 £20 - £30 
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1682. Haha Toys (Japan) tinplate "Lantern Robot" - battery operated reproduction of this scarce robot, finished in sage green 
with tinprinted detail, remote control cable and battery compartment attached, untested but appears Near Mint for display in 
Excellent illustrated box with inner packaging and packet of "Smoking Powder", 8"/20cm high. 

 £20 - £30 

1683. Schylling "Space Man Robot" - tinplate battery operated reproduction of this very rare robot finished in pale yellow with 
embossed and tinprinted detail including gun and rear oxygen tanks, untested but appears Excellent Plus to Near Mint, battery 
compartment and cable still attached, 9"/23cm high in Good illustrated box with some inner packaging. 

 £30 - £40 

1684. "Saturn" large battery operated plastic Robot circa 1970s - black with red hands and feet, bright plated parts, untested 
but with clean battery compartment and is generally Near Mint for display, with 4 x missiles (in separate bag), 12"/31cm long in 
Good illustrated card box with some inner packaging. 

 £20 - £30 

1685. TN Toys (Nomura of Japan) very rare "Pug Robby" Robot circa 1957 - scarce example believed to have been 
unlicensed at the time, battery operated with remote control cable attached (some breaks in the wire due to age and needs 
re-attaching to clean battery compartment), unusual colour variation being light metallic grey, with maroon legs and arms, black 
rubber hands, untested.  This robot was released around 1957 shortly after The Forbidden Planet film, some light age related 
wear but otherwise Good Plus example, includes clear plastic dome, antennae and pistons, 8.5"/22cm high. 

 £500 - £700 

1686. SH Toys (Horikawa of Japan) "Attacking Martian" tinplate Robot - scarce battery operated example circa 1960s 
finished in silver, with red feet, opening chest to reveal 2 x guns, opening rear door reveals clean battery compartment, some 
light wear due to age but otherwise overall Excellent, 12"/30cm high in Fair illustrated card box (some deleted graffiti to lid). 

 £80 - £120 

1687. Taiyo "Blink-A-Gear Robot" - scarce 1970s large scale example with black tinplate head and body, plastic legs, red 
plastic arms and shoes, clear plastic chest compartment reveals gear train, untested and has some surface rust to a battery 
compartment terminal in the rear compartment (which is underneath the oxygen tank) otherwise Good Plus for display, scarce 
item 15"/38cm high and is in reproduction box. 

 £50 - £70 

1688. Alps (Japan) battery operated "Television Spaceman" tinplate Robot circa 1960s - dark grey with black feet, clear 
plastic television screen to chest, clear plastic cover to detailed head, includes separate antenna with securing chain, untested 
but with clean battery compartment under rear oxygen tank shaped cover - Good Plus to Excellent, 15"/39cm high including 
antenna and comes in Fair illustrated card box with some inner packaging. 

 £80 - £100 

1689. Nomura (TN Toys of Japan) battery operated "Heavy Machine Gun" - scarce 1960s gun with tinprinted detail finished in 
various shades of dark grey, folding stand for storage, untested but with clean battery compartment, with magazine of 24 x 
plastic bullets - Excellent for display, 224"/61cm long in Fair illustrated box. 

 £40 - £60 

1690. Mickey Mouse, Wells Brimtoy, Schuco and other Novelties to include Housemartin Mickey Mouse Alarm Clock dated 
"1988 The Walt Disney Company" - lacks time key but alarm bell is in working order, features Mickey and Minnie Mouse at a 
piano on clock face together with Acme Toys (UK) Alarm Clock Savings Bank, Wells Brimtoy clockwork Dancing Princess and 
Schuco clockwork Mouse (lacks tail) in working order together with 10"/25cm Avon plastic Andy Capp figure - Fair to Good. (5) 

 £20 - £30 
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1691. Pair of novelty Birds (1) Marx Toys (Japan) 1960s novelty clockwork Owl - in working order with integral key, wings 
outstretch as he blinks and emits hooting sound, 8"/20cm high; (2) novelty "Crow" plastic figure Savings Bank as issued by 
Trustee Savings Bank in 1978 with red and white football shirt and black hair, no key otherwise Good. (2) 

 £20 - £30 

1692. Nomura (TN Toys of Japan) "Eat at Joe's" Sandwich Board Man - 1960s novelty clockwork figure in working order, 
moves up and down, waves his hat and walking stick, some fading of jacket otherwise a Fair to Good scarce example, 8"/20cm 
high. 

 £20 - £30 

1693. Alps (Japan) or similar 1960s novelty animal figures to include 11"/28cm high Monkey with feeding bowl and knitting 
Bear, untested but are generally Fair for display. (2) 

 £20 - £30 

1694. Group of pre-war tinplate children's toys and novelties to include Spinner in working order with insect with flapping 
wings, boxed "Kino Movie" Czechoslovakian early tinplate Viewfinder with a quantity of celluloid slides together with pre-war 
pull-along nursery toy with bell - Fair to Good. (3) 

 £20 - £30 

1695. Group of tinplate Circus Toys (1) Marx Toys "Musical Circus Horse" - horse lacks mechanism but does include musical 
drum, 10"/25cm long; (2) German clockwork Clown on Tricycle in working with erratic action and (3) KO Toys clockwork novelty 
Vintage Circus Car in working order with integral key and brake - Fair. (3) 

 £20 - £30 

1696. Japanese tinplate Circus Toys (1) Modern Toys "Mechanical Hoop Spinning Circus Seal" - clockwork seal has black 
plush covering, with metal hoops, no key but motor is in working order and seal performs a walking action as his head moves 
side to side - Excellent in Good illustrated box; (2) TK Toys tinplate clockwork Drumming Clown - colourful tinprinting with 
red/blue jacket and checked trousers, in working order, plays his drum as his body and head move from side to side - Excellent 
Plus to Near Mint, 8"/21cm high. (2) 

 £30 - £50 

1697. Lines Bros (pre-war Triang, UK) "Triang Tois Dairy Milk Churns" - a group of 5, lack lids otherwise Good accessories 
suitable for the range of Triang pressed steel lorries. (5) 

 £20 - £30 

1698. Arcade, Kenton or similar USA made cast iron Horse and 4-wheeled Cart, 15"/37cm long.  Also comes with Arcade 
cast iron 3-wheeled Tractor - red and Animate Toys clockwork Baby Tractor with wheels glued on for display - Fair. (3) 

 £30 - £40 

1699. Bandai (Japan) tinplate MGTF Sports Car - bright blue with red seats, tinprinted dashboard and wheel hubs, friction 
drive in working order - Good Plus to Excellent, 7"/18cm long. 

 £30 - £50 

1700. Joustra and other tinplate and plastic assorted vehicles to include Joustra (France) 12"/29cm friction drive Car, Minister 
Models Buick, Paya Tram, Nomura "Golden Jubilee" battery operated Vintage Car with clean battery compartment, German 
Baggage Truck and Marx Toys plastic Cannon - Fair to Good Plus. (6) 

 £30 - £50 
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1701. USA made tinplate clockwork pre-war Tractor - scarce example which has had rubber tracks replaced by rubber tyres, 
clockwork motor is in working order and comes with key and brake, wired for electric headlamps - Good for display, 14"/35cm 
long.  Also included are 3 x Modern Toys or similar Japanese battery operated Railway Locomotives circa 1960s, the largest is 
19"/49cm long - Fair. (4) 

 £40 - £50 

1702. Mettoy and other large scale Racing Cars (1) British made diecast Mettoy Vanwall Racing Car from the Castoys range, 
finished in green with racing number 7 (some overpainting to the number and lacks driver); (2) 9"/23cm aluminium 
Racer - metallic red, no key but clockwork motor is in working order, fitted with steerable front wheels, racing number 6, some 
play wear, 9"/23cm long - Fair to Good. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

1703. Bandai (Japan) 4347 "Ford Maverick" battery operated tinplate car - brick red with tinprinted interior detail, bright plated 
parts, clean battery compartment, with mystery action fitted to underside - Excellent, 9"/23cm long and comes in Fair window 
box. 

 £30 - £50 

1704. Mettoy 1930s tinplate clockwork Fire Engine - red, with tinprinted detail, still includes 2-sectional extending turntable 
ladder and 3 x seated fireman figures, clockwork motor is in working order (although would benefit from lubrication), model 
would also benefit from more detailed cleaning otherwise a Good example, 12"/30cm long. 

 £60 - £70 

1705. Distler or similar German pre-war tinplate Fire Engine - orange-red, fitted with 5 x seated fireman figures, 2-sectional 
extending turntable ladder with screw control, made for the British market and fitted with right hand drive, balloon wheels, 
clockwork motor in working order driving the rear wheels, would benefit from further cleaning, some wear to top of bonnet 
otherwise generally Good, 14"/35cm long. 

 £100 - £130 

1706. Lehmann (Germany) or similar "Busy Lizzie" tinplate clockwork housekeeping lady in working order, with reproduction 
wooden sweeping brush and some surface corrosion coming through, motor is in working order (but would benefit from 
lubrication) - Fair, 7"/18cm long. 

 £20 - £30 

1707. Schuco (Germany) tinplate clockwork "Radio 4012" Open Top Car - beige, red interior, with retractable aerial, steerable 
front wheels and both motors in working order - would benefit from further cleaning otherwise Good Plus to Excellent, with 
correct Schuco key and instruction slip - in Good illustrated box. 

 £60 - £80 

1708. Schuco Radio 5000 tinplate clockwork pre-war Car - very scarce variation finished in two-tone blue, lacks aerial to roof, 
driving motor is in working order, no key - Good unboxed. 

 £200 - £300 

1709. Eastern European tinplate clockwork Bulldozer - scarce example finished in blue, tinprinted detail, crane jib attachment 
to rear with hook, with key and is in working order, controls in the cab for brake and elevation of blade - Good Plus to Excellent 
example which would benefit from further cleaning, in Good illustrated box, 12"/31cm long. 

 £40 - £50 

1710. Doll & Company (Germany) and other German Steam Toy Accessories to include Doll Windmill with Rotating Sails and 
another tinprinted Windmill (lacks one sail) made by WK of Germany, detailed tinprinting, with rotary man chasing donkey - Fair 
to Good, both items are made to be driven from a live steam engine using a drive belt, made in the early part of the 20th 
Century. (2) 

 £40 - £60 
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1711. Group of metal Buses to include Yonezawa (Japan) friction drive British style Double Decker Bus, Chinese rear 
engined Double Decker, Wells (UK) friction drive Double Decker Bus, 6.5"/17cm long and Tomica Dandy diecast London 
Bus - Fair to Excellent. (4) 

 £30 - £40 

1712. Scalextric and other Slot Cars - Scalextric models include 2 x Ford Escort Mark III and Cooper Racer together with 
Hornby Hobbies Porsche and other Hong Kong plastic cars - Fair. (9) 

 £20 - £30 

1713. Meccano Constructor Car Spare Parts - scarce lot with spare parts of both No.1 and No.2 cars to include cycle wings, 
rear boot, seat, 2 x doors, spare wheel and float for aircraft - Fair (14) 

 £40 - £50 

1714. Triang Minic Spare Parts to include tinplate and plastic spare parts for the Minic range of clockwork vehicles to include 
van body and chassis, lorry body and chassis, pre-war open top car and Royal Mail vans, petrol cans, 2 x jeeps, various 
standard lorry cabs, plastic vehicle bodies, chassis', mudguards and others - a Fair basis for spare parts for the Minic collector. 
(qty) 

 £30 - £40 

1715. Sutcliffe model Boats and Yacht to include Sutcliffe Hawk Motor Boat with rudder and motor in working order together 
with Seifert wooden Yacht with sail, 28"/71cm long - Fair to Good. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

1716. Moko "Jumbo" tinplate clockwork Elephant - scarce example circa 1950, finished in grey with tinprinted detail, lacks tail, 
motor is present but requires attention otherwise a Fair scarce example for display.  Also included Wells clockwork Acrobat, 
Schuco Studio Racer and Triang W Series Tipper Lorry for restoration or spares. (qty) 

 £40 - £60 
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Conditions of Sale
The Buyer will be the highest bidder known to the Auctioneer at the fall of the hammer. Any dispute will be 
settled by the Auctioneer, whose decision will be final.

Purchasers will be charged a premium of 20.83% on the hammer price. 
The premium is subject to VAT at 20% (total 25%).

BUYERS PREMIUM FOR LIVE ON-LINE BIDDING VIA INVALUABLE Purchasers will be charged a total 
premium of 30% on the hammer price inclusive of VAT. This will include a 5% charge made by Invaluable which
will be shown separately on your invoice.

There is no additional charge for bidding via the Vectis Live website.

There is no VAT charged on lot prices.

If payment is to be made by cheque and the cheque exceeds the cheque card guarantee limit, then goods can only
be collected on the day of the sale if the buyer is known to us, or if prior arrangements have been made. We reserve
the right to hold goods until a cheque is cleared. Lots can be paid for by credit card. Most major brands are accepted.

Commission bids will be executed at no extra charge and we guarantee to purchase lots as cheaply as possible, 
allowing for other bids. Successful commission bidders will be notified by post immediately after the sale. 
Full payment must then be sent to the Auctioneers by return of post.

Persons are reminded to handle all items with care. Any loss or damage will be payable at a cost to be decided by
the Auctioneer, whose decision will be final. Please be careful.

We have endeavoured to describe items as accurately and as fairly as possible.
The terms we have used to define condition are detailed in the Condition Classification. The classification relates
to the appearance of an item. No warranty can be given to the mechanical or electrical operation of any item. It must
be understood that any description or assessment of an item or its condition must be regarded as opinion only, and
cannot form part of any legal contract.

Where we have identified particular faults or damage to items it must be understood that reference to such faults
does not imply the absence of others, nor does the lack of such a reference imply that an item is free of faults. 
Prospective purchasers must satisfy themselves as to the suitability of lots before buying. Only in the event that an
item should be found to be a deliberate forgery, could a transaction be rescinded. Once this is proven to the 
Auctioneers, then all money paid will be refunded, provided the item is returned within 7 days of the sale in the 
condition it was sold.

Telephone Bidding
Vectis Auctions cannot guarantee that all telephone requests will be honoured due to the rising demand for telephone
bidding, particularly at certain sections of the auction, it may be impossible to have a line available.
Although Vectis Auctions will try to accommodate every request, we cannot be held responsible for any missed calls
due to human or technical errors.

Bank Transfer
If you wish to pay by bank transfer, our bank details are as follows: Handelsbanken, Ground Floor, Winder
House, Kingfisher Way, Stockton on Tees. TS18 3EX

Sort Code: 40-51-62  
Account: 42076703  
IBAN: GB16HAND40516242076703  
Bank Swift code: HANDGB22 
Account Name: Vectis Auctions Ltd 



Conditions of Sale (Continued)

Estimates
Based upon prices recently paid at auction for comparable property, and take into account condition, rarity, 
quality and provenance. Estimates are subject to revision. Vendors should not rely upon estimates as a 
representation or prediction of actual selling prices.

Reserves
In normal circumstances, Vectis Auctions do not accept reserves, however if a vendor wishes to place a reserve on
a lot and that lot is eventually unsold, Vectis Auctions will charge the vendor a fee of 7.5% of the placed reserve or
£10 whichever is greater.  The reserve is the confidential minimum price the vendor will accept and must be agreed
with Vectis Auctions beforehand.  This value will not exceed the top pre-sale estimate.

Late Withdrawals
(a) Lots withdrawn once an item has been catalogued will incur a charge of 15% of the midpoint between top and
bottom estimate or the reserve, whichever is greater.

(b) Lots withdrawn after the catalogue has been printed and distributed will incur a charge of 25% of the midpoint
between top and bottom estimate or the reserve, whichever is greater.

Payment of proceeds of auction
Payment is normally made twenty five working days after the sale, however Vectis Auctions reserve the right to
withold any funds if the buyer fails to make payment.  If the buyer fails to make payment within the calendar
month, Vectis Auctions have the right to pay the vendor an amount up to the net proceeds payable in respect of the
amount bid by the defaulting buyer.

For your guidance we have included estimated prices against each lot
Please remember that these are merely our opinion of what each lot might realise

The results from this auction will be published on our website after the sale.
The website address is: www.vectis.co.uk  e-mail address is: admin@vectis.co.uk
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